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Abstrac t 

Semiconductor devices can be fabricated by growing I I I - V heteroepitaxial layers 

which are coherently strained to a I I I - V substrate. The relaxation of layer lattice 

strain through the nucleation of misfit dislocations near the interface causes a drop in 

performance for these devices. This thesis uses two non destructive x-ray techniques 

to examine relaxation in I I I - V epitaxial layers; double crystal diffractometry and x-

ray topography. The dynamical and kinematical theories of x-ray diffraction are 

discussed in chapter 2. The apparatus used for double crystal diffractometry and 

x-ray topography and the theory of operation of these techniques is discussed in 

chapter 3. The properties of misfit dislocations in I I I - V epitaxial layers and the 

critical layer thickness at which relaxation occurs are discussed in chapter 4. 

Double crystal diffractometry and x-ray topography have been used to examine 

relaxation in epitaxial layers of AlAs on GaAs, InGaAs on GaAs, GaAsSb on GaAs, 

InGaAs on InP and an InGaAs superlattice on InP. A l l layers were deposited on 

001 orientated substrates. Asymmetric double crystal rocking curves have been 

analysed using a novel technique which allows deduction of the position of an hhl 

layer reflection in reciprocal space. The layer unit cell parameters in the [110] and 

110] directions are determined f rom this. Individual misfit dislocation lines can 

be resolved by topography for dislocation line densities less than 0.2 fj,m~^. In 

each of these samples the layer relaxation was found to be asymmetric about the 

(110) directions. The sensitivity of diffractometry and topography to the detection 

of layer relaxation has been compared for samples wi th different thicknesses and 

dislocation line densities. The resolution of these techniques to the determination 

of layer relaxation has been shown to meet for a 1 / i m layer of AlAs on GaAs. 

T i l t between the epitaxial layer lattice and the substrate has been measured for 

coherently strained and partially relaxed epitaxial layers grown on 001 orientated 

substrates. The lattice t i l t in (110) directions was found to increase wi th misfit 

dislocation line density in these directions. Two theoretical models have been de

veloped describing the relationship between lattice t i l t and misfit dislocation line 

density and the t i l ts predicted by these compared wi th experiment. 

A t high dislocation densities measurements of layer relaxation by diffractometry 

indicate that the images recorded by topography represent bundles of misfit dislo

cations and not individual dislocation lines. The number of dislocation lines per 
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bundle was found to decrease wi th decreasing layer relaxation. Bunching of misfit 

dislocations into dislocation bundles is also observed on topographs f rom a low dis

location density sample where the individual dislocation hues are resolved. Screw 

dislocations in a strained layer and an interaction between two 60° dislocations to 

f o r m a mixed dislocation have been characterised using Burgers vector analysis. 

Interference fringes have been observed on 004 double crystal rocking curves 

recorded f r o m an ul t ra th in InGaAs layer sandwiched between a GaAs substrate and 

a GaAs cap. The position and intensity of these fringes was found to be sensitive to 

the composition and thickness of the InGaAs layer. Comparison between simulated 

and experimental rocking curve data allowed determination of the layer thickness 

to wi th in a single monolayer and layer composition to wi th in 0.5%. Topography of 

this sample showed that the dislocation hne density varied f rom zero to 0.12 ^m~^ 

across the wafer. The critical layer thickness and Indium concentration at which 

the first few misfit dislocation hnes were observed was measured as 162 ± 2 A and 

17 ± 0.5 %. 
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C h a p t e r 1 

E p i t a x i a l Layers and T h e i r Appl icat ion to Semiconductor Devices. 

1.1 Semiconductor Compounds 

Epitaxial layer technology centres on the growth of highly ordered crystalline 

layers which are coherent with a crystalline substrate. Deposition of material onto 

a substrate of the same material is known as homoepitaxy whereas deposition of 

material onto a substrate of a different material is known as heteroepitaxy. In general 

the application of homoepitaxial layer technology to I I I - V materials is restricted 

to substrate surface preparation prior to heteroepitaxial layer growth through the 

deposition of 'buffer ' layers. 

I I I - V compounds are materials created f rom the combination of elements in 

group I I I of the periodic table with elements in group V of the periodic table follow

ing the classification developed by Mendeleev. The six elements which are commonly 

employed in the production of semiconducting I I I - V epitaxial layers are listed below. 

Table 1.1. Group I I I and Group V Semiconductor Elements. 

Group I I I Group V 

Al P 

Ga As 

In Sb 

The elements in Table 1.1 can combine to f o r m nine binary compounds which 

are listed in Table 1.2 together wi th the values of bulk lattice parameter and Poisson 

ratio emploj'ed in this thesis, where these are known. The material parameters for 

two group I V elements, silicon and germanium, are included for completeness. 



Table 1.2. Nine Binary Semiconductor Compounds 

Binary Bulk Lattice Parameter Poisson Rat 

in Angstroms 

AlP 5.4625 

AlAs 5.6628 0.28 

AlSb 6.1355 — 
GaP 5.4495 0.307 

GaAs 5.65375 0.311 

GaSb 6.0940 0.313 

InP 5.8687 0.360 

InAs 6.0584 0.352 

InSb 6.4788 0.353 

Si 5.4308 0.271 

Ge 5.6575 0.278 

These. I I I - V binary compounds crystallise in the sphalerite structure. This is 

also known as the zinc blende structure and, following the convention developed by 

Gatos and La.vine [1], consists of a face centred cubic lattice wi th a basis of two 

atoms; a group I I I atom at the origin and a group V atom at coordinate position 

(1/4,1/4,1/4) . The structure can also be thought of as a face centred cubic lattice 

of group I I I atoms interpenetrated hy a face centred cubic lattice of group V atoms 

where the group V lattice is displaced by the vector [1/4,1/4,1/4] wi th respect to 

the group I I I lattice. The epitaxial layers examined in this thesis were grown on 

001 substrate surfaces. Hence if the layer/substrate structure is viewed along the 

001] direction then the advancing (111) planes contain group I I I atoms whereas the 

advancing (111) planes contain group V atoms. Silicon and germanium crystallise in 

the diamond structure which is equivalent to a zinc blende structure incorporating 

atoms of only one type. 

Perhaps the most important property of 111-V materials in relation to heteroepi-

taxial layer technology is the ease with vvliich they form ternary and quaternary 

compounds e.g. Al.,;Ga]^.j:As and ]n,,.Ga^^.i:As]^yPy respectively. Ternary and 

quaternary compounds ha.ve physical |)ropei ties which are limited by the extrema 



of the constituent binary compounds and can be deduced f rom the relative concen

trations of the binary compounds. The lattice parameter of a ternary or quaternary 

compound follows Vegard's Law to a good approximation. Vegard's Law simply 

states that the bulk lattice parameter of a ternary or quaternary compound can be 

deduced by taking a linear combination of the lattice parameters of the basic binary 

constituents; i.e a ternary bulk lattice parameter is deduced by linearly interpolat

ing between the two binary bulk lattice parameters. Approximations for the Poisson 

ratios of ternary and quaternary compounds can be determined in a similar fashion. 

The epitaxial layer samples examined in this thesis consist of ternary compounds 

grown on thick (200-300 /m^) substrate crystals of binary I I I - V compounds, namely 

GaAs and InP. In all cases the composition of the ternary layer is such that its lattice 

parameter is not equal to the lattice parameter of the substrate. Hence the epitaxial 

layer lattice is strained with respect to the substrate lattice at the interface. The 

degree to which the layer lattice is coherent with the substrate lattice across the 

interface is governed by the lattice parameter difference and layer thickness. The 

difference between the bulk layer lattice parameter, o-r, and the substrate lattice 

parameter, ao, is characterised by the lattice mismatch, m, which is defined by 

equation 1.1 

m = ^ ^ ^ - i ^ 1.1 
«o 

The lattice mismatch also defines the strain between the layer lattice and the 

substrate lattice at the interface. 

1.2. Semiconductor Devices 

A brief overview of the basic properties of semiconductor materials and their ap

plication to device production via heteroepitaxial layer technology is presented here. 

The physics of semiconductor devices is discussed in detail by Sze [2], Streetma.n [3], 

and Zanger [4]. 

The energy gap, Ey, between the higliest valence band and the lowest conduction 

band in a ternary compound is related to the energy gaps of the component binary 

compounds by equation 1.2 

E,j = E,,^ + bx + cx' 1.2 
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where Egi is the smaller energy gap and x is the fractional composition of 

the larger energy gap binary material [5]. The constants b and c can be deter

mined through a theoretical treatment of the band structure and are unique for 

each ternary. The expressions relating energy gap with composition for quaternary 

compounds are in general far more complicated. The extreme energy gap values for 

ternary compounds are 0.24 eV (InSb) and 2.48 eV (AlP) . I I I - V ternary heteroepi-

taxy allows selection of any energy gap between these extrema. 

The energy of the band gap between the valence and conduction bands in semi

conductor materials is comparable to the thermal energy of an electron at room 

temperature. Electrons are fermions and so the distribution of electrons between 

these bands is governed by Fermi-Dirac statistics and depends on the number of 

energy levels in the conduction band (density of states), the energy of the band gap, 

the temperature of the material and the Fermi energy of the material. The Fermi 

energy level is the energj' of the quantised state whose probability of occupation by 

an electron is exactly equal to a half. The action of an applied field accelerates the 

electrons in the conduction band causing the electrons to carry charge through the 

semiconductor. Each electron that is thermally excited into the conduction band 

leaves behind a vacant energy level in the valence band. The electrons in the va

lence band move to occupy the vacancy and the net effect is that the vacancy moves 

through the material. From consideration of the electrical neutrality of the crystal, 

the vacancy, which is known as a. hole, is equivalent to a positively charged electron 

and indeed when the mobility of these holes is investigated i t is found that their 

effective mass is often of the same order of magnitude as the effective mass of an 

electron in the semiconductor. 

In practice semiconductor materials are often doped wi th impurity atoms to 

create extra energy levels within the energy gap. Donor impurities are atoms which, 

when present in the semiconductor crystal, have more valence electrons than are 

required to complete the bonds with neighljouring atoms, e.g group V or group 

V I atoms in a group IV crystal. The extra electrons are readily released into the 

conduction band whereas the donor atoms remain a-s positively charged ions within 

the crystal lattice. Hence the presence of donor impurities creates an excess of 

mobile negative charge carriers and so the doping is described as n-type. Acceptor 

impurities are atoms that have fewer valence electrons than are required to complete 

the bonds with neighbouring atoms and therefore accept electrons f rom surrounding 

atoms e.g. group I I or group Hi atoms in a group IV crystal. The accepted electrons 

are t ight ly bound to the impuri ty atom creating a sessile negative ion in the crystal 

and lea.ving a hole which is loosely bound to a neighbouring atom in the crystal 



lattice. Hence the presence of acceptor impurities leads to an excess of mobile 

positive charge carriers and the doping is referred to as p-type. 

Junctions between semiconductors of different types, such as those created by 

the deposition of a heteroepitaxial layer on a substrate, play a fundamental part in 

modern electronic components. I f an n-type semiconductor and a p-type semicon

ductor are brought into contact wi th no external applied field, thermal equilibrium 

w i l l be established between the two, and the condition of zero net current requires 

the Fermi level to be constant throughout the sample. The n-type semiconductor 

contains an excess of mobile electrons whereas the p-type semiconductor contains 

an excess of mobile holes, hence electrons and holes wi l l diffuse across the junction 

in an attempt to distribute the mobile charge carriers evenly between the two semi

conductors. This diffusion is counteracted by space charge regions which reside on 

both sides of the junct ion and result f rom the sessile ionized impuri ty atoms. Hence 

a dynamic equilibrium is reached which is characterised by a potential difference 

across the junct ion known as the diffusion potential. Apphcation of an electric field 

causes the junct ion to act as a diode. Conduction across the junction is allowed if 

the polarity of the applied voltage opposes the diffusion potential. In this case the 

junct ion acts as forward biased diode. I f the polarity of the applied voltage is in the 

same sense as the diffusion potential then no current flows and the junction acts as 

a reverse biased diode. 

The semiconductor laser and heavily doped light emiting diode (LED) essentially 

consist of a forward biased diode formed f rom the junction between two direct band 

gap semiconductors. Electrons flow f rom the n-tj 'pe material conduction band across 

the junct ion to the p-type material conduction band and combine wi th a hole in that 

region resulting in the emission of a photon which has an energy approximately equal 

to the band gap energy. This process is called electron injection. As the injection 

current is increased above a threshold current, the majori ty of photon emissions 

f r o m electron-hole recombination events are stimulated by photons produced f rom 

previous electron-hole recombination events and leads to laser action. The diode is 

constructed so that two opposite ends of the crystal perpendicular to the interface 

between the epitaxial layer and the substrate are flat a.nd polished. These flat 

ends act as partially reflecting mirrors which reflect light back across the p-type 

material causing amplification of the stimulated emission. An intense laser beam 

emerges f rom the f la t ends of the crystal. The output power is tens of milliwatts at 

wavelengths just longer than visible light wavelengths and the laser efficiency can 

be as high as 10 %. 



The energy gap for a I I I - V semiconductor is typically of the order of 1 eV 

which corresponds to a photon wavelength of about 1 ixm. Kao and Hockham 

6] first proposed the use of an optical fibre communication system in 1961 and 

since then research has demonstrated that loss in fused silica fibres is remarkably 

reduced in the 1 fim. wavelength region [7]. In this region there are two wavelength 

ranges that are attractive for long haul optical fibre conrummication systems, such 

as optical submarine cable systems. One is the 1.3 fim wavelength range where 

chromatic dispersion in a single mode fibre goes through zero [8]. This wavelength 

is suitable for broadband optical communication systems. The other is the 1.55 fim 
wavelength range where fused silica fibre shows an ultimate minimum loss of 0.2 

d B / k m [9]. Yamamoto achieved continuous wave operation of InGaAsP/lnP laser 

diodes at room temperature wi th emission wavelengths of 1.3 fi?n and 1.55 fjim in 

1977 [10] and 1979 [11] respectively. 

In recent years consider/ lale interest has been shown in low dimensional struc

tures. Charge carriers con; ned within ultra-thin (100 A or less) epitaxial layers 

exhibit two dimensional qu .ntised energy levels as a result of the quantum size ef

fect and band bending at t e layer/substrate interface. This can be visualised as a 

two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) or a quantum well and has novel electronic 

properties such as the quantum Hall effect. Superlattices, also known as multi quan

t u m wells (MQWs) , can be produced by stacking several quantum well structures 

on top of each other. The separation between quantum wells is precisely controlled, 

leading to a periodic variation in band structure throughout the stack. Charge car

riers confined wi th in this periodic band structure exhibit quantised energy levels 

which can be engineered through alteration of the repeat period and selection of 

different layer materials. This is eciuivalent to the creation of a new one dimensional 

material. 

To meet the needs of information processing in the 1990's, the need for ultra

high speed computers (supercomputers) with a far superior performance to that of 

existing computers has been widel j ' recognised. This necessitates the development 

of ultra-fast, low dimensional device components for integrated circuits. However 

the physical l imits of silicon as a device material has retarded progress in some ar

eas of device performance, e.g. switching speed. In order to break through these 

performance limitations other materials such as GaAs and InP, which have supe

rior electronic properties compared to silicon, have been investigated and applied to 

the production of high-speed, low-power dissipation integrated circuits. The high 

electron mobili ty ti-ansistor ( H E M T ) has attracted great interest as one of the most 

promising candidates for post-silicon devices as it demonsti'ates excellent high-speed 



performance at low temperatures. Hall measurements on an n-type AlGaAs/GaAs 

H E M T at 77k and 5k have been reported [12] which demonstrate electron mobilities 

in excess of an order of magnitude greater than those obtained in conventional GaAs 

field effect transistors operating at room remperature. 

1.3 E p i t a x i a l L a y e r G r o w t h 

There are three main techniques for the production of epitaxial layers, hquid 

phase epitaxy (LPE) , vapour phase epitaxy (VPE) and molecular beam epitaxy 

( M B E ) . Liquid phase epitaxy involves bringing molten material into contact wi th 

the substrate and allowing the melt to cool for a specified time enabhng the re

quired epitaxial layer thickness to crystallise. In vapour phase epitaxy carrier gasses 

containing the correct relative concentrations of the alloy elements contact wi th a 

heated substrate which causes pyrolytic cracking of the carrier gases and deposition 

of the epitaxial layer material. Molecular beam epitaxy involves directing molecular 

or atomic beams f rom elemental sources onto a heated substrate in an ultra-high 

vacuum environment. L P E and V P E operate in regimes which are far f rom equilib

r i um and rely on the production of supersaturated media. In essence they resemble 

the attempts made by most high school students to grow crystals by introducing 

a seed crystal or other growth surface into a supersaturated aqueous solution. In 

contrast, M B E resembles graff i t i spray painting wi th an aerosol can. 

V P E is most usually practised as metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) 

13] which is also known in a more general context as metal-organic chemical vapour 

deposition (A-IOCVD). Several other techniques have been developed by combin

ing particular aspects f rom M B E and M O V P E . W i t h Gas-Source M B E (GSMBE) 

the group I I I elements derive f rom elemental sources but the {irsenic and phospho

rous fluxes result f rom the decomposition of and PHi [14]. Metal organic 

M B E ( M O M B E ) can utilise the group I I I orga.nometallics wi th either the conven

tional condensed group V sources [15], the decomposed hydrides [16] or group V 

organometailics [17]. Conventional M O C V D relies on the decomposition of group 

I I I alkyls whereas recent techniques have been developed which employ metalorganic 

halides [IS]. The samples examined in this thesis were grown by LPE, M O V P E and 

M B E . 



1.3.1 L i q u i d Phase E p i t a x y 

L P E is based on creating a supersaturated melt of the desired layer material 

and placing this in contact wi th the substrate crystal. Various methods are used 

to achieve this, the most versatile of which is the mul t ib in furnace [19] illustrated 

in Figure 1.1 [20]. The substrate is positioned in an indented holder so that the 

substrate surface is flush with the carbon tray. Quantities of the materials to be used 

in the epitaxial growth are loaded into carbon silos which are aligned sequentially 

and adjacent to the substrate. Tlie entire growth chamber is heated inside a gold 

furnace unt i l all materials are molten and have reached a state of "hquidness". In 

this state the molten materials are supersaturated and wi l l preferentially crystallise 

i f a suitable surface is provided, .̂ s the liquid state is approached the substrate 

materials often appear slightly transparent and this is used as an indicator that 

the correct growth temperature has Ijeen reached. The silos are then slid over the 

substrate in turn . Layer thickness is simply controlled by regulating the time for 

which this contact occurs. The chamber is continuously flushed wi th pure hydrogen 

during growth. 

L P E techniques require great care to avoid outdiflFusion f rom the substrate (many 

L P E processes involve allowing the melts to equilibrate for a few hours) and this is 

particularly problematic when growing epita.xial layers on InP substrates. At tem

peratures below 365°C indium and phosphorus evaporate at the same rate. However 

at temperatures above 350°C' phosphorous evaporates at a much faster rate causing 

the formation of indium rich InP droplets on the substrate surface which decrease 

the quality and morphology of subsequent epitaxial layers [21]. One possible solution 

to this problem is to carry out L P E growth in a phosphine {PH3) rich environment 

22]. Whils t this arrests the net phosphorus outdifFusion it also contaminates the 

epitaxial layer materials in adjacent silos, restricts sample access and is expensive 

to incorporate. At present the problem is resolved by closing off certain silos wi th 

carbon caps and pellets of a t in , indium and InP mixture [23]. The pellet undergoes 

thermal decomposition and produces an overpressure of phosphine. However this 

only works efficiently at low vapour pressures and so LPE is not attempted at tem

peratures higher than 700°C for InP substrates. Similar considerations l imit growth 

on Gall ium Arsenide substrates by LPE to temperatures below 750°C. 

The rate of deposition of the epita.xial layer is typically around 1 f^im. per minute 

and so this technique is paiticulai'ly suitable for growing relatively thick layers of 

between 2 and 10 /m?. [24]. I t is used mainly for the fabrication of LED's and 
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growing experimental samples of novel compounds. An L P E ki t is at least an or

der of magnitude cheaper than M B E a.nd M O V P E kits which can cost upwards of 

.£500,000. However M B E and M O V P E ahow much higher control of epitaxial layer 

composition, thickness and uniformity. 

1.3.2 Meta l -Organic Vapour Phase E p i t a x y 

Metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.2 

[31] and consists of three distinct sections: the mass/flow analyser and gas delivery 

system; the reactor; and the waste disposal system. 

The Mass Flow Analyser 

The mass/flow analyser controls the composition and rate at which the gas is 

supphed to the reactor. Group 111 elements are supplied to the reactor as covalent 

alkyls e.g. t r imethyl indium {In{CHi)i) and tr imethyl gallium {Ga{CHi)3) whereas 

group V elements are supplied as trihydrides e.g. arsine {AsHi) and phosphine 

[PHz). Dimethyl zinc or hydrogen sulphide may also be present to provide p-

t j 'pe or n-type doping respectively. Each of these gases is supplied to the reactor 

separately. Group 111 alkanes have low boiling points and high vapour pressures 

and so are diff icult to regulate. To ease this problem, helium gas is bubbled through 

the Hquified alkyl and becomes saturated. The saturated helium gas transports the 

group I I I alk}^ to the reactor but remains unreactive during growth. 

The final composition of the gas as it enters the reactor is computer controlled 

and is calculated f rom the temperatures and pressures of the individual components. 

I n epitaxial growth i t is assumed that the deposited phase has the same composition 

as the gas phase above the substrate. 

The Reactor 

The substrate is positioned on a carbon table called the susceptor which is 

orientated at about 2 degrees to the incoming gases. The susceptor is heated by 

infra-red halogen lamps or rf coils to about 500°C which induces pyrolytic cracking 

of the gas phase. This genera tes a stagnant boundary layer of free radicals above the 

substrate. The free radicals combine on the substrate to fo rm the epitaxial layer. 
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The flow of the incoming gasses must be laminar and this is achieved by the geometry 

of the quartz vessel surrounding the susceptor. Laminar flow is more easily achieved 

at low pressures though some kits succeed in operating at atmospheric pressure. 

Contrary to expectations low pressure operation requires larger quantities of the 

component gasses. Typical gas flow velocities are in the range of 1 to 15 ans~^ for 

working pressures between 0.1 and 0.5 atm. 

The surface chemistry of the deposition reactions is not fu l ly understood though 

i t is known empirically that the growth rate is solely dependent upon the amount 

of group I I I material present. 

Waste Disposal 

The compounds used in M O V P E are in general highly toxic and the safe dis

posal of unused gases is of paramount importance. The gases are cracked in a high 

temperature pyrolytic chamber so that, as far as possible, the toxic waste is in solid 

fo rm. The waste arsenic is collected by a particulate filter and the remaining vapour 

is passed through several carbon filters. 

1.3.3 Molecular B e a m E p i t a x y 

Molecular beam epitaxy was originally developed by Giinther in 1958 [26] who 

grew I I I - V binary and ternary polycrystalline layers on glass slides. Monocrystalline 

epitaxial layer growth had to await the arrival of commercial ultra-high vacuum 

systems in the middle 1960's and was first achieved by Davey and Pankey in 1968 

27] who produced the first single crystal layers of GaAs. The historical background 

of M B E and its development up to the end of 1974 has been reviewed by Cho and 

Ar thur [28] whereas the growth of both I I - V I and I I I - V compounds by M B E has 

been reviewed by Chang and Ludeke [29] and Smith [30]. Compared to MOVPE, 

the most distinguishing characteristics of M B E are a low growth ra.te (between 1 

and 3 As~^ for GaAs), a low growth temperature (less than 630°C' for Ga.As), the 

abili ty abruptly to cease or initiate growth, smoother surfaces during growth and the 

facili ty for insitu analysis via reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). 

Molecular beam epitaxy involves directing molecular or atomic beams onto a 

heated substrate in an ultra-high vacuum environment, Figure 1.3 [31]. The molec

ular beams are genera.ted by Knudsen effusion ceils operating at temperatures be-
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tween 250°C and 1400°C' with temperature stability to wi thin ±0 .002°C . When the 

effusion cells are heated the vapour pressure of the elements they contain increases 

and beams of atoms or molecules are emitted. Their mean free path is long relative 

to the cell to substrate distance and so they impinge on the heated substrate surface 

wi thout having undergone collisions. The relative beam intensities are adjusted by 

altering individual effusion cell temperatures and aperture sizes to allow for the dif

ference in sticking coefficients between the various materials of the epitaxial layers. 

I n a similar fashion to M O V P E , the growth rate of the epitaxial layer is determined 

by the group I I I material flux rate provided that an excess flux of group V atoms is 

present. 

The substrate is mounted on a molybdenum block and an arrangement of air

locks and tracks allows sample positioning in line wi th the molecular beams. Layer 

thickness and alloy composition varies across the area of the substrate wi th the lo

cal variation in the angle subtended between the molecular beam and the substrate. 

This effect is counteracted by rotating the sample about the centre of the wafer. 

Hence epitaxial layers giown by M B E often show a slight ra.dial variation in layer 

thickness and composition. 

1.4 E p i t a x i a l L a y e r G r o w t h Modes 

The deposition of a heteroepitaxial layer commences with the formation of a 

stable cluster of a few atoms at the substrate surface. The subsequent growth and 

morphology of the epitaxial layer is strongly dependent on the interatomic properties 

of the layer/substrate system and the thermodynamics of the growth environment 

32]. This leads to a subdivision of the subsequent nucleation processes into three 

main classes [33 . 

I f the substrate-vacuum interfacial energy is greater than the sum of the energies 

of the substrate-layer and layer-vacuum interfaces then the formation of the interface 

between the layer and the substrate is exo-energetic and layer formation is essentially 

planar. I f the bond enthalpies of the deposit material decrease wi th increasing 

layer thickness towards the bulk epita.xial layer values then continued growth is also 

planar. This is referred to as the Frank-van der Merwe growth mode. Systems which 

exhibit this growth mode are cha.]a.cterised by strong substrate to layer bonding and 

generally have small lattice misfits a.nd identical crystal structures (e.g. metal-metal 

and semiconductor-semiconductor systems). 

The second growth mode, in contrast with the Frank-van der Alerwe mode, is 
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exhibited by layers which are highly mismatched relative to the substrate ()10%) 

or have a different crystal structure to the substrate. In this scenario formation 

of the interface is endo-energetic and the layer w i l l preferentially grow in a three 

dimensional fashion producing ' islands' of layer material which eventually coalesce 

together. This laj^er formation process is called the Volmer-Weber or island mode. 

Bond strengths between atomic species within the layer ai'e much greater than bonds 

across the interface and layer growth is only possible if a large overpressure of the 

layer material is sustained. Examples of la.yer/substra.te systems which are deposited 

by this process include GaAs/Si and CdTe/Ga.^s. The islands of material can be 

t i l ted wi th respect to each other and are separated hy dislocation-rich boundaries. 

T h i n la3'ers of these systems are highly dislocated and imperfect. However as the 

layer thickness increases the trailing screw sections f rom dislocation half-loops nu

cleated at the epitaxial layer surface tend to pin each other and laj'er perfection 

increases. 

The th i rd laj'er growth mode, known as the Stranski-Krastanov mode, is an 

intermediate case of the two modes already discussed. Growth by this process com

mences wi th the formation of successive monolayers. Subsequent growth transfers 

to the formation of three dimensional islands which coalesce to form the layer. The 

transition f r o m two dimensional to three dimensional growth occurs because of a 

perturbation in the decrease of layer material bond enthalpies wi th increasing layer 

thickness.. 

The samples examined in this thesis consist of I I I - V semiconductor layers on 

I I I - V semiconductor substrates with a maximum lattice parameter mismatch of 2%. 

Hence all these samples exhibit the characteristics of Frank-van der Merwe layer 

growth. 

1.5 C r i t i c a l Parameters for Coherent Epi tax ia l L a y e r G r o w t h 

For coherent epitaxial layer growth the lattice mismatch is accommodated by 

elastic strain in the epitaxial layer. Hence for non-zero lattice mismatch, the epi

taxial layer is tetragonally distorted to enable lattice coherency across the interface. 

This is illustra.ted in Figure 1.4. The degree of tetragonal distortion increases with 

the magnitude of the lattice mismatch whereas the state of distortion (compression 

or tension) depends upon the sign of the lattice mismatch. 

The epitaxial layer strain can be appro.ximated to a problem in classical elasticity 
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on the assumption of sharply defined interfaces, a rigid substrate and an elastically 

isotropic la.yer subjected to a state of plane stress. Following Davidenkov [34] Chu 

et al. [35] and H i l l [36] have extended this treatment to describe the tetragonal 

distortion in coherent epitaxial layers. Hornstra and Bartels [37] have demonstrated 

that for growth on 001 substrates the strained layer lattice parameter perpendicular 

to the interface, c, is related to the Poisson ration of the epitaxial layer by 

(c - ao) = 1^3^ X (co - ao) 1.3 

where CQ and CIQ are the bulk lattice parameters of the layer and substrate re

spectively. Similar expressions are easily developed for growth on substrate surfaces 

other than 001 [37]. The Poisson ratio is related to the elastic constants C12 and 

C i i through equation 1.4 [37 . 

Cn 
Cn + Cv2 

Equation 1.3 is more usually expressed in terms of lattice mismatch, m, and an 

effective lattice mismatch, m*, as in equation 1.5 [38 . 

m* = , n x i i ± ^ 1.5 
(1 - v) 

Clearly i f the mismatch is non-zero then the total strain energy in the layer 

increases w i t h la.yer thickness. A t a critical la.\'er thickness, he, the strain energy 

in the epitaxial layer reaches a value for which coherent epitaxial growth is no 

longer favourable. Critical thickness can also be described in Hookean terms as the 

elastic l imi t of the la.yer/substra.te system. If the epitaxial layer critical thickness 

is exceeded then misfit dislocations are formed near the interface which reduce the 

strain energy in the epita.xial layer. The proportion of the misfit strain which is 

relaxed by this process is the known as the layer relaxation, R, and is defined by 

equation 1.6 [40 

j ^ ^ [ j H ^ 1.6 
(a,. - ao) 

where O Q , a/ and a,, are the lattice pa.i'ameters parallel to the interface of the 

substrate, partially strained epita.xial la.yer and totally unstrained epitaxial layer 
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respectively. The layer unit cell for a coherent, partially relaxed and ful ly relaxed 

epitaxial layer was drawn in Figure 1.4. 

The presence of misfit dislocations can have a major effect on device perfor

mance. For example, in the quantum well laser the dislocations act as centres for 

non-radiative recombination of electron-hole pairs and this strongl}' reduces the lu

minescence quantum efficiencj'. The quantum efficiency can drop by more than two 

orders of magnitude for only a 10 % increase in thickness at the critical thickness 

for an InGaAs/GaAs quantum well la.ser [41]. 
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Figure 1.4: Epitaxial layer unit cell; (a) Bulk or fully relaxed, (b) Coherently 
stramed, (c) Partially relaxed. After Halliwell [40] 



C h a p t e r 2 

K i n e m a t i c a l and D y n a m i c a l Diffraction T h e o r y 

2.0 Introduct ion 

In essence, X-ray diffractometry examines the diffraction patterns produced 

when x-rays are scattered by planes of atoms in a crystalline lattice. Analagous 

to the more familiar optics of visible light, the x-ray wavelength (usually between 

0.7 A and 2 A) is of the same order of magnitude as the interplanar spacing and 

so the crystal lattice can be treated as a three dimensional diffraction grating. The 

condition for constructive interference is given by Bragg's Law, equation 2.1, and is 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

2dstn0B = nX 2.1 

The differential of the Bragg condition for fixed wavelength, equation 2.2, relates 

the change in Bragg angle, 60B, required to accommodate a change in interplanar 

spacing, 6d, and is the central equation in double crystal diffractometry. A double 

crystal rocking curve records the x-ray intensity reflected by a crystalline sample as 

the sample is 'rocked' through the Bragg condition for a fixed x-ray wavelength. 

^ = -coteBSOB 2.2 
a 

Crystallographic lattice planes are described in terms of the axial directions 

defined by the lattice unit cell. In an orthorhombic unit cell wi th dimensions a, b 

and c in the [100], [010] and [001] directions respectively The interplanar separation 

for an hkl reflection is given by 

diikl = \l— + 2.3 

I l l - V compounds crystallise in the zinc blende structure which consists of a face 
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centred cubic lattice wi th a basis of two atoms. Hence a = b = c and equation 2.3 

reduces to equation 2.4. 

a 
dhkl = / , o , 0 = 7 ? 2.4 

Lattice planes which are not parallel to the surface of the crystal ai-e termed 

asymmetric and in order to find the condition for Bragg diffraction f rom asymmetric 

lattice planes (h,k,l) the angle </> subtended between these planes and the crystal 

surface (u,v,w) must be known. Cos ^ is equal to the dot product of the lattice 

planes and crystal surface unit normals and is given by equation 2.5 

cosa = —, —, Z.5 
^ ^ ^ 2 + ^2 + ^2^h2 + ,̂2 + 12 

In order to maximise the Bragg diffraction profile f rom a set of crystal lat

tice planes, the vector normal to the lattice planes should be contained within the 

diffract ion plane. Hence strong Bragg diffraction f rom asymmetric lattice planes 

requires that the x-ray beam path is coincident wi th the projection of the lattice 

plane normal in the surface of the crystal. For example, a 115 reflection requires 

that the diffraction plane contains the [TTO] direction in the crystal whereas a 404 

reflection requires that the diffraction plane contains the [TOO] direction. This crite

rion groups the crj 'stal lattice planes into diffraction zones. The diffraction zones for 

a cubic lattice viewed along the [001] direction are illustrated in Figure 2.2 where 

the diffract ion zones lie on the solid outer circle and the crystal lattice planes lie 

wi th in . In this projection the hkl zone contains all reflections which he on a straight 

line f rom the outer circle to, but not including, the 001 reflection. The symmetric 

reflections are superimposed upon the 001 reflection. 

Thus far the geometry of the Bragg condition has been preisented without inves

tigation into the relative intensities of the various possible reflections. Calculation 

of these diffracted intensities relies on the kinematical and dynamical theories of 

x-ray scattering which are discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3. 
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2.1. Interaction between X-rays and Matter 

When an x-ray beam passes through a material medium its intensity is reduced 

by a variety of interaction processes which may be grouped under two general head

ings ahsoiytion and scattering. 

The absolution of x-ray photons by atoms leads, among other effects, to the 

ejection of electrons f rom inner atomic shells and consequently transitions between 

electrons in higher energy levels to f i l l the vacancies so created. These electronic 

transitions are accompanied by the emission of x-rays of definite wavelength which 

is determined f r o m the difference in energy between the ini t ia l and final state of 

the electron transition. The flourescent x-rays so produced may be reabsorbed by 

another atom leading to the ejection of electrons f rom shells of even higher energy 

and emission of flourescent x-rays of lower energj' and therefore of longer wavelength. 

Absorption phenomena are utilized in x-ray flourescence anah'sis (EXAFS) which, 

among other applications, can be employed to detect individual elements within a 

material of unknown composition. 

The scattering of x-rays by an atom may occur in either of two ways, both of 

which again involve interaction between x-radiation and electrons in the medium. 

A n x-ray photon passing close to a loosely bound or free electron wi l l be deflected 

by the electromagnetic field of the electron and w i l l impart some of its energy to 

the electron as kinetic energy. Radiation so scattered is called Compton modified 

radiation and is not coherent wi th the incident x-ray beam. Hence this radiation 

cannot take part in a diffraction process. 

The second scattering interaction occurs between x-ray radiation and tightly 

bound atomic electrons. An x-ray photon is an electromagnetic wave characterised 

by an electric field whose strength varies sinusoidally wi th time. The x-ray photon's 

oscillating electric field wi l l force any tightly bound electron i t encounters into os

cillator}' motion about its mean position. In turn , the oscillating electron radiates 

x-radiation which is coherent wi th the incident x-ray photon i.e. there is a defi

nite relationship between the phase of the scattered radiation and the phase of the 

incident .x-ray photon. 

The diffraction profile of the coherently scattered x-radiation can be described 

in terms of two theories, kinematical diffraction a.nd dynamical diffraction. Kine-

matical diffraction theory is based on tlie assumption that the loss of intensity in the 

incident x-ray beam as i t propagates through the material is negligible and hence 

mult iple scattering processes do not occur. Dynamical theory is not restricted by this 



assumption and is based on the solution of Maxwell's equations for the propagation 

of an electromagnetic wave in a dielectric medium. Hence kinematical theory can be 

employed to describe the intensity of Bragg diffraction profiles f rom thin epitaxial 

layers and polycrystalline samples whereas dynamical theory must be employed to 

describe Bragg diffraction f rom thick perfect epitaxial layers. Kinematical theory 

enables a qualitative understanding of the diffraction process and for this reason is 

often invoked as a first approximation. Dynamical theory, although more accurate, 

is cumbersome and does not facilitate a physical interpretation of the diffraction 

process. 

2.2 Kinematical X-ray Diffraction 

The theory of the kinematica.l diffraction of x-rays f rom a crystal lattice has 

been discussed in detail by many authors [1,2,3]. In order to develop the kinematical 

theorj;^, the x-ray wavelength is assumed to be far f rom an absorption edge. Hence 

the refractive index of the material can be approximated to unity and the scattered 

x-rays have a phase difference relative to the incident x-ray radiation which includes 

a phase change of T T . Since the phase change of TT is the same for all the scattering 

centres in the crystal, i t can be ignored. The incident x-ray beam is assumed to be a 

plane wave and the scattered x-radiation is observed at a distance \ R\, f rom the origin 

of the unit cell, which is much larger than the x-ray wavelength; i.e. kinematical 

diffract ion is an example of Fraunhofer, as distinct f r o m Fresnel, diffraction. 

I n an analagous fashion to Fraunhofer diffraction f rom an aperture, the ampli

tude and the phase of the x-radiation scattered by a crystal, G{h), is related to 

the Fourier transform of the electron density in the reciprocal space of the crystal 

through equation 2.6 

G{h) = ^ f (jir) exp{2Tnr.h) dr 2.6 

giz) represents the electron density at a position vector, r , wi thin the volume of 

the crystal, V' and h is a. vector in the reciprocal space of the crystal. A is a constant 

which is derived f rom the Thompson model. 
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I f unpolarised radiation of amplitude Êo and wa.velength A is incident on a free 

classical electron of charge e and mass 7n at the origin, i t can be shown that the 

amplitude, A, of the scattered radiation at a displacement R f rom the electron, 

where | ^ | > > A, is 

Eo e2 fl+cos'^ 

Rmc'^y 2 ) 

where c is the velocity of light and 26 is the angle between the scattered beam 

and the forward direction of the incident beam. The factor { (1 - f co5^ 2^)/2} 2 arises 

f r o m the partial polarisation of the scattered beam. 

The Fourier transform of the electron density in the cystal, ^ ( r ) for a reciprocal 

lattice vector h is known as the Structure Factor, Fj^. The crj 'stal consists of a basis 

which is repeated N times at lattice positions rj and so can be writ ten as 

A' 
Fh = ^ FBexp{2Trirj.h) 2.8 

where F g is the Fourier transform of the electron density of the basis. The 

vector Zj is expressed as {xj,yj,zj), the coordinate position of the j " ' lattice point 

in terms of the unit cell dimensions. I t can be shown that the integral in equation 

2.6 is zero for reciprocal lattice vectors h which do not represent a lattice plane in 

the crystal, hk l . Hence equation 2.8 reduces to equation 2.9 

A' 
Fkkt =J2^B exp [27n {hxj + ky, Iz,)] 2.9 

The basis consists of n atoms where the coordinate position of the p^^ atom in 

the basis is (A'^,, Fp, Z^) . Hence equation 2.9 is expanded as equation 2.10 

A' „. 
Fhkl = J2 ^-^P [STT/ + ky., + lz.j)] X J2 fp'^^-P l-^-^ i'^^^p + ^^v + ^^v)] 2-10 

where fp is the Atomic Scattering Factor of the atom in the basis 
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The scattered intensity f r o m the crystal, / ( A ) , is related to G{h) by equation 

2.11 

I{h) = G{h) . G{hy 2.11 

where is the complex conjugate. Hence the intensity of a reflection (h,k,l) 

is proportional to F/j^/-

Group n i - V compounds crystallise in the zinc blende structure. The lattice is 

face centred cubic and the basis consists of two atoms; a group I I I atom at the origin 

and a group V atom at fractional coordinate position (1/4, 1/4, 1/4). Hence the 

relative intensities of the hkl reflections are given by equations 2.12 

^hkl - 16(///7 + fvY hkl even h + k + I = An 

Fl,.l = I6{fiii - f v f hkl even h + k + l = An + 2 

F l k l ^ m h l + f v ) hkl odd 

Flki = 0 hkl mixed 2.12 

Sihcon and germanium crystallise in the diamond structure wherein the lattice 

is face centred cubic and the basis consists of a group I V atom at the origin and a 

group I V atom at fractional coordinate position (1/4,1/4,1/4). Hence the relative 

intensities of the hkl reflections, obtained f rom equations 2.12, are given by equations 

2.13. 

Ffii-i = 64 fjY hkl even h + k + I = An 

FIJ.1 = 0 hkl even h + k + I = A n 1 . 

Flu = n f j y hkl odd 

= 0 hkl mixed 2.13. 
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2.3 Dynamical X-ray Diffraction 

Dynamical theory is not restricted by the assumptions necessary for kinematical 

theory. In other words, absorption as a function of penetration depth in the crystal 

sample and the existence of multiple scattering within the crystal are incorporated 

in the theory. I f the angle subtended between the incident x-ray beam, /q , and the 

crystal lattice planes satisfies the Bragg condition for the wavelength of the radiation 

then we expect to observe a reflected x-ray beam, Figure 2.3. However the angle 

subtended between the reflected x-ray beam and these crystal lattice planes also 

satisfies the Bragg condition and hence leads to a second Bragg reflected x-ray beam 

L2 which is parallel to the incident x-ray beam. The kinematical theory neglects this 

second reflected x-raj ' beam whereas dynamical theory, a more rigorous theory of x-

ray diffract ion, makes proper allowance for multiple Bragg diffraction in the crystal. 

Since the magnitude of the second reflected x-ray beam f rom a single laj'er is very 

small, the effect is only of importance when it can build up over a large number of 

layers in a perfect crystal. Hence kinematical theory is stil l a good approximation 

when apphed to th in layers of perfect crystal or highly imperfect crystals consisting 

of very small mosaic blocks. 

The first dynamical theory of x-ray diffraction was given by Darwin in 1914 [4] 

while a completely different treatment was presented independently b j ' Ewald in 

1916 [5] and i t is f rom the terminology in these papers that the name dynamical 

theory has come into use. In 1931 Von Laue [6] reformulated the Ewald treatment 

as a problem involving the solution of Maxwell's equations for a medium with a 

periodic complex dielectric constant. General introductions to the different forms 

of the dj 'namical theory can be found in books by James [7], Zachariasen [8] and 

Pinsker [9] whereas reviews of dynamical theory have been writ ten by Batterman 

and Cole [10], Authier [11] Hart [12] and Tanner [13 . 

In Bragg reflection we are, by definition, interested in the elastic scattering of 

photons by a periodic medium: the crystal. The incident wave a.nd the diffracted 

waves inside the crystal have their wavevectors, K_Q and K_i,, restricted by the con

servation of energy and momentum. Thus 

fi-ujo = 7ru.'/, 2.14 

w h e r e i s Planck's constant divided by 27r. Outside the crystal this implies that 

the wavevectors of tlie incident a.nd diffracted waves are linked by \K.Q\ = \K.),.\ = k. 
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Figure 2.3: Diagram showing incident and diffracted beams at the Bragg con
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diffraction from thick perfect crystals. 



Inside the crystal the Laue condition must be satisfied 

Ko + h=Kh 2.15 

where A is a vector in the reciprocal lattice of the crystal. I f the x-ray wavelength 

is far f rom an absorption edge then the refractive index of the dielectric medium is 

approximately unity and so 

IKol \Ki,,\ ^ \Ki\ = m\ = \ 2.16 

Hence when the Bragg condition is approximately satisfied inside the crystal 

there are two x-ray waves whose difference in wavevector is exactly equal to a re

ciprocal lattice vector, h, and this sets up a standing wavefield whose spacing and 

orientation are exactly those of the diffracting atomic planes. Two electromagnetic 

waves thus constrained must be related by a constant phase factor and so all that re

mains is to determine the amplitudes and phases of the two waves. This is achieved 

in three stages: first a set of waves is found which can exist in dynamical equihb-

r ium in an infinite perfect crystal; then the solutions in this set which are excited 

by the incident wave are determined; and finally the effects of absorption in the 

crystal, apertures or other experimental conditions, are investigated. The relative 

phases and amplitudes of the participating waves are determined f rom the boundary 

conditions at the surface of the crystal. 

The relative magnetic jjermeability, /t, is assumed to be unity and Maxwell's 

equations are manipulated to fo rm equation 2.17 

In order to f ind solutions of Maxwell's equations in a complex periodic medium, 

a convenient expression ibr the susceptibility, x , of the medium must be found. 

Through the inverse Fourier transfoim of equation 2.6, the electron density in the 

scattering volume V can be exjjanded as a Fourier sum over the reciprocal lattice, 

equation 2.18. 

^/(0 = 7^E / W ( - 2 7 ^ ^ A . i : ) 2.18 
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I t can be shown [12] that if t ~ 1, where e is the relative permitt ivity, then x is 

given by 

e-A 
X = 2.19 

Ttmc-

The susceptibility is expanded as a Fourier sum over the reciprocal lattice, 

X = E Xhexp[-2mh.r) 2.20 
V /,. 

so that , by comparing terms, 

2 \ 2 
V, - — — F, 9 91 

Trmc V 
We are now in a position to look for solutions to equation 2.17. These solutions 

are known as Bloch waves, even though they were first proposed by Ewald, and are 

given in equation 2.22 

J2 D,exp{-2mK,.r) 2.22 
V h 

where the Tl/,. are linked by the Laue condition, equation 2.15. The Bloch solu

tions, equation 2.22, and the Fourier series representing the susceptibility, equation 

2.20, are substituted into equation 2.17 to form equation 2.23. 

E {Xh-t [Kk-Dh) K, - xh-k. {Kh-Ki,) D,,} = [k" ̂ KMRk 2.23 
V li' 

where /r ranges over all the wavevectors in the reciprocal space of the crystal 

lattice and k = u/c is the vacuum wavevector. The components D/, , the Fourier 

coefficient of each solution, a.re obtained by imposing the two beam approximation. 

The Laue condition, equation 2.15, is often represented by the Ewald sphere 

construction. This consists of a sphere of radius \K.Q\ whose surface contains the 

origin and the position of the Bra,gg reflection in reciprocal space. For x-ray diffrac

tion the radius of tlie E-wald sj^here is of the order of IA~^ and so the curvature 

of the sphere is large comjjaied to the spacing between adjacent reflection points 
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in reciprocal space. Hence the probability of two or more reflection points being 

contained wi th in the surface of the sphere is very small and this occurence can be 

neglected. This assumption is not true for the diffraction of 10 Kev electrons or 7 

rays where the radius of the Ewald sphere is of the order of 30A~^ and it is quite 

possible to excite several reflections at once. 

Hence, on the assumption that the Ewald sphere cannot be orientated within 

the crystal reciprocal space to intersect more than one lattice point other than the 

origin, then x-rays of the correct wavelength to satisfy the Bragg condition wi l l have 

wavevectors which are either parallel to the incident x-ray beam, K_o, or parallel to 

the diffracted beam, Z^/, and so equation 2.23 reduces to equations 2.24. 

Xh (Kh-Jlo) K-h - Xh [Kh-K-hj Ho + xo [Kh-Rhj Kh - xo {Kh-Khj Dj, 

= ( k ' - Kh.Kj.) D, 2.24a 

X j {Ko-J^k) - n (iLo-^o) + xo (KO-DO) K , - xo {KO_-KO) RO 

= {k' - KQ.KO) DO 2.246 

Equation 2.24a represents the interaction between the diffracted x-ray beam A^/i 

and the incident x-ray beam K_Q and equation 24b represents the interaction between 

x-rays which have been multiply scattered back into the incident x-ray beam. The 

scalar product of equation 2.24a with D_h and the scalar product of equation 2.24b 

wi th JJQ are taken and, remembering that electromagnetic waves are transverse i.e. 

Ko-D_Q = K_h D.h = equations 2.25 are formed. 

k:" C xjjlh + (1 + xo) - iCo-iio] jQo = '0 2.25a 

(1 + xo) - KkrKj)^ Dk + C XhDo - 0 2.256 

w here 

C = D_Q.D_ij_ = 1 for a polarization 

C = COS'IOB polarization 2.26 
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For a non t r iv ia l solution. 

k'Cxi f^' {l + Xo)-K^.K.o 

k'(l+Xn)-K!^Kk k^Cxh 

I t is convenient to write 

= : O 

2.27 

ao = | [ i L o . i i o - f c " ( l + X o ) 2.28 

and 

K , . K i , - k ' i l + xo) 2.29 

which lead to the fundamental equation in d\aiamical theorj', the equation of 

the disjDersion surface, ecjuation 2.30. The dispersion surface is the surface in the 

reciprocal space of the crystal which describes the values of the wavevectors Ko ^^nd 

K f j which are allowed to exist within the crystal. 

2.30 

Each point on the dispersion surface determines a. pair of allowed wa.vevectors 

in the crystal and the corresponding amplitude ratio of these Bloch waves. The 

dispersion surface is best understood by constructing the surface geometrically in 

reciprocal space. A sphere of radius nk, where n = ^1 - f -xo /s ] is drawn within a 

sphere of radius k at two points in reciprocal space of the crystal; the origin and 

the position of the crystal reflection A, Figure 2.4. The region surrounding the 

intersection of the spheres contains points representing pairs of wavevectors which 

satisfy equation 2.30. When equation 2.30 is investigated graphically, Figure 2.5, i t 

can be seen that surfaces containing points representing allowed pairs of \va.vevectors 

can be drawn which are asymptotic to the surfaces of the spheres near the region of 

intersection. As this region is very small compared to the radii of the spheres, then 

the curvature of the spheres can be approximated by tangents and the equation of the 

dispersion surface, equation 2.30, becomes a hyperboloid of revolution. Generally 

there are four dispersion surface branches, two ea.ch for the two polarisation states. 



Figure 2.4: Spheres in reciprocal space about the lattice points 0 and h. After 
Tanner [13] 



Dispersion surface 

for sIgma polarisation 
Dispersion surface 

for pi polarisation 

Figure 2.5: The dispersion surface construction. This is a magnified drawing of 
the region around L on figure 2.4. After Tanner [13] 



The amplitudes and wavevectors of a pair of waves which satisfy the Bragg 

condition in the crystal, K_Q and K_i, are determined f rom the cori'esponding position 

on the dispersion surface, which is known as a tie point. Application of the boundary 

conditions, some of which are specific to the particular experiment, determines the 

number of tie points excited on the dispersion surface by enabling the wave-vector 

and the ampHtude to be matched across the crystal surface. The first of these results 

f r o m the transverse nature of an electromagnetic wave; the tangential components 

of both £ and H. must remain continuous across the crystal surface. Hence the 

wavevectors inside the crystal can only differ f rom those outside the crystal by a 

vector perpendicular to the crystal surface. This condition determines which tie 

points are excited in the dispersion surface and this allows calculation of several 

important relations which are summarised here. 

The f u l l wid th at half maximum intensity of a Bragg reflection profile is given 

by 

ITAI 2.31 
sin 29B \ 70 

where 7/̂ , and 70 are the direction cosines of the incident and diffracted beams 

respectively. 

The integrated intensit}', as a fraction of the incident intensitj ' , 6I/I0, of the 

diffract ion profile for Bragg reflection f rom a crystal is given by 

^ / _ 8 Xh 
2.32 

/o 3' 'sin20B\ 70 

Hence in the case where the diffraction profile must be described by the dynam

ical theory of x-ray scattering then the intensit}' of a Bragg reflection is found to be 

di rect l j ' proportional to the structure factor. This is in contrast to the case where 

the diffract ion profile can be closely described by the kinematical theory and the 

scattered intensity is proportional to the squa.re of the structure factor. 

Dynamical theory predicts inteiference oscillations, called Pendellosung fringes, 

in the wings of the rocking curve for a thin crystal. This is illustrated in Figure 

2.6, an 004 copper KQ-I double crystal rocking curve of sample GaAsl , which is 

discussed in detail later. In order to observe Pendellosung fringes the the interface 

must appear to be uniform across the width of the x-ray beam. The thickness of 
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Figure 2.6: 004 double crystal rocking curve of sample GaAsl showing 

Pendellosung fringes 



the epitaxial layer, is related to the period of the fringes observed on the rocking 

curve,P ( in radians), by equation 2.33 [14 . 

I — 2 33 
Psin20B 

where d is the angle subtended between the diffracted beam and the sample 

surface. The period of the interference fringes in figure 2.6 is (15.6 ± 0.7) seconds 

which implies an epitaxial layer thickness of (1.21 ± 0.05) nm. 

2.4 Simulation by the Takagi-Taupin Equations 

Kinematical diffraction theory has been successfully applied to the simulation 

of double crystal diffraction profiles from a variety of thin epitaxial layers which 

incorporate depth (z) dependent variations in lattice parameter and structure factor. 

Segmiiller [15] has considered a plane wave with unit amplitude incident on a planar 

structure wi th a structure factor distribution F(z). On the assumption that the 

scattering is weak and absorption can be neglected then the diffracted amplitude as 

a funct ion of the angle subtended between the x-ray beam and the lattice planes, 

E{Q — OB)I is given by the Fourier transform of the structure factor distribution, 

equation 2.34 

/

+00 
F[z)exp -ia{e-dB)zdz 2.34 

-oo 

where a is a geometric term related to the phases of the incident and reflected 

x-radiation at a depth z. Clearly the above assumption cannot be applied to the sub

strate and so the relative integrated intensities of the substrate and epitaxial layer 

Bragg diffra.ction profiles predicted by a simulation program based on kinematical 

theory w i l l be incorrect. Instead a simulation program based on the dynamical the

ory of x-ray diffraction must be employed in order to obtain the correct relative 

integrated intensities. Howevei- simulations of double crystal x-ray diffraction rock

ing curves based on kinematical theory can be up to three orders of magnitude faster 

than the equivalent simulation from a program based on dynamical theory [16] and 

for this reason are useful as a first approximation in understanding comphcated dou

ble crystal rocking cui ve profiles. The semi-kinematical approximation represents a 

good compromise wherein the epitaxial layer structure is treated kinematically and 

the substrate is treated dynamically [17 . 
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I n order to develop a. simulation program based on the djaiamical theory of 

dif f ract ion, the generalised diffraction theory, which was developed independently 

by Takagi [18,19] and Taupin [20], is employed. The wavefield inside the crystal 

is described in a similar form to that presented in section 2.3, wi th the exception 

that ^ 0 ^i^d Rh. now are the total amplitudes of the wavefield in the forward and 

diffracted beam directions, which may also be slowly vaiying functions of position 

across the x-ray beam. Also, jiCol — where n is the refractive index far f rom 

the Bragg condition. These conditions, in addition to the two-beam approxima

t ion, reduce the analysis presented in section 2.3 to two coupled partial differential 

equations expressed along the forward and diffracted beam directions SQ and s ,̂ 

equations 2.35 

iXdD 0 - - ^ = XoD, + CxjD„ 
io 

= (xo - S,)D,, + C XhRo 2.35 

where Sj,,, which represents the deviation of the incident wave f rom the exact 

Bragg condition, is given by equation 2.36 

6i,, = -2A^^/, sm26B 2.36 

The parameter A(?/, is the local deviation f rom the exact Bragg angle, taking 

account of lattice strains, and OB is the local exact (vacuum) Bragg angle. The 

epitaxial layer is subdivided into a series of laminae parallel to the interface of 

constant composition, structure and thickness wherein the Ta.ka.gi-Ta.upin equations 

can be solved analytically. Hence the reflectivity at the top of a lamina can be 

calculated in terms of the reflectivity at the bottom of a lamina. The reflectivity 

of the substrate is calculated first and this is employed iteratively to calculate the 

reflectivities of the laminae tlirough the thickness of the epitaxial layer and hence 

the tota l reflectivity of the epitaxial layer. The calculation is repeated for a series 

of angles across the reflectivity profile and the final double crystal rocking curve 

is derived by correlating the reflectivity profile f rom the sample crystal wi th the 

reflectivity profile f rom the Bragg reflection at the first crystal. As a characteristic 

line x-ray source produces randomly polarised x-rays, the calculation is repeated for 

both states of polarisation. 
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The core of the simulation program emploj'ed in this thesis was written by 
Capano [21] and is marketed by Bede Scientific Instruments Ltd. as the Rocking 
Curve Analysis by Dynamical Simulation (RADS) software package. Many other 
authors have developed equivalent simulation programs [22,23,24,25,26 . 
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Chapter 3 

Diffraction Instruments and Tlieory of their Operation 

3.1 Double Crystal Diffractometry 

3.1.1 The Double Crystal Diffractometer 

The concept of double crj'stal difFractometry was first developed in the 1920's 
and is presented in several classic papers including Schwarzschild [1], Allison and 
Williams [2], Allison [3] and Compton and Allison [4]. Double cr\'stal diffractometers 
were first constructed in the early 1930's [5,6] although it is only with the develop
ment of highl}' i^erfect monocrystalline epitaxial la3'ers in the past 30 years that their 
use has become more widespread. The technique is now widely used in industry to 
provide detailed structural analysis of epitaxial layer samples. It is used by crystal 
growers to obtain information on the crystalline perfection of novel epitaxial la3'er 
systems and can also be introduced into a production line to provide on-line quality 
control of composition, layer thickness and uniformity. 

The basic design of the double crystal diffractometer used to examine the sam
ples presented in this thesis was developed in 1969 by Hart [7]. Many further refine
ments were provided b}' Tanner and Bowen through their company, Bede Scientific 
Instruments of Bowburn, Durham. The double crj'stal diffractometer used to collect 
data for this thesis is illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 and is similar to those of the 
model 150 double crystal diffractometer commercially available from Bede Scientific 
Instruments, Ltd. The term model 150 relates to the separation between the first 
and second crystals which in this case is 150 mm. 

A beam of x-ra.ys from an x-ray source is reflected consecutively from two crys
tals. The first crystal reflection, in conjunction with the coUimation system, condi
tions the x-ra.y beam and directs it onto the sample crystal. Further coUimation of 
the x-ray beam may be obtained by positioning a set of slits between the first and 
second crystals. The sample crystal is then rotated through the Bragg conditions for 
the substrate and epitaxial layer(s) and the variation in reflected x-ray intensity with 
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Figure 3.1: Experimental arrangement of the double crystal diffractometry at 
Durham University. The photograph shows the collimator (A), first crystal axis 
(B), slits (C), second crystal axis (D) and detector (E). 



I 

Figure 3.2: Photograph of the mechanics of the diffractometer in figure 3.1 showing 
the first axis (A), second axis (B), tangent arms (C), micrometers (D) and stepper 
motors (E). 



the angle subtended between the incident x-ray beam and the epitaxial laj'er sample 
is recorded to produce a 'rocking curve'. Information on the thickness, composition 
and crystalline perfection of the epitaxial layer sample can be deduced from the an
gular separation between the substrate Bragg reflection peak and the epitaxial layer 
reflection peak(s) and the relative intensities and shapes of these peaks. Further 
details concerning the extraction of this information are presented in chapter 5. 

The first crystal and sample crystal are positioned so that a central ray in the 
incident beam subtends angles at the crystal surfaces allowing Bragg reflection at a 
specific x-ray wavelength. These angles must take into account the shght difference 
between the refractive index for x-ray propagation in air and the refractive index for 
x-ray propagation in semiconductor material. This efî ect, predicted by SneU's law, 
causes bending of the x-ray beam as it enters and exits a crystal [8]. For an x-ray 
wavelength which is far from an absorption edge of a semiconductor material, the 
refractive index effect is described by equation 3.1 

nasinia = Ugsinl^ 3.1 

where the angles /„ and / , describe the directions of the x-ray beams relative to 
the surface of a crystal before and after refraction and Ua and Ug are the refractive 
indices in air and the semiconductor material respectively. For an x-ray wavelength 
of 1.54051 A, the angular correction varies between 3 and 35 seconds for the 004, 
115, 224, 335 and 404 reflections from a GaAs crystal with an 001 surface. The 
largest refractive index correction of 35 seconds occurs for the 404 grazing incidence 
reflection which, of those mentioned, has the lowest angle of incidence to the (001) 
crystal surface of 5.44°. The electron density, and hence refractive index, does not 
vary dramatically within the various III-V compounds. Hence, for the epitaxial 
layer samples examined in tliis thesis, the angular correction only serves to alter the 
rocking curve data set by a minute constant amount and does not significantly affect 
difference measurements. The refractive index correction is only really noticed when 
comparing simulated and experimental data wherein the simulated Bragg reflection 
peak from the substrate is always slightly offset from the expected position. However 
in some epitaxial layer systems the cha.nge in electron density across the interface is 
large and the refractive index effect allows resolution of the Bragg reflections from 
the layer and the substrate on the double crystal rocking curve even when the layer 
is lattice matched. This method has been exploited by Pietsch and Borchard [9 
for the study of lattice matched Ca-[,Sr\^^F2 grown on GaAs. Although the Bragg 
peaks for the layer and substrate on the rocking curve overlap for reflections which 
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involve a high angle of incidence to the sample surface, the refractive index effect 
is sufficiently large to resolve these Bragg peaks individually for reflections which 
involve very low angles of incidence to the sample surface. 

In order to facilitate the alignment of the second crystal with respect to the first 
crystal, the axis of the first crystal is coaxial with the main difFractometer axis. Thus 
setting the angle subtended by the incident x-ray beam and the diffractometer at 
twice the Bragg angle for the first crystal reflection ensures that the reflected beam 
passes over the centre of the second axis. The detector is on an arm which is coaxial 
with the second axis so that, as before, setting the angle between the detector arm 
and the diffractometer at twice the Bragg angle for the sample reflection ensures 
that the reflected beam is in line with the detector. 

The first and second axes are driven by tangent arms connected to micrometer 
screws which in turn are driven by 4 phase stepper motors through gearboxes. The 
arrangement of stepper motors, gearbox ratios and tangent arm lengths allows re
producible movement of the first and second axes. The axes stepper motors, sample 
position and sample ti l t stepper motors as well as data collection from the scintilla
tion counter are controlled through an IEEE board in a MINICAM interface using an 
Opus PC I I I computer and Bede Scientific Instruments DCC control software. Data 
collection was facilitated by using a wide-area Nuclear Enterprises DM1-1 sodium 
iodide scintillation counter. Double crj'stal diffractometry data was taken using the 
copper KQI characteristic radiation from a Philips fixed-anode copper x-ray tube 
which is located in a Hilton Brooks model DG2 x-ray generator. The wavelength of 
the copper Ka\ characteristic Hne is 1.54051 ± 0.00004 A [10 . 

All experiments were run in a. safely interlocked X-ray enclosure to avoid radi
ation hazards. .Although the x-ray tube has a maximum power rating of 1.5 kW, 
the tube was operated at a voltage of 40 Kv and an anode ̂ current of 30 mA in 
order to prolong its lifetime. In contrast to the topography techniques discussed in 
section 3.4 of this chapter, the saving in data collection time for the double crystal 
diffractometry technique does not warrant the use of higher power x-ray genera
tors for many applications of DCD to the analysis of epitaxial layer samples. For 
the x-ra.y source described above, counting times of between 0.5 and 2 seconds per 
data point provide ample sta.tistical resolution for the majority of features observed 
on the double crystal rocking curves discussed in this thesis. In exceptional cases, 
counting times of between 10 and 20 seconds per data point were employed (chapter 
7). However in these cases the stability of the x-ray generator and diffractometer 
was sufficient to allow overnight data, collection. 
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3.1.2. DuMond Diagrams for Successive Reflections 

The simplest method of presenting the diffraction conditions central to double 
crystal diffraction is by way of the Du Mond diagrams for successive diffraction from 
two perfect crystals [11]. A DuMond diagram is a graphical representation of Bragg's 
law and displays the variation in angular range for which diffraction occurs with x-
ray wavelength for a particular reflection. In Figure 3.3 the Bragg equation is drawn 
for the flrst three orders, n, of a reflection. The DuMond curve has a finite width; 
the perfect crystal reflecting range. This is equal to the intrinsic width of a reflection 
and represents the full width at half maximum intensity of the single crystal rocking 
curve for an incident plane wave. The perfect crystal reflecting range is dependent 
on the crj'stal material, the x-ray wavelength and the choice of reflection. It is most 
easily determined from the dynamical simulation programs discussed in chapter 2. 

The diffraction condition for successive Bragg reflection from two crystals is ob
tained by drawing the DuMond diagrams for both crystal reflections on the same 
graph and examining the degree of overlap between these curves as the DuMond 
curve for the second crystal is moved across the DuMond curve for the first crystal. 
This procedure models the physical process of setting the first crystal at a partic
ular angle and rocking the sample crj'stal through its Bragg condition. The area 
of overlap between the DuMond curves at a particular wavelength repesents the 
correlation function for the x-ray reflectivity profiles from the first crystal reflec
tion and the sample crystal reflection at this wavelength. Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 
present the Du Mond diagrams for three diffraction geometries of the double crystal 
diffractometer. The degree of angular divergence in an x-ray beam can be reduced 
by collimating the x-ray beam before it is incident on the first crystal and also by 
positioning a set of slits between the first crystal and the sample crystal. Hence 
the collimator and slits a.re represented in Figure 3.4 as pair;?-of upper and lower 
angular bounds centered on the condition for successive Bragg diffraction from the 
two crystals and limit the area of overlap for these reflections. 

Figure 3.4.The Parallel Non-Dispersive Setting 

This mode requires that both crystals ha.ve the same lattice parameter and un
dergo Bragg reflection from the same set of lattice planes. When the first crystal 
and sample crystal are precisely orientated with respect to each other, the DuMond 
curves for the two crystals overlap completely enabling diffraction from both crys-
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Figure 3.3: A plot of the Bragg equation for the first three orders of reflection. 
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Figure 3.4: The parallel non-dispersive setting; (a) arrangement of crystals, (b) 
DuMond diagram. 



tals to occur for all combinations of wavelength and Bragg angle allowed by the 
x-ray source and the geometry of the collimator and the slits. Hence this diffraction 
geometry is terined non-dispersive. The minimum full width at half maximum of a 
rocking curve recorded in this geometry is limited by the perfect crystal reflecting 
range of the first crystal, which is equal to the perfect crystal reflecting range of 
the substrate in the sample crystal. In practice, however, sample curvature, diffrac
tometer misafignment, interfacial dislocations and impurity scattering will broaden 
the actual width of the Bragg reflection from the substrate. The epitaxial layer is 
generally less perfect than the substrate and so the width of the Bragg reflection 
from the laj'er rarely approaches the perfect crystal reflecting range. 

Figure 3.5. The Parallel Dispersive Setting 

This geometry is often employed when examining epitaxial layers of I I -VI com
pounds or epitaxial layers grown on novel III-V substrates. In these cases it may not 
be possible to obtain crystals of sufficiently high quality and uniformity to act as 
first crystals. Instead it is usual to select a silicon or GaAs crystal to act as the first 
crystal which results in a diffracted beam with a high intensity and a narrow width. 
As the DuMond curve for the second crystal is moved across the DuMond curve for 
the first crystal, the area of intersection, which corresponds to the condition of Bragg 
reflection from both the first and second crystals, is seen to vary with wavelength. 
Hence this arrangement is described as wavelength dispersive. The presence of an
gular divergence in the x-ray beam allows Bragg reflection at the first and second 
crystals for a range of wa.velengths. Each wavelength component within this range 
will produce a separate rocking curve at a specific Bragg angle. These component 
rocking curves are superimposed at the detector and this can lead to confusion in 
the data set. With care, this situation is easily avoided. A copper characteristic 
line source produces intense x-ra.dia.tion at specific wavelengths, viz. the A 'a i , Ka2 
and Kp characteristic lines. The AQ-I characteristic line is the most intense of these 
and so the diffractometer is aligned for Bragg diffraction at this wavelength. The 
colhmation system reduces the angulai- divergence of the x-ray beam suflTiciently to 
prevent simultaneous diffraction from tlie KQ a.nd Kp components at the first crys
tal. Careful positioning of a slit between the first and second crystals can remove 
any copper A'Q.2 radiation diffracted at the fii st crystal, leaving a single rocking curve 
from the copper A ' ^ i component. However in dispersive geometries the correla.tion 
which produces the double crystal rocking curve profile also contains a contribution 
from the natural width of the copper li'a} characteristic line. The full width at 
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Figure 3.5: The dispersive setting; (a) arrangement of crystals, (b) DuMond dia
gram. 



half maximum intensity of the x-ray reflectivity profile from the first crystal, 5(j)\^ is 
related to the natural width of the copper Kai line, 8X, through equation 3.2, which 
is the differential of the Bragg condition for fixed lattice plane spacing 

6^1 = —tanOi 3.2 
X 

where 0\ is the Bragg angle at the first crystal. A similar expression is readily 
developed for the second crystal. Hence the eff^ective rocking curve width of the 
apparatus is increased by 6R where 8R is given by equation 3.3. 

6R = \6(i>i — 8(j)2\ = —\tan92 — tanOi\ 3.3 
A 

Figure 3.6. The Anti-Parallel Dispersive Setting 

In this geometry the DuMond curve for the second crj'stal is reversed with 
respect to the DuMond curve for the first crystal and movement of the former across 
the latter reveals that this geometry is highly wavelength dispersive. Following 
a similar analysis to that outlined above in the parallel dispersive geometry, the 
effective rocking curve width is again increased by 8R where 8R is given by equation 
3.4 

= \8(hx -h 8(p2\ = ^\iane2 + tan(h \ 3.4 

3.1.3. The Effect of Diffractometer Misalignment and X-ray Divergence 
on the Rocking Curve 

Thus far double crystal difFractometry has been discussed for the case where 
the diffractometer is ideally aligned with respect to the x-ray beam. In this case 
the diffraction plane defined by the x-ray beam is normal to both the first crystal 
reflecting planes and the second crystal reflecting planes. In reality the reflecting 
plane normals are often slightly out of coincidence with the diffraction pla.ne. The 
combination of diffractometer misalignment and x-ray divergence normal to the 
diffraction plane causes a broadening of the Bragg reflection peaks in the rocking 
curve recorded at the detector, i.e. the full widths at half maxima are increased and 
the peak heights are decreased. However the integrated intensities of the substrate 
and epitaxial layer Bragg reflections remain consta.nt. 
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Figure 3.6: The anti-parallel dispersive setting; (a) arrangement of crystals, (b) 
DuMond diagram. 



The angular divergence of the x-ray beam can be reduced by an effective col
limator system and also by positioning a set of slits between the first and second 
crystals. The remaining angular divergence can be resolved into a component in 
the diffraction plane and a component normal to the diffraction plane. The dis
cussion of DuMond diagrams presented above has already demonstrated that the 
component of angular divergence in the diffraction plane gives rise to a broadening 
of the double crystal rocking curve in the dispersive geometries but has no affect 
on the width of a Bragg reflection profile in the non-dispersive geometrj'. However 
if the diffractometer is misaligned then the divergence component normal to the 
diffraction plane causes a broadening of a Bragg reflection on a double crystal rock
ing curve in all three geometries. These components of angular divergence can be 
treated analytically by extending the DuMond diagram into three dimensions where 
the third axis, ?/', represents the component of the angle subtended b}' the x-ray 
beam at the sample surface that is normal to the diffraction plane. Hence the Bragg 
condition is now represented as a DuMond volume where dimensions along the 6 and 
0 axes represent the components of the angular divergence in the diffraction plane 
and normal to the diffraction plane respectively. This formalism was presented by 
Yoshimura in 1984 [12] and later developed by Xu and Li in 1988 [13] who used 
three dimensional DuMond diagrams to analyse successive diffraction from several 
crystals. This enabled Xu and Li to determine graphically the effect of x-ray diver
gence on double crystal diffractometers and led to the derivation of an expression 
for the resolution of a double crystal diffractometer. 

In essence, the component of divergence normal to the diffraction plane causes 
the Bragg angles at the first and second crystals to vary across the width of the x-ray 
beam Figure 3.7. This variation is convoluted with the diffractometer misalignment 
and results in a broadening of the Bragg reflections recorded at the second crystal. 
In 1928 Schwarzschild [1] developed a purely geometric model which, although it 
ignores refraction and dynamical effects, is sufficient to obtain .̂h order of magnitude 
estimate of the Bragg reflection broadening. 

The collimation system usually consists of a pin hole slit of width, W, a distance 
Y away from the x-ra.y source. Hence if the x-ray source can be treated as a point 
source then the maximum component of divergence normal to the diffraction plane 
?/'„,, is given by equation 3.5 

2 X V'.,,. - y 3.5 

Schwarzschild assumed that the diffractometer misalignment, 7, can be approx-
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Figure 3.7: The maximum deviation of a ray (2) from the central ray (1) due to 
divergence normal to the diffraction plane. The diagram shows the difference in 
angle of incidence, A^, for these rays at the Bragg condition for ray 1. 



imated by 7 = 1̂ + 60 which represents the sum or difference of the angles of 
inclination of the first and second crystals to the diffraction plane normal. He then 
developed relationships which describe the increase in the full width at half max
imum intensity of a Bragg reflection, e, caused by a diffractometer misalignment, 
7, and a component of divergence normal to the diffraction plane, tpn, which are 
presented in equations 3.6. 

e = 2-ytpn for f > ij^n{to,n6i ± tan62} 

2 

e = MV^; + 7V'„ + ^ for 7 < 2M^„ 3.6 

M = ^{tan$i ±tan62} with the upper sign for the anti-parallel setting and the 
lower for the parallel settings. Hence M = 0 in the non-dispersive setting and so 
the Bragg reflection broadening varies linearly with 7. In the dispersive geometry e 
is usually small compared to 8R. 

The collimation system for the double crystal diffractometer at Durham Uni
versity consists of a brass channel with a diameter of 8mm and a length of 16cm 
terminated by a pin hole with a diameter of 0.5mm. Double crystal experiments 
at Durham employ radiation from a Philips PW2053/65 normal focus fixed an
ode copper x-ray tube which has an effective source size of 1mm x 1mm. Hence 
by trigonometry the angular divergence which remains in the x-ray beam as it is 
incident on the first axis is about 4.7 x 10~^ rads. The average uncertainty in diffrac
tometer alignment for the apparatus at Durham is estimated at 0.25° which results 
in a broadening of the FWHM of a Bra.gg reflection in the non-dispresive geometry 
of about 8 seconds. This does not have a significant effect on the location of the 
centroids of the rocking curve features examined in this thesis and upon which the 
analysis of the rocking curve data presented in this thesis is based. 

Fewster [14] has examined the effect of diffractometer misalignment on the 
diffraction condition and demonstrates that the difference between the effective 
Bragg angle and the true Bra.gg angle is a small second order correction. In Chap
ter 7 double crystal locking curve data recorded with radiation from the copper 
Kai characteristic line is presented for the 004 reflection from sample GaAs2 which 
consists of a 1 /t???. layer of AlAs grown on a GaAs substrate. The measured separa
tion between the Bra.gg reflections from the layer and the substrate is -(375 ± 0.5) 
seconds. Following the analysis presented by Fewster [14], the correction to the sep
aration between these Bragg refelections incurred for a diffractometer misalignment 
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of 0.25° is 0.03 seconds. In view of the above factors it was normally unneces
sary to align the difFractometer to better than 0.25° when determining asymmetric 
relaxation. 

The component of the angular divergence in the diffraction plane of the x-ray 
beam allows Bragg reflection at the first crj'stal for a range of wavelengths, 6X, where 

can be calculated from equation 3.2. Assuming that tan^^ is approximately equal 
to 1 then for copper Kai characteristic radiation, which has a wavelength of 1.54051 
± 0.00004 A, is roughly equal to 0.01 A. Copper Ka2 characteristic radiation has 
a wavelength of 1.54433 A [10] and so this component is also Bragg reflected by the 
first crystal. However the wavelengths of the copper /v^i a.nd Kpo characteristic lines 
are 1.39217 ± 0.00004 A and 1.38102 ± 0.00004 A respectively and so these are not 
Bragg reflected at the first crystal. A piece of film placed after the first crystal clearly 
distinguishes the Ka] diffraction spot from the /VQO diffraction spot. If the diffraction 
geometry is wavelength dispersive then the rocking curves recorded at the detector 
from the Ka2 radiation and the Kai radiation are angularly separated and represent 
diffraction from adjacent regions across the sample surface. The Ka2 rocking curve 
is easily distinguished from the A ' Q I rocking curve because the characteristic line 
for copper Kai radiation is roughl}' twice as intense as the characteristic fine for 
copper Ka2 radiation. Recording two distinct rocking curves can be avoided by 
either employing a non-dispersive diffraction geometrj', in which case the two rocking 
curves are integrated at the window of the detector, or by physically removing the 
Ka2 radiation by placing a slit after the first crystal. Employing a slit after the 
first crystal reduces the intensity of the Bragg reflections in the rocking curve with 
respect to the non-dispersive geometry but has the advantage that it allows selection 
of Bragg reflections from the sample crystal which are dispersive with respect to the 
first crystal. Placing a slit after the first crystal may also be required if the sample 
perfection varies rapidly with position or if the sample is highly curved because 
in these cases superimposing diffraction information from adja'cent areas across the 
sample is undesirable. 
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3.2 Techniques in X-ray Topography 

3.2.0 Introduction 

X-ray topography is based upon employing a photographic medium to record 
the diffraction pattern produced hy x-rays which are scattered from a sample crystal. 
Strong diffraction occurs when the angle subtended by the x-ray beam at the sample 
crystal satisfies the Bragg condition for a particular wavelength in the x-ray beam. 
The change in x-ray intensit}' across the Bragg diffraction spot, which is recorded 
as regions of varj'ing contrast on the photographic medium, contains information on 
the crystalline perfection and defect distribution across the epitaxial layer sample. 
Photographic media consist of a. thin layer of emulsion which contains closely packed 
grains of light sensitive material. Each grain requires at least one x-ray photon to 
be incident on i t for the grain to become photochemically activated. Therefore for 
a given flux of x-raj' photons the exposure time for a photographic film is inversely 
proportional to the grain size, and hence resolution, of the film. 

Since x-rays are uncharged and have a refractive index which is only very slightly 
greater than 1 for all materials, it is very difficult to produce an x-ray lens with a 
sensible focal length. Hence the resolution of x-ray topography techniques is dictated 
by the effective grain size of the photographic medium. Ilford L4 nuclear emulsion 
plates ha.ve an undeveloped grain size of 0.14 fim which is the smallest grain size 
of any commercially a.vailable x-ray-sensitive photographic film. On developing, the 
grain size sweUs slightl}' and this effect in conjunction with the degree of overlap 
between grains through the thickness of the emulsion (usually 25 i.nn, 50 /im or 100 
fim) leads to an effective resolution of 1 fim for x-ray beams incident normally to 
L4 Nuclear Emulsion plates. Occasionally x-ray photons casca'cle within the nuclear 
emulsion in which case each photon can lead to the activation of several grains in 
the film and hence the effective resolution is decreased. 

X-ray topography detects defects and dislocations in a crystal sample because 
the strain field surrounding a defect in the sample causes a loca.1 distortion of the 
crystal lattice which changes the Bragg diffraction conditions in this region. This 
region is then imaged on the photographic medium as a region of different contrast 
within the uniform diffraction conditions of the surrounding crystal. The degree of 
lattice distortion which creates a change in the Bragg diffraction conditions depends 
upon the width of the Bragg reflection at the sample. To a first approximation the 
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sensitivit}' of .x-ray topographic techniques to the detection of defect strain fields 
within a sample crystal is inversely dependent on the width of the Bragg reflection. 

X-ray topographic techniques divide into two distinct types, single crystal x-ray 
topography and multiple crystal x-ray topography. Multiple crystal x-ray topog
raphy uses one or more perfect crystals to condition the x-ray beam before it is 
incident on the sample. In practice this technique is usually reduced to double 
crystal topography and is performed with a very similar experimental arrangement 
as double crystal diffractometry. Hence, if the x-ray beam is non divergent, then 
the spectrum of wavelengths incident on the sample crystal is defined by the per
fect crystal reflecting range of the reference crystal. In single crystal topography, 
the wavelength spectrum incident on the crystal is solely determined by the x-ray 
source. In single crystal synchrotron topography the spectrum is polychromatic 
whereas if a laboratory x-ray generator is employed as the x-ray source then the 
wavelength spectrum consists of characteristic emission lines which have relatively 
large natural widths. As a result of the angular divergence of the x-ray beam from a 
characteristic line source and the polychromatic x-ray spectrum from a synchrotron 
source, single crystal topograph}' is only sensitive to short range strain fields such as 
those in the immediate vicinity of a crystal defect whereas double crystal topogra
phy can be sensitive to long range strain fields and ti l t boundaries as well as short 
range strain fields. 

Until about 15 j'ears ago, a.vaila.ble x-ray sources were limited to fixed-anode 
x-ray tubes which have power ratings of the order of. 1.5 kW. The advent of reliable 
rotating anode generators which produce order of magnitude greater photon fluxes 
went some way to reducing x-ray topograph e.xposure times. Major advances in .x-
ray topography had to await the arrival of synchrotron radiation sources producing 
highly collimated x-ray beams with usable fluxes which can be up to three orders 
of magnitude larger than those produced by standard cooled, target sources. The 
cross sectional area of the x-ray beam at a synchrotron radiation source ca.n be up to 
20 C7n^. Synchrotron radiation reduces single crystal and double crystal topograph 
exposure times for Ilford L4 Nuclear Emulsion plates to the order of seconds and 
minutes respectively. 

Single crystal and double crystal x-ra.y topographic techniques are briefly pre
sented in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. For a more detailed discussion of these 
techniques see references [15] to [21 . 

In many respects x-ray topography is a complementary technique to transmis
sion electron microsco])y (Ti5M). TEM images a very smaJl volume of the sample, 
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typically 0.1 micron thick and a few microns wide, with a resolution of less than a 
nanometer whereas x-ray topography images a much larger volume of the sample 
with a resolution hmit of 1 /mi. The degree of sample coverage depends on the 
specific x-ray topographic technique and in most of these, the extent to which the 
sample is curved. The Lang topography technique described in section 3.2.1 enables 
ful l coverage of samples which are up to 1mm thick and in excess of 10cm wide by 
incorporating a feedback mechanism to cope with sample curvature in the diffrac
tion plane. TEM is ideally suited to examining samples containing a high density of 
defects, greater than 10^ dislocations c???.~\ whereas x-ray topography is best suited 
to imaging defect densities of less than I0^cm~^. The mechanisms by which x-ray 
topography and TEM produce images of dislocation lines and other crystal defects 
are similar. In essence, the sensitivit}' of x-ra.3' topography and TEM to strain in 
the crystal lattice is inversely dependent on the width of the Bragg reflection from 
the sample crystal. In x-ray topography this can be as low as 10 seconds whereas in 
T E M the width of the Bra-gg reflection from the sample crystal for 100 keV electrons 
is about 0.5°. Hence TEM images short range strain fields whereas x-ray topography 
can also be sensitive to long range strain fields and ti l t boundaries. The width of a 
dislocation image in TEM can be several orders of magnitude smaller than in x-ray 
topography. However the electron microscope employs electrostatic lenses to focus 
the electron beams and magnify the images enabling resolution of the dislocation 
images. TEM requires intricate and time-consuming sample preparation whereas 
x-ray topography is a relatively easy technique to operate and, most importantly, is 
noiadestructive. Hence x-ray topography more easily lends itself to quality control 
in an industrial environment. Sample analysis by x-ray topography is particularly 
appropriate in III -V heteroepitaxial layer technolog}' which is well established and 
routinely produces epitaxial layers of excellent morphology and crj'staUine perfec
tion. 



3.2.1 Single Crystal Topography Employing a Characteristic Line X-ray 
Source 

Characteristic line sources radiate almost isotropically and have effective source 
dimensions which are typically about 1mm x 1mm. Hence for topography tech
niques which utilise an effectively uncollimated x-ray beam the angular width of the 
x-ray beam at a point on the sample is, to a first approximation, simply calculated 
from the source dimensions and the separation between the x-ray source and the 
sample. Points on the sample satisfying the Bragg condition allow Bragg diffraction 
from a cone of radiation in the incident beam with apex angle equal to twice the 
angular width of the x-ray beam at the sample. The apex angle of the incident 
cone is given by q/u, where q is the effective size of the x-ray source and u is the 
separation between the x-ray source and the sample. Since the diffracted cone has 
the same apex angle as the incident cone, the geometric resolution, GR, for single 
crystal topographic techniques is given by equation 3.7 

GR = (q/u) X Y 3.7 

where Y is the separation between the specimen and the photographic film. To 
optimise resolution, a. minimum separation between the sample and the photographic 
film is desired. However, excessively small values of Y lead to overlapping diffracted 
x-ray beams and must be avoided. A compromise therefore becomes necessary. 

A typical separation between the x-ray source and the sample cr3'stal is of the 
order of I m which results in a.n angular width at any point on the sample of 100 
seconds. In the case of a point on a. GaAs sample which satisfies-the Bragg diffraction 
condition for a 404 Bragg reflection when illuminated with radiation from the copper 
Kai characteristic line, the angular width of the x-ray beam at this point allows a 
spectrum of Bra.gg diffracted wavelengths which has a width of 0.002 A. Therefore 
an x-ray source to sample separation of Im ensures that the angular divergence 
of the x-ray beam at this point on the sample is sufficiently low to prevent Bragg 
diffraction from more than one characteristic line wa.velength. In fact the minimum 
source to sample separation in this geometry which still prevents simultaneous Bragg 
diffraction at the same point on the sample from both the A'Q.I and K^o characteristic 
lines is 17cm and corresponds to a.n angular width of the x-ray beam at the sample 
of 600 seconds. 
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3.2.1.1 Berg-Barrett Topography 

Berg-Barrett topography was first introduced by Berg in 1931 [22] and later 
refined by Barrett in 1945 [23]. The technique is illustrated schematically in Figure 
3.8. In the Berg-Barrett technique the sample crystal is set at an angle to the incident 
x-ray beam so that the Bragg diffraction conditions are satisfied for one of the 
characteristic emission wavelengths produced bj ' the x-ray source. The photographic 
film must be positioned close to the sample so that the separate images produced 
from the Kai and A'QO charateristic lines do not diverge significantly. However 
due to the small specimen to film distance this technique is relatively insensitive to 
misorientations in the crystal though large misorientations of the order of a degree 
will result in no diffracted intensitj' reaching the film. The Bragg reflection is chosen 
to be asymmetric with respect to the sample surface so that the x-ray beam enters 
the sample at a shallow angle and exits the crystal surface at an angle as near to 
the surface normal as possible. A shallow incidence angle increases the degree of 
sample coverage b\' the x-ray beam wheieas a near-normal exit angle allows a small 
sample to photographic film separation. 

3.2.1.2 Hirst Topography 

This technique was designed to reduce the exposure time necessary to produce 
large area topographs from a characteristic line x-ray source. The geometry of the 
transmission technique is shown in Figure 3.9 [24]. The sample is cjdindrically bent 
until its radius of curvature is equal to the diameter of a circle whose circumference 
contains the x-ray source and is also tangential to the sami^le surface at a point 
on the sample. This is known as the Rowland circle [25] and, provided the circle 
is sufficiently large, has the property that all rays that emanate from the x-ray 
source have the same angle of incidence with the surface of the sample. Hence this 
technique allows all points across the sample to Bragg diffract simultaneousl}'. 

An oscillating Seller slit arrangement is employed to shield the photographic 
plate from the undiffracted beam and background scattered radiation, and also 
allows the photographic plate to be placed close to the sample. Despite the low 
x-ray intensity at the sample resulting Irom a source to sample separation which is 
typically about 2m, Hirst topography can completely image samples with diameters 
of up to several inches lor exposure times of a.bout one hour using Ilford L4 Nuclear 
Emulsion plates. 
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Figure 3.8: Line diagram showing the geometry of Berg-Barrett topography. 
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Figure 39: Line diagram showing the geometry of Hirst topography. 



3.2.1.3 Section Topography 

The geometry of section topography [18,26] is illustrated in Figure 3.10. The 
x-ray beam is coUimated normal to the plane of diffraction by a set of slits 10-15 /im 
wide and at a distance of the order of I m from the source thus reducing the angular 
divergence of the x-ray beam in the plane of diffraction to about 100 seconds and 
ensuring that the width of the x-ray beam is significantly smaller than the width of 
the base of the Borrmann fan for the chosen sample reflection. The reflection from 
the sample crystal is selected so that the diffracted beam is transmitted through the 
width of the sample crystal, e.g a 220 reflection is commonly employed for samples 
which have 001 surfaces. In general a characteristic line source providing harder 
radiation is preferred, such as Molybdenum Kai at 0.71 A or Silver Kcti at 0.559 
A. The x-ray beam is so well coUimated that the / V Q I and Ka2 characteristic lines 
are clearly separated on a single crystal rocking curve from the sample crystal. A 
photographic plate is placed behind the sample and is shielded from the residual 
undiffracted x-ray beam by a set of scatter slits. This technique images defects 
within the Borrmann triangle and is unique in that it allows direct determination 
of the depth of a defect within a crystal. The diffraction patterns obtained can 
contain complex interference patterns and interpretation of these requires the use 
of an image simulation program based on the dynamical theory of x-ray scattering 
27]. 

3.2.1.4 Lang Topography 

Lang topography employs a similar experimental arrangement as the section 
topography technique but in order to obtain full sample coverage the sample and 
photographic film are traversed across the incident beam, figure. 3.11. Hence a Lang 
topograph can be considered as the spatial integration of many section topographs 
which results in a topograph of the whole sample. A control program ensures that 
the Bragg diffraction condition is maintained at the sample and the sample and 
photographic film are traversed across the x-ray beam [IS]. This is required in order 
to cope with crystal cui vature which is present in strained epitaxial layer samples. 
The width of the collimating slit is incieased to between 100 and 200 microns in 
order to increase the x-ray intensity incident on the sample crystal but this is still 
sufficientl}^ narrow to clearly resolve the A ' d and AQ-O characteristic emission lines 
on a single crystal rocking curve from the sample. Lang topography can also be 
operated in reflection mode. 
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Figure 3.11: Line diagram showing the geometry of Lang topography. 



3.2.2 Topographic Techniques Employing a Synchrotron Radiation Source 

It is well known that an accelerating charged particle emits electromagnetic 
radiation. This phenomenon is exploited to produce cyclotron and synchrotron ra
diation which is emitted by electrons when they are forced to move in a circular 
orbit through their interaction with electric and magnetic fields. Cyclotron radi
ation is emitted when the electron energies are non-relativistic and this radiation 
is monoenergetic. However if the electron energies become relativistic then the re
sulting radiation spectrum is continuous and is called sjaichrotron radiation. The 
synchrotron radiation spectrum extends from the infrared to a minimum wa.velength, 
Ac, which is calculated from the electron energy, E, in GeV and the magnetic field 
strength causing the centripetal acceleration, B, in Tesla through equation 3.8 [28] 

, 1-S6 _ 

Due to the relativistic Lorentz transformation from the rest frame of the electron 
to the laboratory frame, the radiation in the laboratory frame is confined to a forward 
directed cone. The apex angle for a single electron, 6S, emitting radiation at the 
minimum wavelength, Ac, is given by equation 3.9 [28] 

512 X 10~^ 
6S - ' 3.9 

E 

An integration over the fuU wavelength spectrum and for all electron velocities 
in the storage ring leads to the calculation of the effective source dimensions for the 
synchrotron radiation source. Beam lines are positioned at tangents to the electron 
orbit which allow the emitted radiation to escape safely from the synchrotron ring 
and reach interlocked experimental areas. .At all points across the spectrum, the 
radiation is extremely intense and has a very low angular divergence and so is ideal 
for the study of diffraction phenomena. 

The sjnichrotron source at Daiesbury consists of a 30m diameter storage ring 
which is fed by a linear accelerator and in turn supplies radiation to thirteen beam 
lines. Intense x-radiation is emitted by the electrons in the storage ring when their 
trajectory is forced into an arc by a 'bending' magnet. Each of the thirteen beamlines 
is associated with a particulai- bending magnet, most of which produce magnetic 
fields of 1.2 Tesla. However one of the beamlines (line 9) is positioned directly after 
a 5 Tesla superconducting wiggler magnet and so this bea.n"iline carries particularly 
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intense radiation. The storage ring operates at an electron energy of 2 GeV and a 
current of typically 200 mA when running in multiple electron bunch mode. The 
lifetime of the electrons in the storage ring is in excess of 24 hours and in optimum 
operating conditions a new beam of electrons is injected into the storage ring on 
a daily basis. The 1.2 tesla bending magnets produce a radiation spectrum which 
extends from the infra-red to a minimum x-ray wavelength of 0.6-0.7 A. However 
the beryllium beam pipe windows absorb radiation with wavelengths greater than 4 
A. The spectrum is shown in Figure 3.12 along with the fluxes available from sealed 
tube sources. 

3.2.3 Single Crystal White Beam Synchrotron Topography 

The practice of single crystal synchrotron radiation x-ray topography is very 
straightforward, requiring only a simple goniometer to orientate the sample [29]. If 
the sample is thin enough to allow transmission of the x-ray beam and has a strain-
free back surface then white beam transmission topography is preferred to white 
beam reflection topography as less background noise from the main x-ray beam 
reaches the photographic plate in this geometry and the defect contrast recorded 
on the topographic plate is intrinsically higher [30]. In white beam transmission 
topograph}', where in general the sample is orientated with respect to the incident 
beam to favour a. particular reflection zone, the photographic medium is displaced 
from the incident beam axes a,nd so records an elliptical pattern of diffraction spots. 
As before, the Bragg condition describes the relationship between the angle sub
tended by the x-ray beam at the Bragg reflecting planes and the wavelength of the 
diffracted x-rays for each diffraction spot. Each diffraction spot recorded on the pho
tographic plate consists of a single crystal topographic image of the sample. Hence 
this technique provides a rapid means of analysing the Burgers vectors of disloca
tion lines and the directional components of other lattice distortions. Although the 
sj'nchrotron radiation souice x-ray beam has a very low intrinsic angular divergence 
it is also polj'chromatic and so this technique is not sensitive to crystal tilts and 
long range strain fields. However abrupt tilt boundaries do show either enhanced or 
diminished intensitj' because portions of the x-ray beam reflected from each side of 
the boundary will either converge or diverge. 

White beam synchrotron topography has two main technical problems; harmonic 
contamination and a high background of scattered ra.diation. The continuous spec
tral range may lead to the super])osition of several harmonic reflections onto one 
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Figure 3.12: The radiation spectra on the Daresbury synchrotron radiation source 
shown relative to the output from two sealed tube sources. 



diffraction spot thus convoluting the structural information contained within the 
spot. Harmonic contamination can be avoided by orientating the sample to favour 
specific reflections where unwanted higher or lower order reflections are forbidden 
or of very low intensity. The problem of high background can be reduced by careful 
shielding, the use of filters to absorb unwanted long wavelength components of the 
spectrum and an increased sample to photographic film separation. A high percent
age of the background radiation on the photographic film results from scattering at 
the sample and hence decreases as a function of the square of the film to sample 
separation. The low angulax divergence and small effective source size associated 
with synchrotron radiation allows an increased sample to photographic plate sepa
ration without significant loss of spatial resolution. Hence the signal to noise ratio 
on the photographic film increases with film to sample separation. However this 
technique is best applied to small samples because the background scatter becomes 
prohibitivelj' high for samples in excess of a few an^. 

3.2.4 Double Crystal Synchrotron Radiation Topography 

Double crystal x-ray topography was first reported by Bond and Andrus in 1952 
31] and later developed by Bonse and Klapper in 1958 [32] who used the parallel 

non-dispersive setting to detect long range strain variations. Since then the tech
nique has been developed and extended to the study of long range and short range 
strain variations in a diverse range of materials but with particular reference to seini-
conductors and quartz [33]. The double crystal topographic technique is illustrated 
schematically in Figure 3.13 and essentially consists of a double crystal diffractome-
ter with the detector replaced by a photographic plate and a. spatially large incident 
x-raj' beam. Double crystal topography can be performed with.a characteristic line 
source but produces poor sample coverage and involves exposure times of the order 
of ten hours during which time the relative position of the sample on the second 
axis must remain stable to within a few seconds of arc. Bragg diffraction at the 
first crystal reduces the angular divergence of the x-ray beam to the perfect crystal 
reflecting range of this leflection, typically less than 10 seconds, and enables double 
crystal topography to be sensitive to long range strain fields and local crystal niis-
orientations. The particular choice of x-ray optics selects the rocking curve width of 
the Bragg reflection iVom the second crystal and hence the degree of sensitivity of 
the technique to the detection of long range strain fields in the sample. The parallel 
non-dispersive crystal setting has the narrowest effective rocking curve width and 
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Figure 3.13: Schematic illustration of the double crystal topography technique. 



FigTire 3.14: Experimental arrajigement for double crystal topography on station 
7.6 at the Daresbury laboratory synchrotron radiation source. The photograph 
shows the first axis with beam conditioner in place (a), second axis with sample 
in plax:e (b), position of the photographic plate (c), detector (d), beam defining 
slits (e) and shielding (f). 



hence the highest sensitivit}' to long range strain fields in the sample whereas the 

non-parallel dispersive crystal setting has the largest effective rocking curve width 

and hence the lowest sensitivitj ' to these strain fields. I t also follows that the defect 

image widths are largest in the non-parallel dispersive geometry and smallest in the 

parallel non-dispersive geometry. The parallel dispersive crystal setting represents 

a compromise between these two. The parallel dispersive crystal setting is most 

often employed when recording a. double crystal topograph in the laboratory wi th 

x-radiation f rom a characteristic line source because this geometry does not allow si

multaneous Bragg reflection f rom the Kai and 1x^2 emission lines unless the sample 

is curved in which case the reflected x-ray beams are divergent and form separate 

distinct images on the topographic plate. 

Double crystal topography can be thought of as the convolution of a single crystal 

topograph f rom the reference crystal wi th a single crystal topograph from the sample 

crystal to fo rm a composite topograph containing information about both crystals. 

Hence defects in the reference crystal can be imaged on the composite topograph. 

I f one assumes that the single crystal topograph f rom the first crystal is essentially 

unchanged upon Bragg reflection at the sample then the image resolution of defects 

in the reference crystal on the topographic plate can be modelled by equation 3.7, 

where Y , is now defined as the sum of the sample to photographic film separation and 

the separation between the reference crystal and the sample crystal. The separation 

between the x-ray source and the first axis at the synchrotron ring in Daresbury 

is 80m whereas the separation between the first axis and the photographic film 

is less than 2m. Hence the geometric resolution on the composite topograph of 

defects in the reference crystal is only slightly less than the geometric resolution 

of defects in the sample crystal. Consequently the reference crystal employed for 

double crj 'stal topography at a. synchrotron x-ray radiation source must be uniform 

and defect free. In contrast, consider the corresponding dimensions for double crystal 

topography in the laboratory incorporating a characteristic line x-ray source. In this 

case the separation between the x-ray source and the first crystal is roughly half the 

separation between the x-ray source and the sample crystal. Hence the geometric 

resolution of lattice defects in the sample crystal is about twice as high as the 

geometric resolution of lattice defects in the first crystal. As a result, the crystalline 

perfection of the first crystal is less critical to the composite topograph. 

Employing successive reflections from 'pei'l'ect' crystals may reduce the spec

tral width of the x-ray beam and inciea.se the collima.tion whilst also eliminating 

harmonic contamination. .Several multiple reflection monochroma.tor systems have 

been developed [34 to 38] wliich can leduce the angular divergence of the x-ray 
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beam to 0.01 seconds. However the beam intensitj ' rapidly decreases as the number 

of monochromating reflections increases resulting in very long exposure times. 

Double crystal X-ray topographs were taken on station 7.6 at the Daresbury 

laboratory SRS, Figure 3.14, using 25 /.im thick I l ford L4 nuclear emulsion plates. 

For comprehensive descriptions of the double crystal camera and associated align

ment procedures the reader is referred to Bowen and Davis [39] and Barnett [40 

respectively. For details of the photographic processes the reader is referred Tanner 

15] and Lang [17]. Best dislocation images were obtained using the substrate reflec

t ion in the dispersive parallel crystal setting and imaging the long range dislocation 

strain fields extending f rom the interface into the substrate. The topograph plates 

were mounted normal to the X-ray beam Bra.gg reflected f rom the sample. Hence 

sample dimensions perpendicular to the X-ray beam are reproduced exactly on the 

topograph plate whereas sample dimensions parallel to the X-ray beam are reduced 

by a geometric scaling factor, GSF, given by equation 3.10 

GSF - — 3 — 3.10 

where $ is the angle subtended between the diffracted X-ray beam and the 

sample surface, Figure 3.13. I f the topographic plate is mounted parallel to the 

sample surface then the image magnification is unity in both directions. However 

this arrangement is usually undesirable since the diffracted beam now passes through 

the nuclear emulsion at an angle to its surface normal, leading to a significant 

broadening of the image for all but the thinnest emulsions. This problem can be 

circumvented by employing an asymmetric reflection at the sample and selecting 

the x-ray wavelength Bragg diffracted at the monochromator so that the x-ray exit 

beam is normal to the sample surface [41 . 

In the vicinity of a dislocation line the lattice planes are distorted a.nd hence the 

Bragg condition varies as a function of the distance from the core of the dislocation 

line. Hence i f the Bra.gg condition is exactly satisfied for surrounding regions of 

perfect crystal then tlie dislocation line is recorded on the topograph as a light image 

surrounded by a dark backgiound. The size of the dislocation line image is equal to 

the region around the dislocation line in which the lattice planes are mi.sorientated 

by more than the width of the Bragg reflection rocking cin ve at this region of the 

sample. The Durham gioup condition the x-ray beam with a 111 surface symmetric 

reflection f rom a thick silicon crystal which has a perfect crystal reflecting range of 7 

seconds [42]. Station 7.6 at Dai'esbury is SOm away f rom the x-ra.y source which has 

an effective width of 0.25 mm [43]. Hence the angular divergence of the x-ray beam in 
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the diffract ion plane is 0.6 seconds. This is negligibly small compared to the perfect 

crystal reflecting range of the reference crystal reflection. Therefore the rocking 

curve wid th at a point on the sample is effectively independent of the diifraction 

geometry and is simply obtained by convoluting the x-ray reflectivity profile f rom 

the reference crystal wi th the x-ray reflectivity profile f rom the sample crystal. For 

the sample reflections emploj'ed in this thesis this convolution produces an effective 

rocking curve width at a point on the sample of less than 30 seconds. Halliwell et al 

44] have calculated the lattice distortion at dislocation cores in terms of deviation 

f r o m the Bragg condition. This work suggests that the dislocation image widths 

w i l l be about 5 j-im for isolated 60° dislocation lines. Thus if dislocation interactions 

are assumed to be weak then the linear dislocation line density must be less than 

0.2/n7?.~^ for individual dislocations to be resolved by topography. 
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C h a p t e r 4 

T h e Re l i e f of Ep i tax ia l Layer Stra in by Misf i t Dislocations 

4.1 Dislocations in the Zinc Blende Latt ice 

A dislocation line is a localised variation in crystal perfection which surrounds 

a core region that extends along a particular direction in the crystal lattice. Hence 

a dislocation line is characterised by two parameters; that describing the locahsed 

disruption in the crystal lattice and the direction of the dislocation fine. The direc

t ion of the dislocation line is characterised simply by a vector which is parallel to 

the dislocation core, /. The magnitude and direction of the lattice disruption sur-

I 'ounding the dislocation core is described hy the Burgers vector, b [I]. The Burgers 

vector is obtained by drawing a circuit in a perfect region of the crystal lattice and 

comparing this to an equivalent circuit which encloses the dislocation line. Following 

the convention adopted by [1,2], the Burgers vector is defined as the vector required 

to close the latter circuit f rom start to finish. Since the sense of the circuit is that of 

a right-handed screw wi th respect to the dislocation fine direction, this convention 

for b is called the S¥/RH convention. The reader is referred to Hi r th and Lothe 

[1] and Hul l [3] for detailed descriptions of the properties of the various types of 

dislocation lines which exist in different crystal structures. 

The Burgers vector of a screw dislocation is parallel to the dislocation line 

whereas the Burgers vector of an edge dislocation is normal to- the dislocation line. 

These dislocations are illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. There are two criteria which 

predict the allowed glide planes for a particular dislocation line, the first arises f rom 

the nature of the dislocation and the second arises f rom the crystal structure in 

which the crystal is located. Both these criteria must be applied to each specific 

dislocation line in order to determine the allowed glide plane(s) for this dislocation. 

The restriction on dislocation glide which arises f rom the nature of the dislocation 

line is simply that the glide plane must contain both the dislocation line direction 

and also the Burgers vector. The crystal structure in which the dislocation line 

is located also restricts the allowed glide plane(s) which are associated with the 

dislocation, viz. the dislocation core can only contain one type of atom. 
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Figure 4.1 :(a) Screw dislocation D C formed by displacing the faces A B C D relative 
to each other in direction A B , (b) Burgers circuit around the screw dislocation. 
After Hull [s; 

\ \ 

/ h 

Figure 4.2:(a) Edge dislocation D C formed by insertion of an extra half plane of 
atoms A B C D , (b) Burgers circuit around the edge dislocation. After Hull [3 



A n individual screw dislocation does not relieve misfit strain between an epi

taxial layer and a substrate and so this dislocation is not discussed further here. I t 

is sufficient to note that most of the dislocations in the substrate, caused by small 

thermal gradients in the substrate melt or other bulk crystal growth effects, have 

Burgers vectors w i th large screw components and hence extend into the epitaxial 

layer w i th ease and essentially unchanged during the in i t ia l stages of epitaxial layer 

deposition. These dislocations are popularly known as threading dislocations. 

A strain relieving edge dislocation relaxes the epitaxial layer strain by a length 

Co in the interface. However the (001) plane contains both group I I I and group V 

atoms and hence a pure edge misfit dislocation is sessile in the zinc blende lattice. 

This was first identified by Lomer [4] who suggested that i t could be responsible for 

work hardening. 

Transmission electron microscopy studies show that at low dislocation densities 

the mismatch dislocations which cause epitaxial layer relaxation at interfaces in 

zincblende structures are predominantly of the 60° type [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12] although 

some evidence of misfit dislocation of pure edge character is reported [8,10,12]. Edge 

dislocations as well as a slight variant, the Lomer-Cottrell or stair rod dislocation, 

can be formed by two 60° dislocations ghding on intersecting {111} ghde planes and 

combining along the line of intersection. However this process is only observed at 

high dislocation densities where the probability that two 60° dislocation lines are 

close enough to interact is significant. 

A 60° dislocation is a hybrid between a screw dislocation and an edge dislocation 

and as its name implies, the angle between the Burgers vector and the dislocation 

line is 60°, Figure 4.3. A 60° dislocation line near an (001) interface has a Burgers 

vector of ao/2(110) inchned at 45° to the (001) plane and can glide on {111} planes. 

The edge component of the Burgers vector for a 60° dislocation has a magnitude 

ao\ /3/2\ /2 in a (112) direction (Figure 4.3). The projection of the edge component 

in the (001) plane relaxes the epitaxial layer misfit strain by a length ao/2\/2 in 

a (110) direction normal to the dislocation line, i.e. half the {110} interplanar 

separation. 

The lack of symmetry in the zinc blende structure leads to the creation of two 

types of 60° dislocation fines in the glide set. These are illustrated in Figure 4.4, 

a schematic diagram of the zinc blende structure, which represents the stacking se

quence for the { l l l } - t y p e planes. I f the Volterra cut terminates on a plane of group 

I I I atoms then the dislocation is A-type whereas if the Volterra cut terminates on a 

plane of group V atoms then the dislocation is B-type. Evidence has been presented 
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Figure 4.3: A [110] 60° dislocation line with a Burgers vector of (ao/2) [101]. 
The projection of the edge component in the (001) plane is {ao/2^/2) [T TO]. 



[112] 
A type dislocation 

Group III atom 

Group V atom 

B type dislocation 

Figure 4.4: Definition of A type and B type dislocations in I I I - V compounds. 
After Hirth and Lothe [1]. 



which indicates that dislocations in I I I - V compounds are dissociated [13] over a few 

nanometres. Nonetheless, since the dissociation of a disloca.tion fine requires the 

insertion or removal of pairs of layers of the same index, the polarity of the A-type 

or B-type dislocation is preserved. Hence we continue to consider perfect disloca

tions. Alexander [14] observed the motion of 60° dislocations in the dissociated 

state. Dissociation implies motion on the glide set due to the unfavourable stacking 

configuration which results f r o m motion of a partial dislocation on the shuffle set 

and hence dislocations are taken to be the glide set rather than the shuffle set. 

4.2 T h e Pe ier l s -Nabarro Foi-ce 

Examination of the propagation of an interfacial misfit dislocation line requires 

an atomistic study of the elastic forces across the interface. The Peierls-Nabarro 

[15,16] model approaches the problem of examining interfacial edge dislocations by 

assuming that the substrate and epitaxial layer system can be treated as two lattices 

separated by an interface and that the plane of the interface coincides wi th the glide 

plane of the edge dislocation Figure 4.5. The interface is represented as a non-

hookean slab of roughly a lattice parameter width. If the radial extent of the strains 

associated wi th the dislocation line is large compared wi th the lattice parameters 

then the horizontal and vertical displacement of atoms in the plane directly above 

and the plane directly below the ghde plane wiU vary slowly f r o m atom to atom. The 

relative displacements of neighbouring atoms within each lattice is then much smaller 

than the lattice parameters and so each lattice is treated as an elastic continuum. 

For the sake of simplicity the lattices are assumed to be elastically isotropic. 

The tota l energy of the P-N model consists of two parts 

(i) the elastic strain energy of the two lattices and 

(ii) the potential energy of attraction within the non-hookea.n slab 

The first contribution can be calculated by using standard elasticity theory 

whereas the second contribution is more involved. 

Consider the force on the atoms in plane A f rom the atoms in the lattice below 

and in particular f rom the atoms in plane B . I t is assumed that the vertical com

ponent of force depends only on the relative vertical displacement of atoms in A 

wi th respect to atoms in B and that f rom symmetry these cancel. The horizontal 

component of the force is assumed to be dependant only on the horizontal displace

ment of atoms in A relative to atoms in B . and is treated as a continuous sinusoidal 
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Figure 4.5: Atomistic diagram of a pure edge dislocation in the interface between 
two lattices. 



funct ion. Hence the potential energy of a dislocation, obtained by integrating over 

the interface, is independant of its position. Thus the dislocation is always in neutral 

equil ibrium and w i l l glide under any applied force. 

However i f the atomic structure is taken into account, the energy of a dislocation 

must, in the absence of stress, depend upon its exact position i.e. whether the plane 

of symmetry (i.e. the plane orthogonal to the glide plane and containing the dislo

cation line) passes through a row of atoms. The potential energy of the dislocation 

is better expressed as a sum of terms involving the displacements of the atoms in 

the plane directty above and the plane directly below the interface. The summation 

extends f rom —oo to -|-oo and is smoothly varying. The diff'erence between the sum 

and the integral is small and is inversely proportional to the size of the dislocation 

strain field. This difference is manifest as a critical stress for dislocation glide and 

is known as the Peierls stress. For simplicity, the model only considers misfit in 

one direction. However the equations discussed above are linear wi thin the approx

imations used and so solutions can be superimposed and the treatment extended 

to cover misfit in two orthogonal directions [17]. Further refinements to the model 

have been made by Van der Merwe [18,19,20 . 

4.3 Misf i t Dis locat ion Generat ion 

I I I - V epitaxial layer systems often contain dislocation lines which extend f rom 

the substrate, through the interface and into the layer. Under stress, these threading 

dislocations can bend over at the interface to form lengths of misfit dislocations. This 

process is considered in detail by Matthews and Blakeslee [21,22]. The early work of 

Petroff and Sauvage [23] on the AlGa.As/Ga.As system showed conclusively that, in 

this system, the misfi t dislocations were nucleated at either threading dislocations 

f r o m the substrate or f r o m scratches. This nucleation mechanism has been observed 

to operate in the highly mismatched InGaAs/GaAs system and also th in layers of 

AlAs on GaAs and is reported in deta.il in this thesis. 

Matthews and Blakeslee also considered the surface nucleation of dislocation 

half-loops and their subsequent glide down to the interface. Below a critical radius, 

Rc, dislocation half-loops wi l l contract under their own line tension and so a nucle

ation process must be present to form a half-loop large enough to grow under the 

influence of the misfit stress. Hence formation of a half-loop at a nucleation site 

requires an activation energy which depends upon the amount of misfit stress in the 

la.yer. I f the layer is thinner than Rc then loop nucleation wil l not occur. 



Other mechanisms for the generation of misfit dislocations include dislocation 

mult ipl icat ion at Frank-Read sources [24], nucleation at the junction of 'islands' 

formed in the in i t ia l stages of epitaxial layer growth and nucleation at the base of 

cracks. 

4.4 T h e C r i t i c a l E p i t a x i a l L a y e r Thickness 

The first evidence that th in films strain elastically to accommodate misfit strain 

was provided not by films grown epitaxially on substrates but by laj'ers doped by 

diffusion. In 1961 Queisser studied changes associated wi th diffusion of boron and 

phosphorus into silicon [25]. He found that dislocations were generated to accom

modate lattice strain but did not appear unti l a critical quantity of dopant had 

diffused into the silicon lattice. This showed that in the early stages of the process 

the change in the surface lattice parameter of the silicon caused by dopant diffusion 

was wholly accommodated by elastic strain. 

The critical thickness, he, of a mismatched epitaxial layer can be modefled by 

either considering the total stress in the system or the total energ}' in the system. 

4.4.1 T h e M a t t h e w s Mode l 

The conditions under which a grown-in threading dislocation in the layer might 

bow and glide under the influence of misfit stress to generate a misfit dislocation are 

examined in conjunction wi th the conditions necessary for the nucleation and expan

sion of half-loops [26,27,28,29]. The model developed by Matthews and co-workers 

determines he as the film thickness at which a pre-existing threading dislocation is 

in mechanical equilibrium. In mechanical equilibrium the force-exerted by the misfit 

strain is balanced by the tension in the dislocation line, the tension of the surface 

step and the Peierls stiess. The surface tension and the Peierls stress were shown to 

have l i t t le significance, [27]. The critical thickness obtained by the Matthews model 

for the generation of 60° misfit dislocations in an epitaxial layer is 

bll - 0 . 2 5 X ;/) / , 
he = ; — In 

47r??7.(l -t- /^) \ 

he 
h 

+ 1 4.1 

where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector and m is the mismatch 

This model is best applied to metallic systems and group I l l - V semiconductor 



sytems which contain a high density of threading dislocations. Advances in group IV 

semiconductor epitaxy ensure that the threading dislocation density in this sytem 

is rarely high enough for the Matthews model to apply. This model is important 

as i t was the first model to incorporate a physical description of the mechanism by 

which misfit dislocation lines are generated. 

4.4.2 T h e F r a n k - v a n der M e r w e Model 

This model determines he as the thickness at which the strain energy density in 

the layer coincides w i t h the energy density required by the most favourable disloca

t ion generating mechanism. A t this point i t is assumed that pseudomorphic growth 

becomes unstable and misfit dislocations are generated. This model assumes that 

the laj'er is init ial ly dislocation-free and hence that misfit dislocation generation oc

curs via the nucleation of half-loops at the sample surface. This approach was fii'st 

adopted by Frank and van der Merwe in 1949 [30]. Their study was concerned wi th 

the stability of a single monolayer on a substrate so that a critical misfit was the 

more appropriate quantity to establish. The model was extended to include epitax

ial laj'ers of finite thickness [17] and further developed in a rigorous form by van der 

Merwe [19,20,31]. The Frank-van der Merwe model calculates the interfacial energy 

required to produce an array of misfit dislocations. This is determined from the 

strain fields of the misfit dislocations and the residual elastic misfit. The interfacial 

energy is compared wi th the areal strain energy density in the layer and leads to an 

expression for critical thickness, he, 

_ a o ( l - / / ) 
" ~ SirHl + , . )m 

where m is a.ga,in the lattice mismatch. Although this model does not reliably 

predict the critical layer thickness for most semiconductors, i t laid the foundations 

for the People and Bea.n model [32,33]. The People and Bean model accurately 

predicts the critical thickness in the SiGe/Si system and can be applied to group 

I I I - V S3'stems where the threading dislocation density in the substrate is very low. 
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4.5 T h e Origins of A s y m m e t r i c Relaxat ion 

There is considerable experimental evidence that the relief of misfit stress in 

I I I - V epitaxial layers grown on 001 substrates is asymmetric about the [110] and 

110] directions although no such effects are observed in epitaxial layers of SiGe on 

Si. Asymmetric relaxation in epitaxial layers of I I I - V compounds has been observed 

by Fitzgerald and co-workers [34,35] using cathodoluminescence whereas Nagai [36 

observed asymmetric stress relief to manifest itself as asymmetric curvature of the 

epitaxial layer. The most conclusive demonstration of asymmetric relaxation was 

performed by Rozgonyi et al [37] who inverted a piece of a GaAs wafer to grow a 

quaternary layer on both the (001) and (001) planes. They used x-ray topography 

to show that a 90° rotation in the dislocation asymmetry occurred and concluded 

that not all 60° dislocation slip systems were equivalent. In this thesis and elsewhere 

[39], the present author has measured asymmetric relaxation in epitaxial layers by 

double crystal x-ray diffractometry and double crystal x-ray topography, comparing 

and contrasting both techniques. 

A t low dislocation densities the relief of misfit stress is accommodated by the 

nucleation and propagation of 60° dislocations which glide on {111} planes. The 

lack of centro-symmetry in a I I I - V zincblende lattice results in the classification of 

two chemically distinct types of 60° dislocation; if the Volterra cut terminates on 

a group I I I atom then the 60° dislocation is of type A whereas if the Volterra cut 

terminates on a group V atom then the 60° dislocation is of type B, figure 4.4. The 

I I I - V zinc blende structure consists of a face centred cubic lattice wi th a basis of 

two atoms. In the Gatos and La.vine convention [39] the basis consists of a group 

I I I atom at the origin and a group V atom at coordinate position (1/4,1/4,1/4). 

Thus for an 001 orientated epitaxial layer sample viewed along the [OOl] direction 

the advancing (111) planes contain group 111 atoms whereas-the advancing ( H I ) 

planes contain group V atoms. Therefore A-type 60° dislocations glide on (111) 

planes and have a dislocation line direction of [110] whereas B-tj 'pe 60° dislocations 

glide on (111) planes and have a dislocation line direction of [110]. The Peierls stress 

for dislocation glide across (111) planes of group I I I atoms is different to the Peierls 

stress for dislocation glide across (111) planes of group V atoms. I t is not surprising, 

therefore, that the mobilities of the .A-type and B-type dislocations are also differ

ent. Recently Fox and -lesser [40] have presented a thorough investigation into the 

source of asymmetric misfit dislocation morphology which confirms that a defini

tive correlation can be made between the relaxation asymmetry and the differences 

in the Peierls stresses for .A-type and B-type 60° dislocations. Furthermore they 
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conclude that there is a separate critical thickness for each dislocation type. Prior 

to this, measurements on bulk crystals carried out by Erofeeva [41] and Steinhard 

and Haasen [42] demonstra.ted that the mobilities of A-type and B-type dislocations 

are indeed difi^erent. This accounts for the marked asymmetry in dislocation rosettes 

punched out f r o m indention sites reported by Warren [43] and Surowiec [44 . 
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C h a p t e r 5 

Analys i s of Double C r y s t a l Rock ing C u r v e D a t a 

5.0 Introduct ion 

Sections 5.1 to 5.4 illustrate how rocking curves can be analysed using rocking 

curve data collected during the course of this thesis. Section 5.5 uses this to examine 

how epitaxial layer t i l t is related to misfit dislocation line density in four samples. 

5.1 Determinat ion of the Composi t ion of a Strained E p i t a x i a l Layer 

5.1.1 S y m m e t r i c Bragg Geometry 

A double crystal rocking curve records the variation in the x-ray intensity 

diffracted bj^ a sample crystal as a set of lattice planes wi th in the crystal is ro

tated through the Bragg diffraction condition. The x-ray wavelength is defined by 

the Bragg diffraction condition at the first crystal. A l l the rocking curve data pre

sented in this thesis were taken at an x-ra.y wavelength of 1.54051 ± 0.00004 A 

(section 3.1.1). The samples examined in this thesis consist of a substrate, usually 

about 0.25mm thick, upon which is deposited a relatively th in epitaxial layer, of 

between 100 A and 10 i-tm, which has a slightly different bulk lattice parameter to 

the substrate. Bragg planes which are parallel to the epitaxial la3^er interface are 

termed symmetric. The samples examined in this thesis were grown on 001 orien

tated substrates and hence the lowest order symmetric reflection which is permitted 

in the zinc blende structure is the 004 (section 2.2). The difference between the 

Bragg condition for diffraction f rom the epitaxial la.yer and the Bra.gg condition for 

diffract ion f rom the substrate, 89B-, is defined by 60B = ^ 5 5 — ^BL- The angle 

S0B is small compared to 9BS and so the differential of the Bra.gg equation for fixed 

x-ray wa.velength, which was introduced in section 2.0 as equation 2.2 and is re

peated here as equation 5.1, can be applied to calculate the difference, 6d, between 
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the interplanar separation of the Bragg reflecting planes in the substrate, d, and the 

epitaxial layer. 

Sd = -d cotes SOB 5.1 

Equation 5.1 is usuallj ' wri t ten in terms of the effective mismatch m*, equation 

5.2, and allows calculation of the real mismatch, m, through equation 1.5 

m* = - cotes 5.2 

5.1.2 Ca l ibrat ion of the Double C r y s t a l DifFractometer 

Clearly the hmitat ion on the accuracy of m* depends on the accuracy of cali

bration. Thus the number of stepper motor steps corresponding to an axis rotation 

of one second in the software must be investigated. Bede Scientific DCC control 

software enables the user to calibrate his/her own diffractometer through a config

uration file which contains relations describing the number of stepper motor steps 

corresponding to a rotation of the first and second axes by 1 second. The Durham 

difFractometer can be calibrated approximately f r o m the mechanics of the arrange

ment of motors, gearboxes and tangent arms which is used to rotate the diffrac

tometer axes. The first and second axes are driven by 4 phase stepper motors which 

complete one revolution in 200 steps. Each stepper motor is down geared through 

a 100:1 gearbox which in turn drives a tangent arm connected to an axis. The tan

gent arm has a length of 11-3.1 m m and so a movement of the arm by 1mm rotates 

the axis by about 30.4 arc minutes. The Bede Scientific Instruments DCC control 

software is accurately calibrated for a model 150 difFractometer incorporating metric 

micrometer screws in which case a complete revolution of the micrometer moves the 

tangent arm hy 0.5 mm and so an axis rotation of 1 second requires 9.804 motor 

steps. However the apparatus at Durham incorporates imperial micrometers and a 

complete revolution of one of these micrometer screws moves the tangent arm by 

^ which is equivalent to 0.6356 mm. 

A n effective method of calibrating the double crystal diffractometer at Durham 

involves positioning thick, perfect crystals on the first and second crystal axes in 

a parallel dispersive geometry and comparing the angular separation of the copper 

Ka-i and Ka2 characteristic lines on the rocking curve recorded at the detector with 
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the corresponding angular separation predicted f rom consideration of the parallel 

dispersive geometry. The separation, A /v , between the / v ^ i and /vq.2 Bragg re

flections is given by equation 5.3 which is derived in a similar fashion to equation 

3.3. 

A a : = ^{tanOo - tanOi} 5.3 
A 

SX); represents the difference in wavelength between the Kai and Ka2 character

istic lines i.e. (3.82 ± 0.05) x 10"*^ A. The second axis of the Durham diffractometer 

was accurately calibrated by measuring A/ \ ' for the parallel dispersive geometries 

listed in Table 5.1. In Table 5.1 AKexp. corresponds to the measured separation 

assuming a. calibration constant of 9.804 steps for 1 arc second whereas A / \ f / j is the 

peak separation calculated f rom equation 5.3. The experimental error associated 

w i t h the values of AKexp. in Table 5.1 arises f rom the uncertainty in locating the 

centroids of the Bragg reflections on the rocking curves. 

Table 5.1. Parallel Dispersive Geometries Employed in the Cahbration of 

the Durham Double Crystal Diffractometer 

1st Crystal 2nd Crystal |AA',,/J |A/^exp.| Calibration 

(seconds) (seconds) Ratio 

Mat . Surf. Refln. Mat . Surf. Refln. 

GaAs 001 004 Si I l l 333 226 170 ± 1 1.33 ± 0 . 0 1 

InP 001 004 Si 111 111 186 150 ± 1 1.24 ± 0 . 0 1 

InP 001 004 Si 111 333 243 193 ± 1 1.26 ± 0 . 0 1 

InP 001 004 InP 110 220 111 9 0 ' i 1 1.24 ± 0 . 0 1 

InP 001 004 InP 110 440 252 196 ± 1 1.29 ± 0 . 0 1 

GaAs 001 004 Si 111 111 203 150 ± 1 1.35 ± 0 . 0 1 

GaAs 001 004 Si 111 333 226 176 ± 1 1.28 ± 0 . 0 1 

GaAs 001 004 InP 110 220 128 96 ± 1 1.33 ± 0 . 0 1 

GaAs 001 004 InP 110 440 235 180 ± 1 1.30 ± 0 . 0 1 

The a.verage calibration ratio was calculated as (1.292 ± 0.038) which implies 

that the calibration entry in the configuration file for the second axis should be (7.59 

± 0.22) stepper motor steps for a 1 fi.rc second rotation. 
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5.1.3 T h e EfFect oF T i l t between the Ep i tax ia l Layer and the Substrate 

The epitaxial layer lattice is often tilted wi th respect to the substrate lattice, 

Figure 5.1, which precludes the measurement of Se^ f rom only one double crystal 

rocking curve. 

The component of t i l t between the substrate and epitaxial layer lattices in the 

diffraction plane, /?, is decoupled f rom the separation between the diffraction peaks 

on the rocking curve, Se, by repeating the rocking curve wi th the sample rotated 

through 180° wherein 66B is equal to the mean value of Se measured on the rocking 

curve pair. A pair of anti-parallel rocking curves is obtained most easily by em

ploying a rotat ing sample stage aligned so that the incident x-ray beam strikes the 

axis of rotat ion [1]. The rocking curve data presented in this thesis were taken with 

the aid of a rotation stage similar to the product commercially available from Bede 

Scientific Instruments. The accuracy associated wi th the alignment of the axis of 

rotation of the sample stage wi th the x-ray beam is estimated at 0.5 mm. 

The absolute t i l t between the lattices can be measured f rom two orthogonal pairs 

of rocking curves [2]. The t i l t components parallel and perpendicular to a reference 

direction in the sample surface, ^ \ and /io respectively, result f rom an absolute t i l t , 

JB, given by 

tcm-B = tan-B] + tan'^o 5.4 

The direction of maximum t i l t is at an angle Q' to the reference direction where 

a is given by 

tana = — . 5.5 
tanp2 ' ' 

I f the epitaxial layer is coherent wi th the substrate then the composition of the 

epitaxial layer can be determined f rom equation 5.2, equation 1.3 and a pair of 

anti-parallel 004 double crystal rocking curves. 
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Figure 5.1: T i l t between the substrate and epitaxial layer unit cells. 



5.1.4 Prec i se Determinat ion of the A l u m i n i u m Concentrat ion in a Layer 

of A l G a A s 

Sample GaAsl consists of a layer of AlGaAs which was deposited by M B E on 

an 001 GaAs substrate at Glasgow University by C. Stanley. Expecting a layer 

composition of Alo.s^Gao^Q^As, Stanley allowed a nominal layer thickness of 1.2 fim 

which is well below the critical layer thickness for this system. Simon Miles [3] had 

examined samples cut f r o m different positions on the same wafer and found that the 

aluminium concentration in the epitaxial layer varied from (35.9 ± 1 ) % for a sample 

taken at a distance of 2mm f rom the centre of the wafer to (39.8 ± 1)% for a sample 

taken at a distance of 14mm f rom the centre of the wafer. This demonstrates the 

importance of point by point sample mapping, but here an uncertainty existed as 

to the calibration in the independent experiments. The Glasgow group were expe

riencing problems of discrepancy between x-ray and reflection high energy electron 

diffractometry ( R H E E D ) data. A very careful measurement was undertaken to de

termine the composition at a further position on the wafer. In the case of GaAsl 

the sample was taken at a distance of 18 mm from the centre of the wafer. 

The diffractometer was aligned in the parallel non-dispersive geometry employ

ing Bragg diffract ion f r o m the 004 lattice planes in the sample crystal. A pair of 

antiparallel rocking curves was recorded in order to calculate /3. Data were collected 

at arc second steps along the rocking curve wi th a counting time of four seconds per 

data point. The rocking curves are presented in Figure 5.2 and the reduced diffrac

tometry data is summarised in Table 5.2. The error in the separation between the 

substrate and epitaxial layer peaks, 60, was deduced f rom accuracy to which these 

can be located on the rocking curves. 

Table 5.2. 004 Diffractometry Data f rom Sample GaAsl 

60 Substrate Peak FVVHM Layer Peak F W H M 

(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) 

Parallel -(153 ± 0.5) 20 21 

Rocking Curve 

Anti-Parallel -(153 ± 0.5) 20 24 

Rocking Curve 
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Figure 5.2: 004 experimental rocking curves of GaAsl : (a) 0° rotation, (b) 180' 
rotation. 



The difFractometry data demonstrate that /3 = 0 ± 0.5 arc seconds for this 

sample. The lack of t i l t between the epitaxial layer lattice and substrate lattice 

(section 5.5) and the narrow f u l l width at half maximum intensity ( F W H M ) of the 

Bragg reflections [4] are strong indications of crystalline perfection at the interface. 

The AlAs Poisson ratio has recently been extablished definitively [5,6] and the 

Bragg peak spli t t ing for the 004 reflection at 1.54051 A for an AlGaAs layer on an 

001 GaAs substrate, in arc seconds, as a function of A l concentration, x, given 

by the equation 

|<5(?s| = 409.T-29.5.r- 5.6 

Thus the A l concentration in the epitaxial layer is determined as (38.5 ± 1)%. 

Comparison of the A l concentration for this sample, taken at a distance of 18mm 

f r o m the wafer centre, w i th the values of A l concentration determined by Miles [3 

demonstrates that the A l concentration does increase with distance f rom the centre 

of the waFer. 

The variation in A l concentration arises as a result of the position of the wafer 

in the M B E chamber. In general, the Knudsen effusion cells in an M B E chamber are 

focussed on the centre of the substrate wafer and epitaxial layer deposition in this 

region is accurately controlled. However the angles subtended between the molecular 

beams and the substrate vary wi th the distance f rom the focal point. The effusion 

cells are spatially separated and so the individual molecular beams are not co-axial. 

Hence the compositon of the epitaxial layer varies wi th the distance f rom the centre 

of the wafer. In this case the variation in A l concentration wi th distance f rom the 

centre of the wafer is considerable. Usually the variation in laj'er composition is 

reduced to a radial effect by rotating the wafer about the focal point. 

5.2 Determinat ion oF E p i t a x i a l L a y e r Relaxat ion by DifFractometry 

The methodology presented thus far enables deduction of the epitaxial layer unit 

cell lattice parameters f rom double crystal diffractometry data on the assumption 

that the layer is coherent wi th the substrate across the interface. However if the 

critical thickness of the epita.xial layer is exceeded then misfit dislocations are nucle

ated which propagate near the interface in order to reduce the strain energy in the 

epitaxial layer. In this case the epitaxial layer is said to be incoherent or relaxed. 
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The epitaxial layer relaxation, R, is defined by equation 1.6, which is reproduced 

here as equation 5.7. 

i? = - f ^ ^ 5.7 
(Or - Go) 

5.2.1 A s y m m e t r i c Bragg Geometry 

The value of 60B obtained f rom symmetric double crystal rocking curves enables 

deduction of the epitaxial layer lattice parameter perpendicular to the interface. 

Information on the epitaxial layer lattice parameters parallel to the interface is 

obtained by recording the Bragg diffraction profiles f rom lattice planes which are 

asymmetric w i t h the interface. I f the mismatch is non-zero then the epitaxial layer 

unit cell wi l l be strained to fit the substrate unit cell across the interface and the 

layer unit cell w i l l not be cubic. Hence asjaiimetric lattice planes in the layer are 

not parallel to the equivalent asj'mmetric lattice planes in the substrate. Figure 5.3. 

The angles subtended between these planes and the sample surface are referred to 

as (f)L and (j)s for the layer and substrate respectively, where <f>s can be calculated 

f rom equation 2.5. .Asymmetric reflections allow two possible incident X-ray beam 

paths Figure 5.3. The separation between the Bragg diffraction peaks f rom the 

substrate and the epitaxial layer on the rocking curve, 56, is then {69B + ^<l>) for 

the high angle of incidence and {66B — ̂ (p) foi" the low angle of incidence, where 

6(j) = (ps — I f rocking curves are recorded using both beam paths then 66B and 

6(j) can be found independenth', since 66B is half the sum of the two separations 

whilst 6(f) is half the difference. As the epitaxial layer lattice may be tilted wi th 

respect to the substrate lattice, a minimum of four asymmetric rocking curves is 

required in order to determine the values of (j)L and 6i. 

In the case where the epitaxial layer is coherently strained to the substrate across 

the interface, and so a. = b in the epitaxial layer unit cell, then equations 5.8 and 

5.9 can be deduced from equation 2.5, equation 5.1 and the Bragg condition [3 . 

cos(i)i = cos{(ps + 6(f)) ^ - \ T h — 1 5.8 
c \ V a- c-

X //)2 I jU2 p 
svnOi = sin{Os - 60) =-\ + - 5.9 
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Figure 5.3: X-ray beam paths for an asymmetric reflection 



5.2.2 Geometr ic Construct ion for Deduct ion of L a y e r Parameters for the 

case of A s y m m e t r i c Relaxat ion 

The experimental evidence discussed in chapter 4 demonstrates that the relief 

of misfi t strain in epitaxial layers of I I I - V compounds grown on 001 substrates is 

often asjmimetric wi th respect to the [110] and [110] directions. In this case the 

[110] and [110] vectors in the layer wi l l have different lengths and so the [100] and 

010] vectors in the layer wi l l no longer be orthogonal. Hence i t is inaccurate simply 

to extend the analysis developed in section 5.2.1 and formulate equations similar to 

equations 5.8 and 5.9. However to a first approximation, the [110] and [110] vectors 

in the layer wi l l remain orthogonal and this assumption, in conjunction with the 

Ewald sphere construction, can be used to develop a general method for deriving 

the relaxed layer unit cell dimensions f r o m double crystal diffractometry data [7,8 . 

The Ewald sphere construction is essentially a statement of Bragg's law in recip

rocal space. The separation between the Bragg reflections f rom the epitaxial layer 

and the substrate on a double crystal rocking curve represents the change in the an

gle of incidence subtended between the X-ray beam and the sample which is required 

to move the Ewald sphere f rom a position in reciprocal space where i t intercepts 

the substrate reflection to a position where i t intercepts the layer reflection. The 

substrate lattice parameter is known and hence the absolute position of the layer 

reflection in reciprocal space can be deduced. Asymmetric reflections in the four 

(110) zones are used so that the calculation reduces to a two dimensional problem 

in reciprocal space. In Figure 5.4 the position of the layer reflection in reciprocal 

space (x,z) is expressed in terms of the angle subtended between the incident x-ray 

beam and the sample surface for the high angle of incidence beam path, z/f, and the 

x-ray wavelength, A, through equation 5.10 

A similar expression is developed for the low angle of incidence beam path. 

A V ' V~ A ; - A2 

These equations are combined to form equation 5.12. 

£ _ CQ.s IB + cos ii ^ 
X sin i f f — sin ii 
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Figure 5.4: The layer reflection reciprocal lattice point. After HaUiwell [7] 



Equation 5.12 allows substitution for x or z in ec}uations 5.10 or 5.11 leading to 

an absolute determination of the position of the layer reflection in reciprocal space 

and f r o m this the dimensions of the layer unit cell can be deduced. Calculation of the 

degree of t i l t between the epitaxial layer and the substrate requires difFractometry 

data f r o m orthogonal pairs of anti-parallel rocking curves. Hence the minimum 

data requirement to enable a fu l l description of an asymmetrically relaxed epitaxial 

layer is a. complete set of eight hhl reflection rocking curves f rom a single point on 

the sample. In practice the experimental error is reduced by employing a surface 

symmetric 004 reflection to provide an independent determination of the t i l t between 

the epitaxial layer and the substrate and the 'z'parameter. Different asymmetric 

reflection rocking curves can be recorded to minimise the experimental error. 

5.2.3 A s y m m e t r i c Relaxat ion in a Layer of A l A s grown by M B E 

In order to investigate the mismatch between AlAs and GaAs and the AlAs 

Poisson ra.tio, a series of 1 (.an layers of AlxGcti-^As on 001 GaAs substrates were 

grown by C. Stanley at Glasgow University using M B E where x = 0 . 1 , 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 

1. The aluminium concentration in each of these layers was measured by reflection 

high energy electron diffraction [9]. This was compared wi th the separation between 

the substrate and epitaxial layer peaks measured on the 004 surface symmetric dou

ble crj 'stal rocking curves recorded f rom these samples. Tanner [5] deduced that a 

quadratic fit to the diffractometry and composition data would allow determination 

of the mismatch between AlAs and GaAs and the AlAs Poisson ratio. However 

diffractometr} ' data f rom the 1 /.tm layer of AlAs ( x = l ) was not consistent with 

the quadratic fitting function and i t was concluded that this layer might have re

laxed. Therefore double crystal diffractometry was used in the asymmetric mode to 

determine the relaxation of this sample. 

The AlAs layer in sample GaAs2 is capped by a 1 ^m?. layer of Al^.^GaojAs and 

a 1 fim. layer of Ga.As. Double crystal rocking curves were recorded in the parallel 

non-dispersive geometry by employing an 004 reflection f rom a GaAs crystal at the 

first axis and removing the A'o > characteristic line component by positioning a set 

of shts in front of the sample crystal. This geometry fa.cilitates changing between 

sample reflections without requiring le-alignment of the diflractometer and provides 

a well conditioned beam with which to probe the sample crystal. A complete set 

of 115 rocking curves a.nd the 004 rocking curves were recorded and is presented in 

Figures 5.5 to 5.7 whereas tlie diffractometry data is presented in Table 5.3 
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Table 5.3. 004 and 115 Diffractometry Data From Sample GaAs2 

Reflection Sample Mean Peak Separation 

Orientation (Seconds) 

004 [110] -(374.8 ± 0.5) 

004 [110] -(375.1 ± 0.5) 

115L0W [110] -(675.7 ± 0.5) 

115L0W [110] -(678.9 ± 0.5) 

115HIGH [110] -(382.2 ± 0.5) 

115HIGH [110] -(380.6 ± 0.5) 

The Bragg peak separations in Table 5.3 were used to determine the position of 

the epitaxial layer 115 reflection relative to the substrate 115 reflection in reciprocal 

space in terms of the coordinate (x,z) for each (110) direction. The interplanar 

separation for the 110 and 110 lattice planes, di, in the epitaxial laj^er are determined 

f r o m the values of 1/x deduced f rom the separation between the Bragg reflections for 

the epitaxial laj'er and the substrate on the 115 rocking curves for the cases where 

the diffract ion plane contains the [110] and [110] directions respectively. The layer 

lattice parameter perpendicular to the interface, c, is equivalent to 5 x I / 2 for each 

of the sample orientations. These parameters are presented in Table 5.4. 

Sample GaAs2 Layer Lattice Parameters Deduced by Diffractometry. Table 5.4 

110] Orientation 110] Orientation 

C004 

C115 

5.66956 ± 0.00005 A 

5.66941 ± 0.00005 A 

3.99802 ± 0.00004 .4 

5.66957 ± 0.00005 A 

5.66945 ± 0.00005 A 

3.99787 ± 0.00004 A 

Hence the epitaxial layer relaxation, R, is determined f rom the interplanar sep

aration of the 110 and iTO planes in the layer as (3.3 ± 0.8)% and (1.0 ± 0.8)% in 

the [110] and [110] directions respectively. This permitted the observed splittings 

to be corrected [5]. The quadratic fitting function is given by equa.tion 5.6 (section 

5.1.3) and led to values for the mismatch and Poisson ratio of 1600 ± 15 ppm and 
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0.28 ± 0.01 respectively. For a GaAs lattice parameter of -5.65375 A (section 5.3), 

the AlAs lattice parameter is determined as 5.6628 ± 0.0001 A. 

The layer relaxation is clearly asymmetric about the (110) directions and so the 

001 face of the layer unit cell is monocHnic. Hence the degree of lattice distortion in 

the epitaxial layer is also asymmetric about the (110) directions. The exact effect 

of this asymmetry on the atomic positions within the layer unit cell is not known at 

this t ime. However a significant difference in the 005 interplanar spacing (scaled by 

a factor of 5 to produce Cns) and the 004 interplanar spacing (scaled by a factor of 

4 to produce C004) is noted in Table 5.4. 

In an independant stud}', Goorsky et al [6] examined the composition of a similar 

series of 1 fim layers of AlxGay^xAs grown by low pressure M O V P E . The layers 

were grown on 001 GaAs substrates which were misorientated hy 2°. The aluminium 

concentrations were determined by photoluminescence and microprobe analysis cal

ibrated b}' a nuclear reaction technique. Goorsky recorded double crystal rocking 

curves f r o m these samples using Cu KQI radiation in the parallel non-dispersive ge

ometry on a Bede Q C l diffractometer. In a similar fashion to Tanner, the variation 

in the separation between the substrate and the epitaxial layer peaks on the 004 

rocking curves wi th aluminium concentration was fitted using a. quadratic function. 

The values for mismatch and Poisson ratio deduced f rom this analysis are 1580 ± 

20 ppm and 0.275 ± 0.015 respectively [6]. These values are in excellant agreement 

w i t h the values reported by Tanner et al [5]. However the 1 {.an AlAs layer used by 

Goorsky appeared to be coherently strained. Goorsky recorded asymmetric reflec

t ion rocking curves f rom this sample and determined the layer relaxation following 

the analj'sis developed by Halliwell and discussed in chapter 5. These measurements 

indicated that the layer relaxation is zero in both (110) directions to within the ex

perimental resolution of this technique. In order to investigate this further, both 

these layers are examined by topograph}' in cha.pter7. 

5.3 Fac tors Affect ing the A c c u r a c y of the Determinat ion of Layer 

R e l a x a t i o n 

The accuracy associated with the measurement of the difference between the 

epitaxial layer lattice parameters a.nd the substrate la.ttice parameters by diffrac-

tometry, which provides a quantitative measuie of layer relaxation, is limited by the 

accuracy to which tlie Bragg difPra.ction peaks can be located on the double crystal 
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rocking curves. Hence this technique cannot be apphed easil}' to very th in epitaxial 

layers ( ( 0 . 1 //?7^) wherein the layer peak is broadened by dynamical effects, and epi

taxial layers which contain compositional grading. However the accuracy associated 

wi th the determination of layer relaxation by diffractometry is intrinsically limited 

by the accuracy associated with the relevant bulk lattice parameters. 

The bulk lattice parameters of crystalline solids are sensitive to a wide variety 

of phenomena [10]. Absolute lattice parameter measurements to a few parts per 

mil l ion are normal whereas the lattice parameter of silicon has been compared to 1 

part in 10^. However at this level of precision measurements are affected by elastic 

strains wi th in the crystal lattice introduced by variations in temperature, pressure, 

mechanical stress and electric and magnetic fields. For example, the coefficient of 

thermal expansion in semiconductor materials ranges f rom 3 to 30 x 10~'^/°C and 

the bulk compressibility is of the order of 10~^/bar. Hence the variation in the bulk 

lattice parameter of a semiconductor with temperature and pressure is 3 to 30 ppm 

/°C and 0.33 ppm per bar respectively. Elastic strains of this magnitude can also be 

introduced by stresses arising f rom poor sample mounting techniques. In addition, 

the lattice may also contain permanent strains caused by va.ria.ble concentrations of 

point defects, phase changes and irra.dia.tion damage which ha.ve an equivalent effect 

as deviations f rom exact stoichiometry. 

As an il lustration of the variable nature of bulk lattice parameters, consider the 

range of values quoted in the literature for the lattice parameter of stoichiometrically 

pure GaAs determined by x-ray methods. Data f rom a selection of these studies are 

presented in Table 5.5 and plotted in Figure 5.S. The validity of the lattice parameter 

data is questioned if one notes that the precision quoted by the authors is less than 

5ppm but the total spread of all these values exceeds 130ppm. 
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Figure 5.8: Values of GaAs lattice parameter determined by x-ray methods 
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Table 5.5. The Lattice Parameter of GaAs 

Lattice Parameter Date Reference 

5.65322 1965 [11] 
5.65325 1971 [12] 

5.65329 1975 [13] 
5.65371 1976 [14] 

5.65366 1980 [15] 
5.65325 1985 [16] 
5.65367 1986 [17] 

5.65358 1986 [18] 
5.65292 1986 [19] 
5.65380 1986 [20] 

5.65375 1990 [21] 

High impuri ty concentrations may play an important part in the GaAs samples 

studied in references [11] and [12] since this material was produced in the 1960's 

and early 1970's before good impurity control was achieved. However the published 

values of lattice parameter continued to fluctuate during the 1970's and 1980's which 

suggests that uniform crystal growth conditions between semiconductor materials 

companies have sti l l not been established. Okada et a.l [17] measured the lattice 

parameter of 'stoichiometric' GaAs samples supplied by three ma.nufacturers and 

found lattice parameter differences of about 12ppm, which he ascribed mainly to 

differences in impuri ty concentrations. 

The mean of the above data is (5 .6535±0.0003)A but inspection of Table 5.5 and 

Figure 5.8 shows that tiiis value is not reasonable. W i t h the exception of reference 

19], the data set appears to divide into two distinct sets distributed about 5.6537 

A and 5.6525 A. I t is also noted that the majori ty of the values of GaAs lattice 

parameter determined after 1975 fall into the data set distributed about 5.6537 A. 

Hence this thesis adopts a GaAs lattice parameter of (5.65375 ± 0.00005)A which is 

the mean value determined recently f rom synchrotron radiation Bond mea.surements 

by Useda et al [21] and is believed to he the most accurate determination to date. 



5.4 Relat ionship between L a y e r Relaxat ion and Misfit Dislocation 

Dens i ty 

A t low dislocation densities the relief of misfit strain occurs predominantly 

through the nucleation and propagation of 60° dislocations wherein each disloca

t ion hne relieves the epitaxial layer strain by a length ao/2\/2 in a (110) direction 

normal to the dislocation line. Hence the difference between the average epitaxial 

layer lattice parameter parallel to the interface and the equivalent substrate lattice 

parameter can be employed to obtain an estimate of the average dislocation line 

density near the interface [22]. This analysis has been developed specifically for 001 

orientated substrates. If all misfit dislocations near the interface are strain relieving 

60° dislocations then the average number of misfit dislocation lines per unit length 

in a (110) direction near the interface, N , is related to the epitaxial layer relaxation, 

R, through equation 5.13 

2R\dr-ck\ _ 2 | ( / / -c/o | 

where d,- and C/Q are the interplanar separations between the {110} lattice planes 

in the bulk epitaxial layer material and the substrate material respectively. In prin

ciple, equation 5.13 allows a direct comparison of the linear dislocation line density 

observed on a double crystal topograph with the linear dislocation line density de

duced f r o m double crystal diffractometry. For example, the epitaxial layer relaxation 

in sample GaAs2 deduced by double crystal diffractometry predicts average misfit 

dislocation line spacings along the [110] a.nd [110] directions of (3.7 ± O.S)fim and 

(12.5 ± 9)/i777. respectively and i t should be possible to resolve individual dislocation 

lines on a double crystal topograph of this sample. 

5.5 Relat ionship between L a y e r Lat t ice T i l t and Misfit Dislocation 

Dens i ty 

During the course of the examination of a number of nominally (001) orientated 

samples it was noted that double crystal rocking curves recorded from epita.xial 

layer samples which are colierent across the interface indica.te zero t i l t , between 

the layer and substrate lattices. In contiast, double crystal rocking curves recorded 

f r o m nominally (001) orientated samples with non-zero misfit dislocation densities 
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near the interface measured non-zero values of ^ . Moreover, the magnitude of P was 

seen to increase for samples wi th increased dislocation densities. This is illustrated 

in Table 5.6. 

Table 5.6. Layer Relaxation and T i l t in Samples GaAsl , GaAs2, SLSl and I n P l 

Sample GaAsl 

[110] 

T i l t (sees) 

Relaxation, R. (%) 

Dislocation Densit3',N 

T i l t (sees) 

Relaxation, R (%) 

Dislocation Densit}',N 

T i l t (sees) 

Relaxation (%) 

Dislocation Density, N , 

T i l t (sees) 

Relaxation (%) 

Dislocation Density, N , 

0 ± 0.5 

0 

0 

Sample GaAs2 

110 

3.8 ± 0.5 

3.3 ± 0.8 

(2.7 ± 0.6) xl0^7?,-^ 

Sample SLSl 

no ; 

6.2 ± 0.5 

-12.6 ± 2.5 

(3.0 ± 0.6) x l o V - ^ 

Sample I n P l 

110 

28 ± 2 

34.6 ± 0.4 

(6.00 ± 0.07) X 10*^771-' 

110] 

0 ± 0.5 

0 

0 

no ; 

0 ± 0.5 

1.0 ± 0.8 

(0.8 ± 0.6) X 10^777-1 

lIO] 

2.1 ± 0.5 

3.0 ± 2 

(0.7 ± 0.5) x l O ^ m - i 

[ITO] 

25 ± 2 

36.0 ± 0.4 

(6.46 ± 0.07) X 10^77-1 
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These observations have led to the development of two theoretical models cen

t r ing on the properties of a 6 0 ° dislocation line which are used to examine the 

relationship between linear dislocation density and epitaxial layer lattice t i l t . A l 

though these models are developed for layer growth on nominally 001 orientated 

substrates, similar models can easily be deduced for other la.yer growth conditions. 

5.5.1 T h e E d g e Component of a Burgers Vector 

The 6 0 ° dislocation was described in chapter 4 and consists of a dislocation 

line lying in a. (110) direction with a Burgers vector of length a o / \ / 2 in another 

( 1 0 1 ) direction. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3 where the Burgers vector of the 6 0 ° 

dislocation is resolved into a screw component and an edge component which are 

parallel and perpendicular to the dislocation line direction respectivel}'. The screw 

component of a 6 0 ° misfit dislocation line does not relieve misfit strain and has a 

negligible elTect on the lattice orientation of the epitaxial layer. 

The total edge component of the Burgers vector of a 6 0 ° dislocation line has 

a magnitude of ao \ / 3 /2 \ / 5 in a (112) direction. The projection of the total edge 

component in the plane of the interface, relieves the misfit strain between the 

epitaxial la.3'er and the substrate by a length ao /2 \ /2 in a (110) direction normal 

to the dislocation line. This phenomenon is regularly discussed in the literature. 

The projection of the total edge component normal to the ( 001) plane, E±, has a 

magnitude of ao /2 and locally ti l ts the epitaxial la.3'er [001] vector out of alignment 

w i t h the substrate unit cell [001] vector. The E± vector is rarely discussed in the 

literature and its effect on the orientation of the epitaxial layer lattice has been 

neglected unt i l recently. .At this juncture i t is importa.nt to consider the distribution 

of Burgers vector directions within a set of 6 0 ° dislocation lines. 

The sense of jBy for a set of [110] 6 0 ° dislocation lines is fixed by the size of the 

epitaxial layer bulk lattice parameter, «.,-, with respect to the substrate bulk lattice 

parameter, CQ . Following the SF/RH convention developed by Bilby et al [23,24], a 

clockwise Burgers circuit around a [110] dislocation line defines the projection of the 

closure vector S F in the interface, which is equivalent to E^^ for this dislocation line. 

For example, if cir { a„ then for a 6 0 ° dislocation line lying in the [110] direction 

has a magnitude of 0 ( , /2>/2 in the [110] direction. However the existence of a similar 

selection criterion for the direction of the E± vectoi', which ma.y arise from lattice 

symmetry or crysta.llogia.pliic considerations, is at ])re.sent unknown. The existence 
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of this selection criterion would allow a theoretical determination of the relationship 

between the hnear 60° dislocation density in a (110) direction and the lattice t i l t 

along this direction. 

The E_i component of a. 60° misfit dislocation line near an 001 interface can have 

either of two orientations, parallel or anti-parallel to the [001] direction. The two 

orientations of contribute to opposite senses of epitaxial layer lattice t i l t . On 

the assumption that adjacent dislocation fines are close enough for their strain fields 

to overlap significantly, then the E± components f rom adjacent 60° dislocation lines 

can be added vectorially and the summation can be extended across the interface. In 

view of this, upper and lower limits on the functional dependence of the variation in 

epitaxial layer t i l t wi th 60° dislocation line density can be obtained by considering 

two extreme assumptions, viz. the direction of E± for all 60° dislocations in a 

(110) direction is uniquely defined (A4odel 1) and the direction distribution of E± 

is random (Model 2). 

5.5.2 Mode l 1 

This model is based on the assumption that a specific condition in the epitaxial 

layer sample selects the direction of ^Ei for all 60° dislocation lines near the interface 

by precluding the formation or propagation of 60° dislocation lines wi th E±^ in the 

opposite direction. Hence the region near the interface can be treated as a low angle 

boundary [25]. Consider a dislocation line density Nm~^ in a [110] direction at 

an interface between an epitaxial layer a.nd a. substrate. The net t i l t between the 

epitaxial layer lattice and the substrate lattice, /?, is given by equation 5.14 

(5c^tan(5 = ^ ^ ••• 5.14 

5.5.3 Mode l 2 

On the assumption that the probabilty that the £ j _ vector lies in the [001 

direction is equal to a half, then the root mean squa.re epitaxial layer t i l t can be 

obtained f rom the principle of the random walk which is central to understanding 

the diffusion of gases. The random walk model is described in most undergraduate 

texts on the properties of matter [26 . 
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Consider an interface of length d which has a dislocation hne density, Ahn~^, in 

the [110] direction and n = d. The total number of permutations of the orientation 

of the E± vectors is 2" whereas the number of permutations. A', resulting in a E± 

vectors aligned parallel to [001], referred to as Ej^ up, and (n —a) E± vectors aligned 

parallel to [001], referred to as E±^ down, is given by equation 5.15 

77.! 
X = — 5.15 

cr!(77. — cr)! 

Hence the probability, P+Si that the net alignment of the E± vectors results in 

S up (through ^{n + S) vectors aligned up and ^ ( 7 7 . — S) vectors aligned down) is 

given by equation 5.16 

71' 

On the assumption that if 7?. is large then there is a great probability that S is 

small compared to 7?., and so equation 5.16 can be expanded by applying Stirhng's 

Formula, for log 7 / ! , equation 5.17, 

log 1]\ = (^1] + ^ j log 7/ - 7/ + /o<7(27r)^ 5.17 

and a.fter some tedious algebra this gives 

; D ; -V- fn + S + l \ , f , S \ f n - S + l \ ( S 
log P+5 = log — - ]log 1 + - - r ]log U - -

5.18 

On the assumption that iS'/77. is small then we can write 

n?. ( ,s'\ S ,s'-
Iocs 1 + - = - - - ^ - F . . . . 5.19 

V 77. / 77. Lnr 

Then 

s-^ 
log P,^:^ log — - — 5.20 

\7r77/ 2?7. 

or 



2 \i f-S--

However P^s = P-S ^i^d so P|5| = '2P^s- Therefore the mean square magnitude 
2 

of S, S", is given by equations 5.22 

r - l - O O 

5 - = 2 / S-P+sdS 
Jo 

.?- = 2 — / S-exp — - 5.22 
\7r77/ Jo \ 277 / 

The integral in equation 5.21 can be solved through a change of variable and 

translation to polar coordinates or by applying the definite integral given by equation 

5.23 [27], 

I x' e-'- ^ dx = 5.23 

whence S"" is given by 

.S'" = 2 77 5.24 

Hence the distribution of the orientation of the E± vectors follows Gaussian 

statistics w i th a standard deviation of \/2 ?7; the mea.n is zero. The standard devia

t ion of the epitaxial layer lattice t i l t , ,3^, is related to the average linear dislocation 

density, N , b j ' equation 5.25 where d is the diameter of the sample wafer. 

5.25 

The confidence level which determines the statistical relevance of an experimen

tally determined epitaxial la.yer t i l t is set at 3,^^. Hence the statistical probability 

of experimentally measuring an epitaxial layer t i l t which exceeds 'ifJa is less than 

0.0026. 



5.5.4 Compar i son with Exper iment 

Table 5.7 compares values of epitaxial layer t i l t measured experimentally wi th 

the values predicted by model 1 and the values of 3/3^ predicted statistically by 

model 2. The values of dislocation line densitj', N , employed in these calculations 

are obtained f r o m the values of epitaxial layer relaxation deduced by double crystal 

diffractometry. 

Table 5.7 Experimental and Theoretical Values .Associated with 

Epitaxial La.yer T i l t 

Sample 

GaAsl 

GaAs2[iio] 
GaAs2^,jQ^ 

SLSl[uo] 

SLSl 

InPl 

[110] 

[110] 

System 

AlGaAs/GaAs 

AlGaAs/GaAs 

InGaAs/InP 

InGaAs/InP 

^ « ^ l [ i i o ] 

expeTimenUil 3^<r 

(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) 

0 ± 0.5 0 0 

3.9 ± 0.7 16 ± 4 0.54 ± 0.12 

0.3 ± 0.7 5 ± 3 0 .27 ± 0.12 

6.2 ± 0.7 19 ± 4 0.66 ± 0.12 

2.1 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.3 0.30 ± 0.03 

28 ± 2 363 ± 6 2.81 ± 0.04 

25 ± 2 390 ± 6 2.94 ± 0.04 

The epitaxial layer lattice tilts measured by diffractometry are at least an order 

of magnitude greater than the values of 3 / ia predicted by model 2, demonstrating 

conclusively that (3experimental is not a statistical anomaJy. Reasonable agreement 

between Pexperimental ^.iid iS-modelx is observed at low disloca.tion densities, however 

the agreement decreases as the dislocation line densitj- deduced by diffractometry 

increases. This is attr ibuted to an increase in dislocation interactions and disloca

t ion line bunching at high dislocation fine densities, both of which serve to decrease 

the epitaxial la.yer lattice t i l t . The discrepancy between f3experimental and f3model\ >̂-t 

low dislocation densities may result f rom elastic deformation in the epitaxial layer, 

since the layer thicknesses for the saniples examined in Table 5.7 are of the order of 

1 /i?77. Al though the epita.xial la.yers in Ta.ble 5.7 were deposited on 001 orientated 

substrates, the manufacturers of these substrates quote a surface alignment error of 

the order of a 0 . 1 ° . However f rom the a.greement observed above, it is reasonable 
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to assume that the effect of substrate misorientation is not significant for misori-

entations less than 0.1°. However the relationship between epitaxial layer t i l t and 

dislocation hne density for growth on substrates misorientated by more than 0.1° 

has not been investigated. 

In conclusion, a lack of t i l t between the epitaxial layer and the substrate is a 

good empirical indication of crystalline perfection near the interface. A quantitative 

model relating t i l t and dislocation density has yet to be developed, though the above 

analysis demonstrates that the functional form of this relationship is described by 

equation 5.26 

0 = K ao A^^ 5.26 

where K is a constant and 0.5 ( x ( 1. 
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C h a p t e r 6 

Epitctxial Layers wi th High Dislocation Densities 

6.0 Introduct ion 

In this chapter we examine the correlation between data obtained by double 

crystal x-ray diffractometry and double crystal synchrotron radiation topography 

for two epitaxial layer samples containing high densities of misfit dislocations. The 

results of this study have also been discussed in [1 . 

6.1 T h e Samples 

Sample I n P l and sample GaAs3 were grown by J. VVilkie and A. K. Chatterjee 

respectively at the Bri t ish Telecom Research Laboratories. Sample I n P l consists 

nominally of a lf.im layer of IiixGai-xAs deposited on an 001 orientated InP sub

strate by M O V P E . Sample Ga..A.s3 consists nominally of a 3fun la.yer of GaAsi-xSbx 

deposited by L P E on an 001 orientated GaAs substrate. 

6.2 Determinat ion of L a y e r Relaxat ion by Dif fractometry 

Double crystal rocking curves were recorded at an x-ra.y wavelength of 1.54051 
o 

A for the 004 and 115 reflections from samples I n P l and Ga.As3 in the parallel 

geometries, (section 3.1). For each reflection, rocking curves were recorded with the 

sample rotated through 0° , 90°, 180° and 270° wi th respect to the [110] direction in 

order to measure the epitaxial la.yer t i l t . Figures 6.1 to 6.6. These data were used 

in conjunction wi th the analysis presented in section 5.2 to determine the epitaxial 

layer relaxation in the [110] a.nd [110] directions. The average misfit dislocation line 

density, N , in each (110) direction was deduced from the la.yer lattice pa.rameters 

using the analysis presented in section 5.4 
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6.2.1 Sample InPl 

The mean values of the separation between the epitaxial layer and substrate 

peaks, ^ , for the 004 and 115 reflections, Figures 6.1 to 6.3, and the measurements 

of relaxation and average misfit dislocation line density deduced f rom these are pre

sented in Table 6.1. The error associated wi th xp is determined f rom the accuracy to 

which the peak centroids can be located and is in good agreement wi th the standard 

deviation of the epitaxial layer t i l ts measured in the [110] and [110] directions. The 

layer mismatch was determined as 3650 ± 70 ppm which corresponds to a layer 

composition of /7?.o.58^00.47 A.s. 

Table 6.1. Diffractometry Data for Sample InPl 

004 V (sees) 

11 SLOW xl^ (sees) 

115HIGH V (sees) 

T i l t (sees) 

diiA) 

c (A) 

Relaxation (%) 

Dislocation Densit\', N , 

110; 

-746 ± 2 

-1327 ± 2 

-817 ± 2 

28 ± 2 

4.15496 ± 0.00005 

5.90375 ± 0.00005 

34.6 ± 0.4 

(6.00 ± 0.06) xlOS??-i 

110] 

-810 ± 2 

-1364 ± 2 

-845 ± 2 

25 ± 2 

4.15536 ± 0.00005 

5.90479 ± 0.00005 

36.0 ± 0.4 

(6.46 ± 0.06) xlO^m-^ 

6.2.2 Sample GaAs3 

The reduced diffractometry data measured from Figures 6.4 to 6.6 and the mea

surements of relaxation and average misfit dislocation line density deduced f rom 

them are presented in Table 6.2 where ii' 's the mean separation between the epitax

ial layer and substrate peaks. The layer mismatch was determined as 3140 ± 160 

ppm which corresponds to a layer composition of G'aA5o.g6.S/)o.04-



Table 6.2. Diffractometry Data for Sample GaAs3 

[110] [ITO] 

004 (sees) -520 ± 4 -480 ± 10 

115L0W 0 (sees) -855 ± 4 -816 ± 10 

115HIGH V' (sees) -718 ± 4 -656 ± 10 

T i l t (sees) 55 ± 4 63 ± 10 

di (A) 4.0081 ± 0.0001 4.0065 ± 0.0002 

e (A) 5.6756 ± 0.0001 5.6743 ± 0.0002 

Relaxation (%) 80 ± 1 75 ± 2 

Dislocation Density, N , (12.9 ± 0.3) xlO'^m.-'^ (10.9 ± 0.3) xlO^m''^ 

6.2.3 Comment 

The epitaxial layer relaxation and average disloeation line density have been 

measured for these samples. Again, as in sample GaAs3, we have found signifieant 

asymmetry in the values of relaxation for the [110] and [110] directions, though in 

this case, .where the msifit dislocation densities are large, the degree of asymmetry 

is small. Asymmetric relaxation appears to be a feature of I I I - V epitaxial layers. 

6.3 Double Crystal SRS Topography 

Double crystal x-ray topographs were taken on station 7,.6 at the Daresbury 

Laboratory SRS using 25 /t???. thick Ilford L4 nuclear emulsion plates (section 3.2.4). 

004 topographs of samples I n P l , Figure 6.7, and GaAs3, Figure 6.8, were recorded at 

1.92 A and 1.4 A respectively using the substrate reflections. X_ shows the direction 

of the x-ray beam across the sample. The exposure times were about 5 minutes for 

a mult iple bunch beam with a current of about 190 m.^. The maximum disloeation 

line density which allows resolution of individual dislocation lines on a double crystal 

topograph is 0.2 fmi"^ (section 3.2.4). 
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Figure 6.8: 004 topograph of GaAs3 at 1.4 A. 



6.3.1 Sample InPl 

The average misfit dislocation line densities deduced by difFractometry for sam

ple I n P l , Table 6.1, clearly exceed the maximum dislocation line densitj ' which can 

be resolved by topography. I f the misfit dislocations were uniformly distributed near 

the interface then topographs of these samples would show diffuse contrast across 

the wid th of the Bragg diffraction band. Instead, Figure 6.7, distinct images lying 

along the [110] and [110] directions are observed on the topographs. I t is clear both 

f r o m the wid th and the density of these images that the images represent bundles of 

dislocations and not individual dislocation lines. The distribution in the density of 

the images on the topographs appears.to be asymmetric about the [110] and [iTO 

directions. However when the geometric scaling factor is taken into account this 

asjaimietry is lost. 

The image spacing measured on the 004 topograph of sample I n P l (Figure 6.7) 

was found to be (17 ± 2) /m?. in both the [110] and [110] directions. Hence, on the 

assumption that the misfit dislocations are 60° dislocations, the average number of 

dislocations per bundle in this sample is 105 ± 12 and is symmetric in the two (110) 

directions. The dislocation images were examined at several points across the Bragg 

diffract ion band and the density of the images was found to be uniform across the 

wafer. 

6.3.2 Sample GaAs3 

Again, as in sample I n P l , the average dislocation line density deduced by diffrae-

tometry in the (110) directions exceeds the maximum misfit dislocation line density 

which can be resolved by topography. The spacing of the images on the 004 topo

graph of sample GaAs3 (Figure 6.8) in the [110] and [110] directions was measured 

as (22 ± 3) fim and (17.8 ± 1.3) f.i.in. Hence the a.verage number of misfit dis

locations per bundle in the [110] and [110] directions is 280 ± 40 and 195 ± 14 

respectively and is thus clearly asymmetric. The sample was rotated through 90° to 

check that the image densities in the [110] and [110] directions are not significantly 

affected by the asymmetry of the x-ray source size at Daresbury leading to asym

metry in resolution. No systematic variation in image density could be detected. 

Further confirmation that the asymmetry in resolution was not significant to these 

measurements was obtained f rom the region shown in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: 004 topograph at 1.4 A at the perimeter of the growth area of sample 
GaAs3. 



Examination of the Bragg diffraction band showed that the dislocation density 

remained uniform across the growth area of this sample, defined by the perimeter 

of the graphite silo (section 1.3.1). However leakage f rom the silo resulted in the 

deposition of a thin epitaxial layer around the edge of the sample. In this region of 

the Bragg diffraction band. Figure 6.9, a higher density of narrow dislocation images 

is observed. The image sharpness in the [110] and [110] directions is almost identical. 

We do not expect an increase in epitaxial layer relaxation wi th layer thickness. 

Hence we conclude that the number of dislocation lines per bundle decreases with 

decreasing layer relaxation. 

6.4 Conclusions 

The samples considered in this chapter illustrate that double crystal difFrac

tometry can be used to determine epitaxial layer relaxation for layers wi th high 

dislocation densities. Although the individual dislocation fines are not resolved on 

the topographs, x-ray topography provides a rapid means of investigating the vari

ation in dislocation density across the wafer. From the values of average dislocation 

line density determined by diffractometry, it is deduced tha.t the dislocation im

ages recorded by x-ray topography represent bundles of misfit dislocations and not 

individual dislocation lines. The relaxations determined by difFractometry show sig

nificant asymmetry in the (110) directions and in the ease of GaAs3 the average 

number of dislocation lines per dislocation bundle is also asymmetric. 
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Chapter 7 

Epitaxial Layers with Low Dislocation Densities 

7.0 Litroduction 

This chapter examines the application of x-ray difFractometry and x-ray topog

raphy to the determination of asymmetric laj'er relaxation in an ul tra thin (17nm) 

epitaxial layer of InGaAs on GaAs, an InGaAs superlattice on InP and two thick 

(1 ixm) layers of AlAs on GaAs. A l l the epitaxial layers have low misfit dislocation 

densities. A t low misfit dislocation densities x-ray topography can be expected to 

resolve individual misfit dislocation lines and hence give a quantitative measure of 

the asymmetric relaxation. In particular, this is examined for the InGaAs super-

lattice. However double crystal difFractometry may not have sufficient sensitivity 

to detect laj'er relaxation at very low misfit dislocation densities. Results f rom the 

data presented in this chapter have also been presented in [1,2,3,4]. 

7.1 Asymmetric Relaxation in a Thin LiGaAs Layer 

Sample GaAs4 was grown by M . Enemy at RSRE and consists nominally of a 

layer of hiQoGcio.sAs deposited by M B E on an 001 orientated semi-insulating GaAs 

substrate. Addit ional layers of GaAs were included and the .iiominal structure of 

the sample was 800 nm GaAs buffer, 16 nm InGaAs and a 100 nm GaAs cap. This 

structure, a th in layer sandwiched between two thick layers, is the basis of the high 

electron mobil i ty transistor. The ternary composition was monitored in situ using 

the reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) oscillation technique [5] and 

an alloy deposition rate of one monolayer per second was employed throughout. This 

sample was taken f rom a series of samples of varying thickness around the theoretical 

value for critical thickness. As the GaAs cap is thick compared to the InGaAs layer, 

relaxation of the misfit strain in the layer must be accomodated by nucleation of 

misfit dislocations near the layer/substrate interface and also near the layer/cap 

interface. In view of this the critical thickness according to the Matthews model 
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(section 4.4.1), for an In.Q ^Gao.sAs layer in this structure is found to be about 120 

A (equation 4.1). 

A series of double crystal x-ray topographs were taken at station 7.6 of the 

SRS at Daresbury Laboratory employing the 004, 224 and 404 reflections at 1.4 

A. The 224 reflection allows a. 2.1° incidence angle and hence a small extinction 

distance and photoelectric absorption depth [6]. Both these effects lead to enhanced 

surface sensitivity. The topographs show a highly anisotropic distribution of misfit 

dislocation lines; significant length dislocation lines are observed only in the [110] 

direction. The topographs reveal that the dislocation line density varies f rom zero 

at the edge of the wafer to about 0.12 lines per micron at the wafer centre. Figure 

7.1 shows a 224 topograph of a region near the center of the wafer illustrating 

the highly asymmetric distribution of the dislocation lines and also the cellular 

distr ibution of the threading dislocations in the substrate. Because of the high 

thermal gradients encountered during the growth of GaAs, the density of threading 

dislocations in commercially available semi insulating GaAs substrates is relatively 

high (10^ to I0^cm~^) [7]. Once formed, the dislocations move by a process of 

glide and climb, arranging themselves into cellular structures [8]. Inspection of the 

topographs revealed that most of the misfit dislocations have one end terminating at 

a substrate dislocation or at the cell boundary of the substrate dislocation network. 

Some of these terminations are observed in Figure 7.1. The substrate dislocations 

clearly act as nucleation sites for the misfit dislocations. .As found previously by 

Petroff and Sauvage [9] in the AlGaAs/GaAs system, i t appears that threading 

dislocations f rom the substrate which propagate into the epitaxial layer are caused 

to bend over near the interface thus creating a misfit dislocation line in the plane of 

the interface. The threading dislocation propagates to the epitaxial layer surface at 

the free end of the misfit dislocation line and for some reflections this termination 

can be identified on the original topograph as a dark contrast spot at the end of 

each misfi t dislocation. The free end of the misfit dislocation occurs predominantly 

towards the thicker region of the specimen, indicating that the dislocations, once 

nucleated, propagate preferentially towards the thicker region of the layer. 

Single crystal Hirst reflection topographs were also taken of this sample employ

ing Cu A ' q ] radiation and the 115 low angle of incidence geometry, (section 3.2.1). 

Although the cellular structure of the threading dislocations in the substrate was 

clearly imaged, the misfit dislocations were not observed on these topographs. In 

Hirst topogra])hy the range of wavelengths which satisfy the Bragg condition at 

a point on the sample is limited by the na.tural width of the J\\,i characteristic 

line. This is sufficient to allow simultaneous Bragg diffraction f rom regions of per-
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[110] 

Figure 7.1: 224 topograph of GaAs4 at 1.4 A of a region near the centre of the 

wafer 



feet crystal and also regions of misorientated crystal surrounding a dislocation core. 

The intensity of the radiation diffracted by the regions of perfect crystal must be 

described by the dynamical theory where the scattered intensity is proportional to 

the structure factor, section 2.3. However the misorientated region surrounding a 

dislocation core diffracts radiation at different wavelengths and so the intensity of 

the scattered radiation can be described by the kinematical theory and is propor

t ional to the square of the structure factor, section 2.2. Hence the dislocation is 

imaged on the topograph as a region of high diffracted intensity. The penetration 

depth for a 115 reflection using Cu Kai radiation is about 18 ju?n [6]. Threading 

dislocations which extend through the substrate are imaged clearly. However the 

signal to noise ratio for misfit dislocation lines, which lie along (110) directions near 

the interface, is too low for these to be imaged on the topographs. This example 

illustrates that wi th Hirst reflection topography i t is important to select reflections 

which have a penetration depth close to the depth at which dislocation lines are 

expected. 

Double crystal rocking curves were recorded at an x-ray wavelength of 1.54051 A 

employing the 004, 224 and 115 reflections in the parallel non-dispersive geometry. In 

the 004 reflection the intensity of the layer peak is about 0.035 % that of the substrate 

peak and has a F W H M of about 1075 .seconds. The intensities of the epitaxial layer 

peaks in the 224 and 115 high angle of incidence reflections were weaker stil l and 

these peaks were almost indistinguishable f rom the background experimental noise. 

The separation between the substrate and epitaxial layer peaks measured on the 

004 reflection is about 200 seconds less than the value predicted f rom differentiation 

of Braggs law for the layer compositions determined by comparison of experimental 

and simulated rocking curves. This is due to interference effects in the thin layer [10 

and illustrates the need to simulate experimental data f rom thin epitaxial laj'ers. 

The InGaAs layer in sample GaAs4 is capped by a GaAs Uyer wi th a nominal 

thickness of lOOnm. This system behaves like a Bragg case interferometer. The 004 

reflection rocking curves show strong interference fringes corresponding to the Pen-

dellosung period for the GaAs cap. Moreover simulations using the Bede Scientific 

RADS software showed that the position and intensity of the fringes around the 

substrate pea.k are extremely sensitive to the exact thickness of the InGa.As laj'er. 

Double crystal 004 rocking curves were taken in the non-dispersive geometry 

w i t h the sample mounted on a 25mm X Y displacement stage. Rocking curves were 

recorded at five points across the centre of the sample wi th a. separation of 4mm 

between each position, measured fronr the edge of the wafer. The rocking curve 
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data for each position were taken in steps of 4 arc seconds with a counting time of 

25 seconds per step. The long counting time reduced the statistical variation of the 

background noise to less than 1 count in the vicinity of the interference fringes. The 

experimental rocking curves were compared wi th simulated rocking curves at each 

point across the wafer, Figure 7.2. 

The mean spacing of the Pendellosung fringes on the rocking curves was mea

sured as 168 ± 2 seconds and f rom this the thickness of the GaAs cap is calculated as 

0.113 ± 0.001 /n7i, f rom equation 5.12. However the cap thickness deduced f rom the 

rocking curve simulations is 0.104 ± 0.001 fan which would appear to correspond to 

a Pendellosung fringe period of 182 ± 2 seconds. The discrepency is again caused 

by interference effects due to the epitaxial layer and the GaAs capping layer [10] 

and re-iterates the need to simulate experimental data f rom thin epitaxial layers. 

Careful fitting of the simulated rocking curves allowed the InGaAs layer thickness 

to be fitted to an accuracy of 1 A (i.e. 0.5 % ) . Similarly, f rom the position of the layer 

peak and the effect on the interference fringes, the composition or relaxation can be 

fitted to 0.5 %. Note that in surface symmetric reflections, the effects of relaxation 

and composition change on the rocking curve cannot be separated. However the 

maximum linear dislocation line density measured at the centre of the sample is 

about 0.12 ^m~^. This corresponds to an epitaxial layer relaxation of less than 

0.2 % which has a negligible effect on the position and intensity of the interference 

fringes near the substrate peak on simulated rocking curves. Hence to within the 

accuracy quoted here, the variations in the position and intensity of the interference 

fringes can be attr ibuted solely to changes in layer composition and thickness. 

The composition and thickness of the InGaAs layer determined at each point 

across the wafer are presented in Table 7.1. These data are presented graphically in 

Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.2: 004 experimental rocking curves of GaAs4, wi th simulated rocking 
curves displaced above, for five points across the centre of the wafer. The distance 
f r o m the wafer edge at each position is (a) 6.5mm, (b) 10.5mm, (c) 14.5mm, (d) 
18.5mm, (e) 22.5mm. 
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Table 7.1. Variation in Thickness and Composition of the InGaAs Layer 

Distance f rom Layer Thickness 

wafer edge 

6.5 m m 164 ± 1 

10.5 m m 165 ± 1 

14.5 mm 169 ± 1 

18.5 mm 174 ± 1 

22.5 m m 173 ± 1 

Indium Concentration (%) 

17.2 ± 0.1 

18.0 ± 0.1 

18.3 ± 0.1 

18.4 ± 0.1 

18.7 ± 0.1 

The data clearly show an increase in layer thickness and composition wi th dis

tance f r o m the edge of the wafer. This is consistent wi th the increase in dislocation 

line density towards the centre of the wafer observed by double crystal topography. 

The first position a.cross the centre of the sample at which misfit dislocation lines are 

observed by topography was determined as 4.5 ± 0.5 mm from the edge of the wafer. 

From Figure 7.3 we expect the layer composition and thickness at this position to be 

17 ± 0.5 % and 162 ±2 A. When relaxation at the layer/substrate and layer/cap in

terfaces is taken into account, the Matthews model, equation 4.1, predicts a critical 

thickness of 150 ± 5 A for the In^Gai^x^^ layer where x- = 17 ± 0.5%. 

Although topography enables the first dislocations which are nucleated at the 

cri t ical thickness to be observed, x-ray diffractometry is insensitive to this effect. 

I t is concluded that x-ray diffi-actometry over estimates the critical epitaxial layer 

thickness. 

7.1.1. Prec is ion of the Strained Layer Thickness Measurement 

Variations in layer thickness and composition with radial distance f rom the wafer 

centre is characteristic of M B E growth. This effect was discussed in relation to 

sample GaAsl (section 5.1) in vvhicli tlie aluminium concentration of an AlGaAs 

layer deposited by M B E was seen to increase towards the edge of the wafer. 

The accuracy of 1 A associated with the layer thicknesses determined through 

comparison between simulated and ex])erimeiita.l data corresponds to a single mono-
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layer. In a similar study Tapfer and Ploog [11] examined thin layers of A/xGai -^As 

and GaAs deposited on GaAs substrates for x=0.33 and x=0.35. They reported an 

accuracy in layer thickness of 1 nm. A recent theoretical study by HoUoway [12] has 

demonstrated that in the 004 reflection f rom a GaAs/thin layer/GaAs structure the 

modulat ion of the Pendellosung fringes f rom the GaAs cap undergoes a complete 

cycle for a change, 6d, in the thickness of the thin layer given by 

where m* is the effective mismatch and ao is the GaAs lattice parameter. We 

expect to be able to detect a phase change of less than 7r /16 by simulation. Hence 

HoUoway predicts the accuracy to which layer thickness can be simulated for thin 

layers of Ino,nGao,s2As and /l/o.ssGao.eT^'S is less than l.SA a.nd 45A respectively 

in excellant agreement wi th the author and Tapfer and Ploog. 

Modulat ion of the Pendellosung fringes has also been observed for thicker layers. 

Chu and Tanner [13] observed interference fringes on 004 double crystal rocking 

curves f rom an AlGa.As laser. The structure consisted nominally of a 0.13 fim 

active layer of Alo,ogGao^Q] As confined between two 1.3 /m?. layers of A/o.asGao.65^-5. 

The structure was deposited on a 001 GaAs substrate wi th a 3 /.mi buffer layer 

of Alo.uGaosiAs and capped by a 0.15 fim laj'er of GaAs. The period of the 

interference fringes was about 15 arc seconds which, f rom equation 2.33, corresponds 

to a layer thickness of about 2.5 f^im i.e the confining AlGaAs layers. As the structure 

is strained to the GaAs substrate, the active layer effective mismatch, m*, is about 

290 ppm. Chu and Tanner observed that the thickness of the active layer could be 

determined to wi th in 200 A. This is in good agreement wi th the accuracy predicted 

by Holloway of 150 A. 

7.2 A s y m m e t r i c Relaxat ion in a Superlattice 

Sample SLSl was grown by G. Scott at the British Telecom Research Labora

tories. I t consists of 50 periods of an InGaAs/InP multi quantum well deposited by 

M B E on a.n 001 orientated InP sulistrate. Each quantum well nominally consists of 

90 A InGaAs and 80 ,4 InP and hence the total superlattice height is 0.85 fxm. A 
o 

complete set of eight 115 double crystal rocking curves was recorded at 1.54051 A 

14]. The mean superlattice unit cell lattice parameters in the [001], [110] and [110 

directions were measured f rom the separation, •ip, between the zero-order superlattice 

peak and the substrate peak on these reflections, Table 7.2. The percentage rela.x-
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ation in each of the [110] and [110] directions was calculated f rom these parameters 

and is clearly asymmetric. 

Table 7.2. Diffractometry Data on Sample SLSl 

115L0W ii (sees) 

115HIGH i-H (sees) 

T i l t (sees) 

di (A) 
c (A) 

Relaxation (%) 

Dislocation Densitj ' , N , 

110̂  

-239.4 ± 0.5 

-122.4 ± 0.5 

6.2 ± 0.5 

4.14955 ± 0.00005 

5.87470 ± 0.00005 

-12.6 ± 2.5 

(3.0 ± 0.6) X 10^77.-^ 

[110] 

-239.3 ± 0.5 

-129.2 ± 0.5 

2.1 ± 0.5 

4.14986 db 0.00005 

5.87477 ± 0.00005 

3.0 ± 2 

(0.7 ± 0.5) x l o V - ^ 

The mean superlattice unit cell mismatch is 502 ± 17 ppm. I f all the misfit dis

locations formed in the interface then, f rom equation 5.13, the average dislocation 

line spacings in the [110] and [110] directions deduced by dif f ractometr j ' would be 

(3.3 ± 0.6) fim and (14.9 ± 9) fun respectively, and would be resolved by topog

raphy. The sample was examined by Lang topography in the reflection geometry. 

A 115 reflection was emploA'ed in conjunction with Cu K„i radiation. However the 

resolution obtained on these topographs was too low to resolve the dislocation im

ages. 004 double crj 'stal topographs were recorded on station 7.6 at the Daresbury 
o 

Laboratory SRS for an x-ray wavelength of 1.4 A. Topographs taken wi th the x-ray 

beam parallel to the [110] direction show an array of short stubby dislocation images 

which tend to be aligned along the [110] direction. Figure 7.4. W i t h the x-ray beam 

parallel to the [110] direction we find specular images wi th no net axis of alignment. 

The scaling factor in tliis geometrj- is 0.52, equation 3.10. Hence the asymmetry 

in relaxation measured quantitatively by diffractometry is also observed qualita

tively by double crystal synchrotron radiation topography although an estimate of 

dislocation line spacing on the topographs is not possible. 

The dislocation images observed in Figure 7.4 appear to arise f rom threading 

dislocations which are forced back upon themselves by the alternating strain fields 

in the superlattice. This process creates short misfit dislocation segments at each 

interlace wi th in the superiattice. The sense of the strain relief produced by the 
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misfi t dislocation line segments wi l l alternate wi th the superlattice strain field. This 

is consistent wi th transmission electron microscopy studies of Si/Sii-xG^x strained 

layer superlattices [15] Hence threading dislocations produce 'zig-zag' patterns of 

misfit dislocation lines through the epitaxial layer. 004 reflection topography views 

these zig-zag patterns 'end-on' and so the images of the misfit dislocation segments 

are stacked on top of each other. 

7.3 A s y m m e t r i c Relaxat ion in Epi tax ia l Layers of A I A s 

In the investigation to establish the mismatch between AIAs and GaAs and the 

AIAs Poisson ratio [1] i t was concluded that the 1 /t777. layer of AIAs on GaAs grown 

by M B E , sample Ga.As2, had relaxed. This did not appear to be the case for the 

M O V P E grown AIAs layer used by Goorsky et al [16], sample GaAs5. Asymmet

ric 115 double crystal rocking curves were recorded f rom sample GaAs2 and the 

relaxation in each (110) direction was determined using the analysis developed by 

Halliwell and discussed in section 5.2.2. These calculations were presented in detail 

in section 5.2.3 and are briefly summarised here. 

As mentioned in section 5.2.3, sample GaAs2 was grown by C. Stanley at Glas

gow University and consists of a. 1 layer of AIAs deposited on an 001 orientated 

GaAs substrate. The layer is capped by a 1 /m i layer of AlQ,zGaQjAs and a 1 fim 

layer of GaAs. Double crystal rocking curves were recorded for the 004 and 115 

reflections in the [110] and [110] directions giving a total of twelve rocking curves, 

Figure 5.5 to 5.7. The separations, i / ' , between the substrate and epitaxial layer 

peaks on the 115 rocking curves in the high angle of incidence and low angle of in

cidence geometries were emploj'ed to calculate the epitaxial layer lattice parameters 

in the [001], [110] and [110] directions. The layer relaxation arid misfit dislocation 

line densitj ' in each (110) direction were deduced from equations 5.7 and 5.13 and 

are summarised in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3. DifFractometry Data f rom Sample Ga.As2 

110] [no 

Relaxation (%) 3.3 ± O.S 1.0 ± 0.8 

Dislocation Density,N (2.7 ± 0.6) x 10^77"^ (O.S ± 0.6) x 10^77"^ 
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The diffractometry data predicts average misfit dislocation line spacings in the 

[110] and [iTO] directions of (3.7 ± 0.8) /i???. and (12.5 ± 9) i^im respectively. Hence 

i t should be possible to resolve individual dislocation lines on a double crystal to

pograph of this sample. 

I n order to investigate this, double crystal synchrotron topography was per

formed at the Daresbury La.bora.torj' [section 3.2.3]. 004 topographs recorded at 

1.882 A show a. dislocation network which varies in density f rom zero near the wafer 

edge to a maximum near the centre. Again, the variation in dislocation density 

w i t h distance f r o m the centre of the wafer is attributed to radial variations in layer 

composition and thickness and is characteristic of M B E growth near the critical 

epitaxial la.}'er thickness. The position on the sample at which the rocking curves 

were recorded was accurately determined on an 004 topograph and the dislocation 

network in this region was examined in detail. Figure 7.5. The dislocation image 

spacings in the [110] and [110] were found to be 11 ± 1 /m?. and 10 ± 2 ^im re

spectively. In the [110] direction the spacing of the dislocation ima.ges measured by 

topography is in good agreement with the a.vera.ge dislocation line spacing deduced 

by diffractometry for an array of strain relieving 60° dislocations near the interface. 

Hence the dislocation images observed on the 004 topograph in the [110] direction 

do correspond to individual 60° dislocation lines. 

In the orthogonal direction the dislocation ima.ge spacing is three times larger 

than the dislocation line density deduced by diffractometry for an array of 60° misfit 

dislocations. Hence in this direction the dislocation ima.ges observed by topography 

represent bundles of misfit dislocation lines and individual dislocation lines are not 

resolved. 

The topography and diffractometry data in the [110] direction f rom sample 

Ga.As2 demonstrates that the resolution to which la.yer relaxation can be measured 

by these techniques meets. However there does not appear to be a significant overlap 

in resolution. 

Diffractometry measuiements were carried out by Goorsky e/. al [16] using the 

004 reflection on 1 //./vi layers of Al.yGa]_.j.,As on GaAs grown by low pressure 

M O V P E where x ranged from 0 to 1. These indicated that the layers of AlGaAs 

were coherently strained across the fu l l range of aluminium concentrations. Goorsky 

also recorded asymmetric reflection rocking curves from the AlAs on Ga.A.s la.yer, 

sample GaAs5, and the la.yer relaxation that he measured from these was found to 

be zero in both (110) directions, to within the l imi t of resolution of this technique. 

In ordei- to verify this, double crystal SRS topogra.phs of Ga.As5 wei-e taken at 
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Figure 7.5: 004 topograph of GaAs2 at 1.882 A 



Daresbury Laboratory employing the 004 reflection and an x-ray wavelength of 1.4 A. 

The sample was highly curved and so the Bragg band f rom the substrate reflection 

on the topographs was narrow. The area, of sample imaged on the topographs was 

fur ther reduced by an in homogenous la.yer of photoresist on the sample surface. 

Large regions of this sample show no dislocation images and confirm the relaxation 

measurements reported by Goorsky. However near the centre of the wafer a very 

low density of small segments of misfit dislocation is observed. Figure 7.6. The 

distr ibution of the misfit dislocation segments is asymmetric; all segments he in the 

[110] direction. A number of these dislocations lines appear to originate at threading 

dislocations f rom the substrate whereas other dislocation lines occur far f rom any 

images of threading dislocations and so could originate f rom dislocation fine half 

loops nucleated at the epitaxial la.}'er surface. 

Again, as in sample GaAs4, the diffractometry and topography data f rom sam

ple Ga.As5 indicates that x-ra.y diffractometry is insensitive to the first few misfit 

dislocations nucleated at the critical epitaxial laj'er thickness. However these are 

clearly observed by topography. 

The difference in the epitaxial layer rela.xa.tion observed in the nominaUy iden

tical samples GaAs2 and GaAs5 most likely arises from a slight difference in layer 

thickness between these samples. Sample GaAs2 was grown by M B E whereas sample 

GaAs5 was grown by low pressure M O V P E . AlAs is almost lattice matched to GaAs 

at a growth temperature of 630° C [17]; the lattice mismatch of 1600 ± 15 ppm at 

room temperature arises f r o m the difference in the thermal expansion coefficients. 

Hence for these samples the rate at which the sample is cooled down after growth 

in the two deposition techniques may also have a significant effect on epitaxial layer 

relaxation. I t is also noted that the AlAs la.j'er in sample GaAs5 was grown on an 

001 GaAs substrate which was off cut by 2° whereas in sample GaAs2 the layer was 

grown on an orientated 001 GaAs substrate. 

In order to further examine the dynamics of the nucleation and propagation of 

misf i t dislocations at the critical epitaxial la.yer thickness, a joint program between 

Durham University and RSl lE is underway to study the relaxation mechanism in 

situ using x-ray topography at the Daresbury synchrotron radiation source. An 

M B E chamber fitted wi t l i beryllium windows will be insta.lled on the wiggler station 

9.4 and images of misfit dislocations wi l l be recorded as they form. This requires 

the exposure of topographs in quick succession. .Although nuclear emulsion plates 

provide excellent resolution they do not easily lend themselves to producing rapid 

sequential exposures. The resolution of Kodak technical pa.n film has been exa.mined 
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Figure 7.6: 004 topograph of GaAs5 at 1.4 A recorded on an Ilford L4 nuclear 
emulsion plate 



Figure 7.7: 004 topograph of GaAs5 at 1.4 A recorded using Kodak technical pan 
film 4415 



as this film is available in canisters. 

The 004 topograph in Figure 7.6 was recorded on an I l ford L4 nuclear emulsion 

plate whereas the topograph in Figure 7.7 was recorded using Kodak technical pan 

film 4415. The exposure time for both these topographs was 5 minutes. Comparison 

of Figures 7.6 and 7.7 shows that the pan film has a. slightly reduced resolution 

but st i l l ima.ges the dislocation lines clearly. As a result of this experiment, the 

collaborators opted for the use of nuclear emulsion plates ! 

7.4 Conclusions 

Double crystal x-ray diffractometry and x-ray topography have been used to 

examine the epitaxial layer relaxation in four samples wi th low dislocation densities; 

a 17nm layer of InGa.As on a GaAs substrate, an InGaAs superlattice on an InP 

substrate and two 1 /a77 layers of A\As on a GaAs substrate. In all these samples 

the layer relaxation has been found to be asymmetric about the [110] and [110 

directions. 

For u l t ra th in epitaxial layers the epitaxial layer peak reflection in the high angle 

of incidence asymmetric rocking curves has a very low intensity and interference 

effects in the layer reduce the substrate to epitaxial layer peak separation for all 

reflections. However in sample GaAs4 the 17nm InGaAs layer is sandwiched between 

a GaAs substrate and a 0.1 /n77 GaAs cap and this sytem produces strong interference 

fringes. The period of the fringes is determined by the thickness of the capping layer 

whereas the position and intensity of the fringes is determined by the composition 

and thickness of the InGaAs layer. By careful fitting of simulated and experimental 

rocking curves this phenomenon has been used to determine the layer thickness to 

wi th in a monolayer and the indium concentration to wi th in 0.5 %. 

Double crystal synchrotron radiation topography can resolve individual misfit 

dislocation lines for epitaxial layer samples with low dislocation densities. In or

der to image individual misfit dislocations by single crystal reflection topography 

the penetration depth must be minimised so that the signal to noise ra.tio for the 

misfit dislocation images is maximised. Double crystal topography of epitaxial lay

ers deposited on Ga.As substrates indicates that the substrates ha.ve relatively high 

densities of threading dislocations which are arranged into cellular structures. The 

topographs show that in the init ial stages of re.la.xa.tion of InGaAs on GaAs lengths 
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of misfit dislocation are formed f rom the bending over of threading dislocations 

near the interface. Misfi t dislocations in the InGaAs superlattice on InP were de

duced to be distributed across the interfaces of the superlattice. The images f rom 

misfi t dislocations above and below each other in the superlattice are integrated 

on the topograph and hence individual dislocation lines are not resolved. However 

the asymmetry in relaxation deduced by diffractometry is observed qualitatively by 

topography. 

The asymmetric double crystal rocking curves discussed in this chapter demon

strate that diffractometry can determine the layer relaxation at low dislocation den

sities for la.}'ers which are about 1 /rm thick. For these laj'ers the position of the 

epitaxial la.yer peak can be accurately determined on the rocking curve. The mea

surement of misfit dislocation line spacing in the [110] direction for sample GaAs4 

is in excellent agreement wi th the la.3'er rela.xa.tion deduced by diffractometry. This 

sample illustrates that the maximum dislocation density which allows resolution of 

individual dislocations by x-ra.\' topographj ' just about corresponds to the minimum 

relaxation which can be detected by diffractometry. Hence the combination of x-ray 

diffractometry and x-ray topography enables the investigation of epitaxial layers at 

all stages of relaxation. 
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Chapter 8 

Character i sat ion of Misf it Dislocations by Topography 

8.0 Introduct ion 

In this chapter we discuss the application of x-ray topography to the analysis 

of the Burgers vector of misfit dislocation lines. This technique is illustrated for 

a sample containing several dislocation types where the dislocation line density is 

sufficientl}' low for individual dislocations to be resolved by x-ray topography. 

8.1 Determinat ion of the Burgers Vector of a Dis locat ion L i n e 

A double crystal x-ray topograph consists of a photographic record of the diffrac

t ion pattern produced when x-rays are scattered f r o m a crystal lattice. Strong 

diffract ion occurs when the Bragg condition is satisfied at a particular set of lat

tice planes wi th in the sample. The diffracted intensity recorded on the topograph 

contains information about the uniformity of the diffracting planes in the crystal. 

Changes in lattice perfection associated with the strain fields surrounding the core 

of a dislocation line lead to a local variation in the Bragg condition in the vicinity 

of the dislocation. This produces a corresponding region of varying diffracted inten

sity on the topograph; the dislocation line image. However i f a reflection is chosen 

f r o m lattice planes in the crystal sample which are not distorted by the strain field 

associated wi th a dislocation line then the dislocation line wi l l not be imaged on 

the topograph. This is the basis of Burger's vector analysis which determines the 

visibi l i ty of dislocation images on x-ra.\' topographs [1]. 

The strength of the dislocation line contrast on the topograph is a function of 

C where 

C = g.u[r) 8.1 

and w(r) is the atomic displacement around the dislocation core and g is the 
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diffract ion vector. From section 4.1 we recall that the character of a dislocation 

line is uniquely specified by its Burgers vector, b, and line direction, /. The line 

direction is a unit vector parallel to the core of the dislocation line. The Burgers 

vector describes the magnitude and direction of the lattice disruption surrounding 

the dislocation core and is defined by the SF/RH convention. Equation 8.1 can be 

represented in terms of h and /, equation 8.2, 

C = Cig.h - I - Cog.h X 1 8.2 

where C\ and C, are constants and C-> is much smaller than C\ for all dislocation 

types [1 . 

For a pure edge dislocation, b.l — 0. Hence lattice planes can be found which 

are orthogonal to both h and r and so are undeformed by the dislocation strain field. 

The edge dislocation is invisible in x-ray topographs using these reflecting planes. 

This is illustrated in Figiu-e 8.1. For the pure screw dislocation b is parallel to / and 

so the condition for invis ib i l i t j ' reduces to g.b = 0. A dislocation containing both 

screw and edge character is never completely invisible, though the visibil i ty is very 

much reduced when g.b = 0. 

A t the exact Bragg diffraction condition the width of a dislocation image depends 

upon the volume surrounding the dislocation line in which the lattice planes are 

distorted by more than the width of the Bragg reflection. Hence the image width 

is proportional to the ma.gnitude of the Burgers vector and inversely proportional 

to the f u l l wid th at half maximum intensity of the Bra.gg reflection. I f the wafer 

is curved then a range of dislocation visibilities wi l l be observed across the Bragg 

diffract ion band. Best dislocation images are obtained in the region corresponding 

to the flank of the Bra.gg reflection. Here the dislocation image is asymmetric and 

the image width is reduced. However the dislocation line wid th reduces further still 

as the local mis-orientation of the sample with respect to the exa.ct Bragg condition 

increases. A dislocation line can appear to go out of contrast if i t is imaged by the 

ta i l of the Bragg reflection. 

8.2 Identif icat ion of Screw Dislocations in Strained Layers 

Sample lnP2 was grown by G. Scott at the British Telecom Research Labora

tories and consists of a 4 ///m layer of In.j.Gai_.j-.A-'> deposited by .MBE on an 001 
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Figure 8.1: Burgers vector analysis of an edge dislocation 



orientated InP substrate. The mismatch was determined f rom 004 double crystal 

rocking curves recorded using Cu K^i radiation as 883 ± 5 ppm. This corresponds 

to a ind ium of 44 ± 0.5 %. Double crystal SRS topographs were recorded at Dares

bury Laboratory using the 004, 224 and 404 type reflections at 1.5 A. Large regions 

of this sample show no dislocation images on the topographs indicating that the 

epitaxial layer is coherently strained. However in one corner of the sample an ar

ray of long straight dislocation fines was clearly resolved in the 224 reflection. The 

dislocation lines fie in the [110] direction and are parallel to the diffraction vector, 

g, Figure 8.2. In the 224 reflection these dislocation lines are observed to go out 

of contrast. Figure 8.3. Hence f rom these topographs the Burgers vector of these 

dislocation lines must lie in a plane perpendicular to the [224] direction. The white 

specular images on the topographs arise from surface imperfections and act as use

f u l reference markers. The dislocation lines were not observed on topographs taken 

using the 004 reflection. Hence the Burgers vector must lie in an 001 plane. Thus 

we deduce that the Burgers vector is 1/2[110]. The dislocation lines were observed 

in all the 404 tjq^e reflections which confirms the Burgers vector analysis. Since the 

Burgers vector is parallel to the dislocation line, these are pure screw dislocations. 

This is an unusual result as an individual screw dislocation cannot reheve misfit 

strain. A parallel arra.y of screw dislocations of the same sense can reheve misfit 

strain through twist between the epitaxial la.3'er and the substrate. However this 

would require a very high density of dislocations and is energetically unfavourable. 

The screw dislocations are thought to be the the trailing segments of dislocation half-

loops gliding on inchned (111) planes [2] and arising f rom plastic deformation. This 

deformation could have been induced by substrate handling or thermal gradients 

present during growth. These defects illustrate vividly that in some cases interfacial 

dislocations are nucleated which do not contribute to the relaxation process. Hence 

even at low dislocation densities where studies have demonstrated that the misfit 

dislocations are 60° dislocations (section 4.1) the dislocation density deduced f rom 

rocking curve measurements, equation 5.11, may represent a minimum value. 

8.3 Interact ions Between 60° Dislocations at Low Dislocation Density 

In a separate region towards the centre of sample InP2 another low density 

array of dislocation lines lying in the [110] direction was observed in a 224 reflection 

topograph recorded at 1.5 A. The array was also observed in the 224 and 004 

reflections recorded at the same wa,velength which indicates tha.t these are not pure 
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screw dislocations. 404 type reflections were also recorded for this sample at an 

x-ray wavelength of 1.6 A. Although the 404 type topographs clearly showed the 

dislocation line array the contrast on the topographs was in general poor and varied 

considerably wi th each reflection. This is attributed to problems in experimental 

stability at the t ime when these topographs were recorded. Further analysis of the 

dislocation line Burgers vectors f rom the 404 type topographs was not possible. 

However i t is reasonable to assume f rom the 004, 224 and 404 reflections that the 

isolated dislocation lines are 60° dislocations. 

The density of dislocation lines varied considerably across the array. A region 

of the array imaged by a 224 topograph taken at 1.5 A, Figure 8.4, clearly shows 

bunching of dislocation lines into a. dislocation bundle. A higher number of disloca

tions appears to be nucleated wi th in the bimdle than in surrounding regions. Thus 

we conclude that dislocations are preferentially nucleated wi th in the bundle. The 

observation of dislocation bundles at low dislocation densities supports the evidence 

presented in previous chapters for the bunching of dislocation lines into bundles at 

high dislocation densities. 

In the centre of Figure 8.5, another region of the array imaged by the 224 

reflection at 1.5 A, we observe two 60° dislocation lines A, B appear to join a thi rd 

dislocation line C. The width of the dislocation line C is larger than the widths 

of dislocation lines A and B. Hence the Burgers vector of dislocation C is also 

larger than the Burgers vectors of dislocation lines A and B. Thus we conclude that 

dislocation lines A and B have interacted to form dislocation line C. The dislocation 

line C is also observed with an enhanced contrast compared to dislocation lines 

A and B on the 224 reflection, Figure 8.6. Since the energy of a dislocation line 

is proportional to the square of the Burgers vector [3] then the condition for this 

interaction to be energetically favourable is that 

63, + bi < h'c 8.3 

where 64, and be aie the Burgers vectors for these dislocations. Dislocations 

A and B are both 60° misfit dislocations and so their Burgers vectors ha.ve the same 

in plane edge component, This restricts the possible Burgers vectors for these 

dislocations to the set of foui- Burgers vectors b\, t i , 63 and 64 drawn in Figure 8.7. 

Hence the dislocation intera.ction observed in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 could arise from 

( v : ) . . 6 , + / . = ^ [ T 0 i ] + ^^[0Ti] = ^ P 2 ] 
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[110] 

[110] 

Figure 8.4: 224 topograph of sample InP2 at 1.5 A showing bunching of misfit 
dislocation lines into dislocation bundles 



B 

Figure 8.6: 224 topograph of InP2 at 1.5 A showing 
dislocations at A , B , and C 

[ n o ] 



iu).M+bs = ̂ rm]+^m] = ̂ m 

{iii)..hi - I - 64 = ^[011] + Y O T = "o[oio; 

Interactions (i) and (i i) result in the formation of pure edge dislocations whereas 

interaction ( i i i ) results in the formation of a mixed dislocation line. Application of 

equation 8.3 shows that interaction (i) is not energetically favourable and so is 

unlikely to occur. Also g.b = 0 in the 224 reflection for the dislocation line produced 

in interaction ( i ) . The 224 topograph shows the dislocation line C in strong contrast 

and so interaction (i) is not observed here. Although interaction (i i) is the most 

energetically favourable, g.b = 0 for this edge dislocation in the 224 reflection. The 

mixed dislocation produced by interaction (i i i ) is visible wi th equal contrast on both 

the 224 and 224 reflections. This corresponds closely to the contrast of dislocation 

line C observed in topographs of these reflections, Figures 8.5 and 8.6. We conclude 

that dislocation line C has a Burgers vector of GQ [100] and is formed f rom two 

60° dislocation hues which glide on opposite (111) planes. The dislocation line C 

is formed along the line of intersection between these planes. This dislocation line 

is observed in strong contrast in the 044 reflection and weaker contrast (from the 

g.b X / term in equation 8.2) in the 404 and 004 reflections. The interaction results 

in a decrease in the overall energy of the dislocation array though no advantage in 

the rehef of misfit strain is obtained. 
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[100] 
Dislocatibn 

Figure 8.7: Possible Burgers vectors for a 60° dislocation fine wi th an in plane 
edge component, ^ m , of ao/(2V2) [TTO 



8.4 Conclus ions 

In this chapter we have illustrated that for very low dislocation densities x-ray 

topography can be used to examine the nature of the Burgers vector for individual 

dislocation lines. Burgers vector analysis can unambiguouslj' identify pure screw or 

pure edge dislocations as for these dislocations reflections can be chosen in which the 

dislocation contrast is zero. Identification of mixed dislocations is more difficult as 

these dislocations are never completely invisible in a reflection. However a computer 

program has been developed at Durham which simulates the width of a dislocation 

line image obtained on a Bragg reflection topograph. The program employs the 

dynamical theory of x-ray diffraction and is running on a Sun 4/330 Sparcserver. 

Typicall} ' a. simulation takes four hours to produce an image wi th a resolution of 

about 0.25 /m?.. The facility to compare simulated and experimental topographic 

data of dislocations and their interactions wi l l greatly enhance the application of 

Burgers vector analysis for cases where dislocation invisibilty cannot be obtained in 

a reflection. 

Burgers vector analysis of the topography data presented in this chapter allowed 

identification of an array of screw dislocations and the formation of a mixed disloca

tion f rom two 60° dislocations. The presence of screw dislocations indicates that not 

all interfacial dislocations are strain relieving misfit disloca.tions and in conjunction 

wi th the identification of dislocation interactions at low disloca.tion densities indi

cates that the linear dislocation density deduced by diffractometry is approximate 

for slightly relaxed epitaxial layers. At high dislocation densities where disloca

tion interactions wil l be common the dislocation density deduced by diffractometry 

should be regarded as a maximum value. 

We have clearly observed the bunching of dislocation lines into bundles for a 

low dislocation density sample and provide evidence for the preferential nucleation 

of dislocation lines within the bundle. Hence this phenomenon can also be expected 

at high dislocation densities. This is in agreement with results presented in chapter 

6 for high dislocation density samples in which the number of dislocation lines per 

bundle is seen to increase wi th dislocation densitv. 
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Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 

The application of double crystal difFractometry and topography to the exam

ination of epitaxial layer relaxation has been compared for a range of dislocation 

densities and layer thicknesses. We have shown that the information obtained f rom 

these techniques is complementary. 

Double crystal diffractometry is best suited to the determination of layer re

laxation for la.5'er thicknesses of the order of Ifim where the diffraction peaks for 

the layer are of high intensity and low F W H M . Here layer relaxations as low as 1 % 

were deduced f r o m a complete set of asymmetric rocking curves for an AlAs layer on 

GaAs w i t h a mismatch of 1600 ppm, sample Ga.As4. The accuracy associated with 

the measurement of layer relaxation by difFractometry results f rom the measurement 

of the separation between the epitaxial layer and substrate peaks on double crystal 

rocking curves. Hence we expect to resolve lower relaxations for higher mismatch 

epitaxial layers and vice versa. This is supported by the epitaxial layer relaxation 

deduced by diffractometry for an InGaAs superlattice on InP, sample SLSl . Here 

the mean unit cell mismatch is 502 ± 17 ppm and the layer relaxation in the [110 

was measured as 3 ± 2 %. However i t must be recognised that for the critical thick

ness to be of the order of microns, the mismatch must be small. In highly strained 

systems the critical thickness is small. In these very th in layers the intensity of 

the layer reflection on the high angle of incidence asymmetric rocking curve is very 

low and interference effects in the layer reduce the substrate to epitaxial layer peak 

separation in all reflections. In this case interpretation of the rocking curves may 

achieved by simulating the experimental data. This was demonstrated for a 17 nm 

laj'er of InGaAs sandwiched between a GaAs cap and an 001 GaAs substrate. The 

system acts as a Bragg case interferometer and produces strong interference fringes. 

Careful comparison of simulated and experimental data allows determination of the 

Indium concentration to within 0.5 % and the layer thickness to wi th in a single 

monolayer. 

Layer rela.xa.tion in epitaxial layers oF I l l - V compounds deposited on 001 orien

tated substrates has been Found to be asymmetric about the (110) directions in the 

interface. Hence the 001 Face oF tlie layer unit cell is monoclinic where the [110] and 

110] directions remain perpendicular and the [100] and [010] directions do not. The 

determination oF asymmetric layer relaxation discussed in section 5.2.2 exploits the 
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above observation by employing asymmetric reflections in the (110) zones to deduce 

the positions of the hhl and hh\ layer reflections in reciprocal space and hence the 

110 and 110 interplanar separations in the laj'er. As layer relaxation is asymmetric 

about the (110) directions, the strain in the layer uni t cell w i l l also be asymmetric. 

However the shape of the layer unit cell is not known at this time. Once the degree 

of lattice relaxation in the [110] and [110] directions in the layer unit cell is known 

then i t becomes possible to extend the analysis developed in section 5.2.2 for asym

metric reflections in other diffraction zones. Determination of the positions of these 

layer reflections in reciprocal space by diffractometry wi l l provide more information 

on the shape of the layer unit cell. 

Epitaxial layer t i l t must be taken into account when measuring the substrate 

to epitaxial layer peak separation on a rocking curve. This is achieved by recording 

rocking curves wi th the sample rotated through 0° and 180°. In chapter 5 we 

demonstrate that for 001 orientated substrates a lack of epitaxial layer t i l t is a good 

indication of crystalline perfection near the interface. The epitaxial layer t i l t in 

the [110] and [110] directions was observed to increase wi th misfit dislocation hue 

density i n these directions. From comparison between theory and experiment we 

have demonstrated that the values of epitaxial layer t i l t measured experimentally 

are statistically significant and indicate a net alignment of the out of plane edge 

components E± of the Burgers vectors of 60° dislocation lines in the [110] and [110] 

directions. In order to examine the relationship between misfit dislocation density 

and epitaxial layer t i l t further, samples of the same type, e.g. 1 fim InGaAs layers 

on InP substrates, wi th different layer relaxations should be investigated. Epitaxial 

layer samples wi th substrate misorientations of greater than 0.1° have not been 

investigated. The variation in epitaxial layer t i l t w i th misfit dislocation line density 

should be measured by diffractometry for substrate misorientations of up to a few 

degrees. For low dislocation density layers where double crystal topography can 

clearly resolve individual dislocation lines, Burgers vector analysis of a complete set 

of 404 type reflections may allow the orientation of the E± to be determined for 

each 60° dislocation line. This would be definitive. 

In the determination of layer relaxation by x-ray topography and x-ray diffrac

tometry for tire [110] direction in sample GaAs2 we have demonstrated that the 

resolution of these techniques meets but does not really overlap. X-ray diffractome

t ry has been shown to be insensitive to the first few misfit dislocations nucleated at 

the in i t ia l stages of relaxation where these dislocations are observed by topography. 

The critical thickness of an rii.i:Ga]_.j.,As layer sandwiched between an 001 GaAs 

substrate and a GaAs cap where x = 0.17 ± 0.005 has been measured as 162 ± 
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2 A. This was achieved by using topography to observe the onset oF layer relax

ation in samjile GaAs4 and diffractometry to determine the layer thickness at this 

point. Application of these techniques to similar InGaAs on GaAs samples wil l aUow 

determination of the variation in critical layer thickness w i t h Ind ium concentration. 

X-ray diffractometry has been used to determine the average misfit dislocation 

line density for epitaxial layers wi th high dislocation densities, chapter 6. Com

parison between these values and the dislocation images recorded by topography 

indicated that these images represent bundles of dislocations and not individual 

dislocation lines. Moreover the number of dislocation lines per bundle was seen to 

decrease wi th decreasing layer relaxation. A low dislocation density sample where 

individual misfit dislocation lines are clearly resolved by topography was examined 

in chapter 8. The bunching of misfit dislocation lines into dislocation bundles was 

observed and i t appears that misfit dislocation lines are preferentially nucleated 

wi th in the bundles. Dislocation interactions can be characterised by topography us

ing Burgers vector analysis and this allowed the identification of screw dislocations 

and the characterisation of an interaction between two 60° dislocations to form a 

mixed dislocation line. However more dislocation reactions at low dislocation den

sities should be characterised by this method as this may provide information on 

dislocation multiplication mechanisms as well as dislocation nucleation mechanisms. 
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